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Abstract

In most cases, heightened structural safety leads to higher costs and therefore to a reduction
of average disposable income. At the same time, average life expectancy rises because of the
ensuing lower failure rates. From income and life expectancy, it is possible to derive socio-
economic utility functions such as the life quality index. A safety-relevant decision is deemed
acceptable if the utility function value rises or remains at least equal. The thesis extends
this approach in order to cover not only mortality effects, but equally effects upon morbidity.
Furthermore, the effect of delays (latency) is investigated. A generalised consequence model
facilitates the determination of mortality and life expectancy from failure rates and toxical
emission rates. Realistic case studies illustrate the application of the proposed methods.

Zusammenfassung

Höhere Zuverlässigkeit von Bauwerken führt meist zu höheren Kosten und somit zu einer
Verminderung des durchschnittlichen verfügbaren Einkommens. Gleichzeitig steigt die durch-
schnittliche Lebenserwartung aufgrund der niedrigeren Versagensraten. Aus Einkommen und
Lebenserwartung lassen sich volkswirtschaftliche Nutzenfunktionen wie etwa der Leben-
squalitätsindex bilden. Eine sicherheitsrelevante Entscheidung gilt als akzeptabel, wenn der
Funktionswert steigt oder zumindest gleich bleibt. Die Arbeit erweitert diesen Ansatz, um
neben den Auswirkungen auf die Mortalität auch jene auf die Morbidität zu berücksichtigen.
Ebenso wird die Wirkung von Verzögerungen (Latenz) und Verzinsung aufgearbeitet. Ein
umfassendes Konsequenzenmodell erleichtert die Bestimmung von Mortalität und Lebenser-
wartung aus Versagensraten oder toxischen Emissionsraten. Konkrete Fallbeispiele verdeut-
lichen die Anwendung der Methoden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem

Whenever an engineering facility fails, the owner—public or private—faces a loss of assets.
Apart from this most obvious consequence, there are usually a number of follow-up events
such as loss of business. From a societal point of view, the most serious consequences of failure
events are those concerning human life and limb. In this respect, civil engineering facilities
can be considered as particularly sensitive, both because of their omnipresence in everyday
life and because of their sheer size and the ensuing hazard potential.

Risk is commonly defined as the product of failure probability and failure consequences. For
potential loss of assets, risk assessment is comparatively straightforward: The failure probabil-
ity follows from applying reliability theory to the physical relations describing the structure,
while the consequences are more or less equal to the original construction cost. Estimating
indirect consequences in terms of loss of business proves already more delicate a task. How-
ever, the most challenging problem probably lies in predicting the physical consequences for
human beings, i.e. injury, disease and death. The psychological and physiological causes of
human behaviour and vulnerability are mostly hard to model, as they are usually subject to
a number of complex underlying phenomena.

At the same time, potential loss of life or health evokes the question of societal risk accept-
ability. With these existential values at stake, the question is apparently more delicate to
answer than for merely material consequences. Human life does not carry a price tag, but
is generally agreed to be of infinite value. Still, resources are limited and investments into a
specific risk mitigation measure will be lost for other essential needs of society. This brings
up the question of the societal acceptability of spending resources on a risk measure, i.e. of
societal affordability. The two concepts, societal risk acceptability and societal affordability,
add up to the broader concept of the acceptability of risk-relevant decisions.

In brief, human consequences of failure events in the civil engineering domain are not only
more complex to predict, but also more difficult to valuate, as compared to other consequences.
Besides, other areas of the engineering domain, especially those involving the release of toxic
substances, are facing the same type of challenge. In this respect, the present issue is of
considerable societal relevance.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Existing Approaches

All acceptability criteria for safety-relevant decisions appear to have one common principle:
The outcome of a project is compared to the status quo. If the outcome is more desirable than
the present situation (or at least equal), it is deemed acceptable. Otherwise, the project should
not be realised. In this sense, all safety criteria can be called relative. This understanding of
acceptability can be extended to existing facilities from an earlier era: They are deemed
acceptable, if their safety level corresponds to that of state-of-the-art projects. This is usually
the case for built structures, but less often for processes involving toxic emissions.

The difference between the different types of criteria lies in the yardstick that is used in order
to compare a project to the status quo. In this respect, three major types of safety criteria
can be identified:

Conventional Criteria for Human Safety

At present, the most commonly applied criteria valuate projects more or less exclusively by
their effect upon safety levels (expressed as victims per year), while attributing little or no
importance to the socio-economic costs of a safety measure. Because of this focus on the
safety aspect of a decision, ‘tolerable risk’ is more common as an expression than ‘acceptable
decision’. ‘Acceptable risk’ equally exists in this framework, but this class includes only minor
hazards that do not raise any special concern in case of a fatality. In some cases, tolerable risks
are defined by the ALARP condition (as low as reasonably practicable). Although the socio-
economic overall effect is partly taken into account by this condition, there is no objective
definition of what is ‘reasonable’, i.e. societally affordable.

Conventional safety criteria are calibrated by analysing the safety levels of previous projects.
These levels are obtained either as fatality rates or as occurrence rates of hazardous events
(failure rates, emission rates). The first approach is preferable, because it accounts for the
effects upon human safety in a more explicit way.

Two important examples of this type of criterion are constituted by the Eurocode [25] and
the prescriptions of the British Health & Safety Executive (HSE), as summarised in [11]. The
former applies to civil engineering, while the latter aims at more general applications. These
and some other regulations are briefly presented in Appendix A.

Cost-benefit Analysis as a Criterion for Human Safety

In principle, cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a method that aims at assessing the profitability
of a project and has little to do with human safety issues. A project is deemed acceptable, if it
makes the owner (private or public) wealthier, or at least not poorer. Formally, this criterion
can be written as Z ≥ 0, where Z denotes profit. It is obtained by subtracting investment
costs C and damage costs D from benefit (revenues) B:

Z(p) = B(p)− C(p)−D(p) (1.1)

In this relationship, p is a safety parameter which heightens costs C(p) on one hand, but
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reduces the probability of undesirable events resulting in economic damage D(p) on the other
hand. Furthermore, it has an effect upon B(p), because higher safety reduces the likelihood of
down-times during which no revenues can be generated. It was Rosenblueth & Mendoza [110]
who introduced this concept to the civil engineering domain in 1971. Appendix B provides a
brief overview over its mathematical implications.

Damage can occur in two ways, as a loss of investment goods or as external damage. In the
first case, D(p) can be as high as the original investment costs C(p). This corresponds to
the complete loss of a facility requiring total reconstruction. External damages, on the other
hand, are independent of investment costs C(p) and can exceed them by far in certain cases
(e.g. chemical and nuclear industries). They include loss of off-site property as well as loss of
life. However, these damages will only be considered in the cost-benefit analysis, if the owner
can be held liable regardless of default (strict liability), as it is commonly the case in the
energy and transportation sectors (see e.g. German Liability Act [2]).

Compensation costs for fatal victims can amount to considerable sums, depending on the
jurisdiction of the respective country. The loss of expected future earnings can serve as a rough
lower estimate, but values can also be significantly higher.For the owner of a facility, averting
these compensation costs (or reducing the insurance premium) is an economic incentive for
providing a minimum level of safety. In consequence, this type of criterion is rather ineffective
in the case of highly profitable projects (compare Chapter 4).

Besides, utility-theoretic and empirical findings indicate that people are willing to afford
safety payments that are well above the potentially gained lifetime earnings (see Chapter 2).

Utility-based Criteria for Human Safety

Instead of valuating projects exclusively by means of fatality rates or by means of money,
it is possible to use a joint indicator that unites both aspects. The foundations for such an
approach are laid by socio-economic utility theory, which regards personal utility as the basic
measure in decision analysis. Utility is a measure of its own, but can equally be transformed
into other units, such as life expectancy or income. However, money is only seen as a means of
conversion when balancing different essential goods such as longevity, health, education and
time for leisure and recovery against each other. In this context, safety is regarded primarily
as a source of longevity.

Utility theory has a long tradition in economics and is used to explain some basic phenomena,
such as consumer behaviour and the shape of demand functions (see e.g. [111]). From the
1970ies onwards, Usher [136] and other economists [4, 22, 109, 118] adopted these foundations
in order to describe trade-offs between wealth and lifetime. This involved the derivation of
people’s willingness to pay (WTP) as a criterion for safety-related decisions, with a focus on
health-policy questions. In 1994, Lind [67] introduced this type of criterion to engineering
problems. In his reasonings, he incorporated other utility measures such as the U.N. Human
Development Index (HDI) and developed a measure called the life quality index. This utility
measure was further developed by Nathwani, Lind and Pandey [84, 92] and Rackwitz [101,
103, 104, 105].

As already foreshadowed in the problem outline, the present thesis focusses on the utility-
based approach in order to assess the societal acceptability of safety-related decisions. For
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this reason, the derivation of the WTP criterion and its underlying principles are dealt with
at length in Chapter 2 and some of the following chapters.

Investigating the interplay of utility-based criteria with cost-benefit analysis is an issue that
has been brought up repeatedly by Rackwitz, e.g. [101, 103, 104, 105], but equally by Strei-
cher [126] and Kübler [63].

1.3 Aim of the Thesis

The first objective of the present thesis is to derive and validate willingness to pay (WTP) as
a utility-based criterion, which assesses the societal acceptability of safety-related decisions.
To this purpose, the state of the art needs to be reviewed, before some open questions can
be addressed. These include the extension of the WTP criterion from potential loss of life to
general health effects (injury and disease), as well as its correct application to different types
of projects. Projects with potential failure events require a different approach than those that
pose a hazard by permanently emitting some noxious matter.

The primary effect of a safety-related decision consists in a change of the hazard level. It
is expressed either as occurrence rate (acute failure) or as emission rate (continuous release
of toxicants). Both phenomena potentially entail human consequences in the form of death,
injury or disease. Determining occurrence rates is the subject of reliability theory, which has
established a consistent and generally agreed methodology to that purpose. The same can be
said about the methods describing industrial emission rates of all sorts. However, it appears
that no generalised approach has emerged yet in order to assess the human consequences,
especially in the case of acute failure events. For continuous toxic impacts, the case is less
drastic. In order to provide a meaningful result, the WTP criterion relies upon the acuracy of
the human consequence model. Hence, it appears little consistent to establish a methodology
for acceptable decisions, while lacking a systematic basis for human consequence modelling.

The present thesis is an attempt to address both objectives in a joint effort.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

With respect to societal risk acceptability of safety-related decisions, loss of life can be seen as
a special case of health-compromising effects in general. Most studies actually limit themselves
to this special case and derive the WTP criterion on this basis. Chapter 2 provides an
introduction to the state of the art, apart from a few further going refinements. In the next
step, Chapter 3 extends the realm of acceptability modelling to the more general case of
disability (i.e. injury and disease).

Chapter 4 outlines the differences between projects involving acute failure and projects
leading to continuous release of noxious matter and explains how to apply the WTP criterion
to these differing cases. This is also the point, at which the corresponding human consequence
models described in the following chapters are brought into the centre of interest. In this
respect, Chapter 4 can be seen as the interface connecting the other parts of the thesis (see
Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Structure of the thesis

Chapter 5 develops a generalised human consequence model for the case of acute failure.
The analysis is based on three of the most important failure types in civil engineering, namely
building collapse due to earthquakes, dam failure and tunnel fire. Nevertheless, the result-
ing methodology aims at acute failure events as a whole. The human consequence model for
continuous toxic emissions is dealt with less extensively in Chapter 6; here, the existing
methodological knowledge is considerably more extensive and touches aspects, which are sci-
ences of their own, including meteorology and toxicology. Unlike the methodological ambitions
of Chapter 5, the aim is simply to make the existing knowledge accessible for acceptability
assessments by providing a compact introduction.

Chapter 7 presents some illustrative examples, followed by the conclusions in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Societal Acceptability of Decisions
Involving Potential Loss of Life

The present chapter aims to show how socio-economic utility theory can be used to assess
safety-relevant decisions. Loss of life is the most drastic human consequence a decision may
have. At the same time, it is the most basic case from a methodological point of view, as
opposed to injury or disease. In fact, the prevailing number of previous publications limits
itself to this case. The following pages are meant to review the existing knowledge.

2.1 Preliminary Considerations

2.1.1 Ethical Concepts

Making right and good decisions is the subject of ethics, one of the main issues of philosophy.
There are a number of ethical theorems and principles, among which Kant’s categorical im-
perative is maybe the most famous one. In the present context, two further concepts deserve
closer attention because of their omnipresence in the public discourse: One is part of consti-
tutional law in most Western nations and concerns the intangibility of human life. The other
one, utilitarianism, provides the philosophical basis for utility-theory and the use of quan-
titative risk analysis in decision-making. The different concepts can lead to contradictory
conclusions in some cases.

Categorical Imperative

The categorical imperative forms the essence of Immanuel Kant’s (1724–1804) moral philos-
ophy. It is the most prominent example of deontological philosophy, a school postulating the
existence of a priori moral obligations. Kant devised several formulations of the categorical
imperative [60]. Among these, the following two formulations are the most commonly known:

1. ‘Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the same time will that it become
a universal law.’

7



8 CHAPTER 2. ACCEPTABLE DECISIONS & POTENTIAL LOSS OF LIFE

2. ‘Act so as to use humanity, whether in your own person or in others, always as an end,
and never merely as a means.’

Intangibility of Human Life

In the Judeo-Christian tradition, which has determined much of the development of modern
Western value concepts, man is understood as the counterpart of God and human life is seen
as holy. The modern concept of intangibility of life [1, 133] is essentially a secularised version
of the holiness concept (see e.g. Lenzen [65]). Each of these concepts amounts to the principle
of infinite value of human life, which bears two major implications (e.g. [115]):

� The value of any human life is higher than that of a non-human life or that of an
unenlivened object.

� When each life is of infinite value, each fraction of life must equally be of infinite value. In
consequence, the value of each human life is equal, regardless of age, health or remaining
life expectancy [53, 65].

Intangibility of human life is a fundamental concept that cannot be further derived by rational
means, e.g. by some kind of optimisation. If such a derivation were possible, the result would
depend on the specific assumptions and every change in these assumptions would lead to
a different conclusion. As a result, intangibility would become negotiable and thus relative.
However, absoluteness is a central property of the intangibility concept, a necessity that
became evident during the great moral breakdowns of the past century1.

Utilitarianism

In the 18th century, the English philosopher and reformer Jeremy Bentham established an
ethical theory known as utilitarianism. His principle of happiness interprets pain and pleasure
as the only absolutes in the world, leading to what is known as the central ethical demand
of utilitarianism, ‘the greatest happiness for the greatest number’. John Stuart Mill, who
lived in England during the 19th century is the second philosopher commonly associated
with utilitarianism. He considered cultural and spiritual happiness as more important than
the material aspects of happiness. This view differs from the contemporary understanding of
utilitarianism serving as the philosophical basis for economic utility theory.

In order to prevent situations, in which society as a whole obtains a net benefit on the expenses
of a few of its members, the principle has to be subjected to a major constraint. Some argue
that this constraint is already implied in Bentham’s original reasoning [62]. In [85], it is
referred to as the Kaldor-Hicks Compensation Principle, demanding that

‘A policy is to be judged socially beneficial if the gainers receive enough benefits
that they can compensate the losers fully and still have some net gain left over.’

1This reasoning roughly corresponds to the theory of natural law, limiting the realm of legal positivism in
contemporary constitutional law.
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Utilitarianism belongs to the group of consequentialist theories. Consequentialism is opposed
to deontology and judges actions only by their final outcome. The existence of a-priori moral
principles is denied. In its most radical form, utilitarianism advocates some thoughts that are
directly opposed to the equality reasoning derived from infinite value of life: Higher remaining
life expectancy means higher remaining lifetime utility, such that the payment for saving a
young person’s life would be higher than in the case of an older person. Similar conclusions
apply for wealthy and healthy persons, for health and wealth both contribute to utility per
time unit. In his ‘Practical Ethics’, Singer [119] takes a similar direction, when he puts the
value of a life into a direct relationship with a person’s degree of rationality, consciousness and
ability to suffer, much to the disadvantage of newborn children and mentally handicapped
persons.

2.1.2 Discussion

From an engineer’s point of view, it is hardly possible to participate in the discourse, a small
part of which is sketched above. Yet, engineers as well as economists implicitly take the side
of utilitarianism, simply by relying on quantitative analysis of risk and utility as the basis for
their decisions. Such a proceeding implies using numbers and ultimately prices with respect
to human life, which can conflict with the infinite value of human life following from the
constitutional principle of intangibility. Therefore, engineers and generally decision makers
cannot circumvent these fundamental issues altogether, at least not if potential fatalities and
their prevention are involved.

With respect to life-saving measures, it may be helpful to distinguish between rescue measures
and prevention. Rescue is required, when an individual is in an acute state of emergency.
Judging by the commonly observable way the public and its representatives react in case of
accidents, severe illness and catastrophes, it appears that society is willing to undertake almost
anything to save the life of a threatened individual. The question of affordability seems to be
only of secondary interest. This behaviour possibly reflects the conception of human life being
of infinite value. In the opposed case of preventive measures against future fatalities, there is
strong evidence that people take affordability into account to a much higher degree. People’s
actual choices reveal their implied willingness to pay (WTP) for life-saving measures, e.g.
when purchasing safety-enhancing products [84]. Other indicators include workers’ readiness
to accept higher wages as a compensation for higher work risks (see Section 2.5.3).

As an interpretation of these observations, one could deduce that making trade-offs with
respect to human life is admissible as long as the fatal outcome is only an uncertain possibility
in the future. The fatal event might not occur at all or some other fatal event might happen
beforehand. In fact, society’s members are facing a multitude of different threats. Even if
the complete national income were spent on risk prevention, some risks would always be
remaining, while no resources would be left for other essential needs such as food, housing,
education etc. On the other hand, it seems equally pointless not to invest any money at
all into risk prevention. A number of measures, such as obligatory safety belts, can save
many lives at a reasonable expense. Following this line of thought, there must be a limit
to affordability somewhere between these extremes, i.e. the WTP. This corresponds to the
viewpoint, according to which ‘the core of all risk management is a problem of allocation of
a scarce commodity (the public’s money) to serve the public good in the best way’ [68].
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2.2 Expressing Utility

By willingness to pay (WTP) the socio-economic literature understands the amount of money
the average member of society is ready to sacrifice in order to prevent a fatality [4, 84, 118]. The
life at stake can be one’s own or that of an anonymous fellow citizen. If the individual is willing
to trade money against safety at this rate, it implies that the additional survival probability
provides the same amount of personal utility as using the money for consumption instead. In
order to determine the WTP, utility needs to be described and quantified beforehand.

The idea of measuring utility in absolute values appears impracticable, beginning with the
difficulty of finding an appropriate unit of measurement. In fact, utility theory does not
deal with absolute measures, but with comparing the relative utility of two options (‘ordinal
utility’, see e.g. [111]). The strength of the utility concept consists in making monetary and
non-monetary goods comparable by depicting them on one scale. If the value of something like
leisure time is to be compared to that of something like extra income, the following question
arises: What is the use—or: utility—of the one good, when compared to the other? The fact
that people actually do make choices of this sort everyday provides the basis for the analytical
and empirical derivation of utility functions.

Many goods contribute to life quality and therefore to utility in an essential way. Among
these are personal wellbeing, longevity, self-realisation, wealth, intact family relations and
many more. On an individual level, people take all of these factors into account for choices
concerning their own lives. When deciding about utility-relevant interventions on a societal
level, it is very hard if not impossible to quantify the effect some of these factors, such as
the mentioned integrity of family ties. For this reason, the more tangible factors among these
have to serve as a substitute for the remaining factors, as far as utility-based decision-making
is concerned [84].

In the following, two existing approaches for determining lifetime utility are presented and
discussed.

2.2.1 The Classical Socio-economic Approach

Lifetime Utility

The basic idea in economic utility theory is that a person’s enjoyment of life originates from
a permanent stream of consumption [136]. Let c(t) denote consumption per time unit, so that
u(c(t)) is utility from consumption, also per time unit. Then, the (remaining) lifetime utility
of a person aged a who is going to live until aD follows as

U(a, aD) =
∫ aD

a
u(c(t))dt (2.1)

Due to different psychological and economic reasons, people value future utility less than
present utility. This phenomenon is described by discounting future utility at a rate γ(t):
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U(a, aD) =
∫ aD

a
u(c(t)) exp

[
−
∫ t

a
γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

=
∫ aD

a
u(c(t)) exp[−γ(t− a)]dt (2.2)

with2 τ∗ = τ − a. The second line in (2.2) holds for constant γ(t) = γ. In a societal con-
text, one cannot simply use capital market rates for discounting future utility. The precise
reasons deserve closer attention and are discussed in Section 2.3, which is entirely dedicated
to this question. Equation (2.2) uses continuous (or exponential) discounting in the form
exp[−

∫ t
0 γ(τ)dτ ] instead of yearly discounting, i.e.

∏t
τ=0(1−γ′(τ)). For mathematical deriva-

tions, this form is much more convenient. Continuous and yearly discount rates can be easily
converted by γ(t) = ln(1 + γ′(t)). For small discount rates not higher than 5%, the relation
can be simplified as γ(t) ≈ γ′(t).

Life Expectancy

Apparently, being alive is a prerequisite for being able to spend money and enjoy consumption.
Yet, the remaining life span of an individual cannot be predicted in the form aD−a, but has to
be estimated by calculating the remaining life expectancy from statistical data on mortality,
so-called life tables. The following lines are meant to provide a brief introduction into life-table
calculations (compare e.g. [38, 42]):

Let FD(a) be the probability of not having survived up to age a and fD(a) be the correspond-
ing probability density function. Then, age-dependent mortality is defined as the probability
of dying at age a, under the condition of having reached age a in the first place:

µ(a) =
fD(a)

1− FD(a)
(2.3)

Thus, µ(a) is easily determined: It only takes to find out how many people have reached
age a at the beginning of a given year t and how many of these persons did not survive
until the end of year t. Mortality follows from dividing the second number by the first one.
Performing this simple calculation for all age classes yields the so-called period life table
for period (calendar year) χ. These tables differ from country to country and are publicly
available from different sources, e.g. [69, 144]. Figure 2.1 (left part) displays µ(a) from a
French table. Usually, separate period life tables are published for men and women. In the
present context, it is preferred to use joint life tables for both sexes, which is more consistent
with the goal of establishing a generalised societal safety criterion.

2Note that in (2.2), t and τ are both relative to the birth year of the individual aged a. Therefore, γ(τ)
is not the discount rate τ years from now, but that of the year in which the individual aged a today will be
τ years old. The discount rate, however, does not depend on the age of one specific person. Instead, it is a
socio-economic parameter which applies to all persons living in a given year in the same way, regardless of
their respective age. The decision point (i.e. now) is usually indicated as year zero, so that now means t∗ = 0.

It is possible to and admissible to use γ(τ) instead of γ(τ∗) in simple expressions as the one above. However,
it will produce a considerable amount of unclarity in equations like (2.8) and even more so, when people of
different birth years enter into one single expression as in (2.11).
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Figure 2.1: Mortality µ(a) and survival probability S(a) for France (period life table [144])

The number S(a) expresses the number of persons, who have survived up to age a:

S(a) = S(0)(1− FD(a)) (2.4)

When setting S(0) = 1, then S(a) is a person’s probability of survival up to (at least) age a.
It can be calculated from µ(a) by resolving (2.3)3 for S(a):

S(a) = exp
[
−
∫ a

0
µ(t)dt

]
(2.5)

Figure 2.1 (right part) displays the typical shape of this function. Integrating the survival
probability from 0 to the maximum attainable age au, which is frequently assumed to be 110
years, yields life expectancy at birth:

e(0) = e0 =
∫ au

0
S(t)dt =

∫ au

0
exp

[
−
∫ t

0
µ(τ)dτ

]
dt (2.6)

This result becomes a little more intuitive, when imagining an age cohort of 100 000 persons
born in the same year, i.e. S(0) = 100 000. Every year, the number of survivors S(a) becomes a
little smaller until reaches zero after au years. Adding the S(a) numbers of all years (ages) from
0 to au and dividing by au apparently yields the average duration of life among the members
of the age cohort, i.e. their life expectancy. In industrialised societies, life expectancy at birth
usually amounts to approximately 79 years (typically +3 years for women, −3 years for men).
Country-specific values are listed at the end of the chapter in Table 2.5.

For a person aged a, the remaining life expectancy follows as

3Because of

µ(a) =
fD(a)

1 − FD(a)
=

− d
dt

(1 − FD(a))

1 − FD(a)
= − d

dt
ln[1 − FD(a)] = − d

dt
ln[S(a)]
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e(a) =
∫ au

a
S(t|a)dt

=
1

S(a)

∫ au

a
S(t)dt =

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
0 µ(τ)dτ

]
dt

exp
[
−
∫ a
0 µ(τ)dτ

] (2.7)

=
∫ au

a
exp

[
−
∫ t

a
µ(τ)dτ

]
dt

S(t|a) is the probability of surviving until t under the condition of having survived up to a.

Using µ(a) values from a period life table leads to a moderate underestimation of e(a) in
the present situation of permanently decreasing mortality rates. It implies that someone aged
30 today will be subject to the same mortality rate in 20 years as it can be observed with
50-year old persons today. This error can be corrected by using predictive cohort life tables,
attributing a different mortality function µ(a) to each cohort, i.e. to each group of persons
sharing one birth year ϑ.

Essentially, these tables are obtained by selecting an age class, e.g. a = 50 years and analysing
how the mortality rate of 50-year old persons has been changing over the years. This is done
by comparing historical period life tables from different calendar years (periods) χ. In a
second step, the observed trend is extrapolated into the future, leading to a mortality rate
µχ(50) depending upon the period χ. This proceeding is repeated for all other age groups a
in order to predict the age- and period-dependent mortality rate µχ(a). Now, it is possible
to recompose these data in order to establish a cohort life tables for different birth years θ.
For persons born in 2006, the cohort life table has the form µ2006(0) = . . . , µ2007(1) = . . . ,
µ2008(2) = . . . etc.

For the youngest generations presently alive, the resulting life expectancies are about 7%
higher than for using a period life table for the present year [104] (see Table 2.5 at the end
of the chapter).

Expected Lifetime Utility

With this input, it is now possible to calculate the expected remaining lifetime utility of
someone aged a [4, 22, 109, 118]:

L(a) = E[U(a)] =
∫ au

a
S(t|a)u(c(t)) exp

[
−
∫ t

a
γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

=
∫ au

a
exp

[
−
∫ t

a
µ(τ)dτ

]
u(c(t)) exp

[
−
∫ t

a
γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

=
∫ au

a
u(c(t)) exp

[
−
∫ t

a
µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt (2.8)

=
∫ au

a
u(c(t))Sd(t|a)dt
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Because of the mathematical analogy between mortality and discounting, it is possible to
include the discounting effect in the survival term, which leads to Sd(t|a), something that
could be called discounted probability of survival. For the special case c(a) = c discussed
further below, (2.8) further simplifies:

L(a) = u(c)
∫ au

a
Sd(t|a)dt = u(c)ed(a) (2.9)

Variable ed(a) is called discounted life expectancy at age a. On one hand, it can be seen as
a merely mathematical construction, making use of the formal analogy between discounting
and mortality. On the other hand, people actually do value future utility less than present
utility and being alive.

Society consists of people of all age classes. When lifetime utility is meant to serve as a
yardstick for societal decisions, it is necessary to regard the remaining lifetime utility of the
average member of society. If population growth n remains stable during au years or longer,
people are distributed over different age classes with

h(a, n) =
exp[−na]S(a)∫ au

0 exp[−na]S(a)da
(2.10)

In reality, population growth rates are changing, but (2.10) can serve as a helpful approxima-
tion, nevertheless. Note, that (2.10) uses S(a) and not Sd(a), which is necessary in order to
figure who is actually alive now. Averaging ed(a) over all age classes yields the age-averaged
discounted life expectancy of a society:

ēd = EA[ed(a)] =
∫ au

0

∫ au

a
exp

[
−
∫ t

a
µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt h(a, n)da

=
∫ au

0
ed(a) h(a, n)da (2.11)

Without discounting, age-averaged life expectancy amounts roughly to ē ≈ e0/2 ≈ 40 years
for industrialised countries. Applying a typical average discount rate between 3 and 4% leads
to values of ēd ≈ 20 years.

Now, societal lifetime utility can be written as

L = u(c)ēd (2.12)

Utility of Consumption

Up to here, the derivation in (2.1) to (2.9) has shown how to express life time utility L(a) on
the basis of utility of consumption per time unit u(c(a)), while the relation between utility u
and consumption c(a) remained unclear, just as the dependency of c upon age a.

Formally speaking, a utility function is a function u(c) that can be differentiated twice and is
defined for c > 0 [75]. The first derivative has to fulfill du

dc > 0, which is called the condition of
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non-satiation. It says that an additional unit of consumption or wealth is always appreciated
at least a little bit, even by a very affluent individual. For the second derivative, d2u

dc2
< 0

has to apply. This condition contains the phenomenon of diminishing marginal utility : If an
individual has only five Euros to spend, one extra Euro has much more worth to him than
to someone who has 50e for consumption. The same condition is also referred to as risk
aversion, which is due to a slightly different mental image: Consider an individual that owns
30e and has the chance of playing a game which will bring him 20e in case he or she wins,
but cost equally 20e in case of losing. The respective chances are both 50%, so that the
expected gain equals zero. Still, the individual realises that the loss of utility caused by losing
20e and owning only 10e is greater than the gain in utility derived from additional 20e.
The reason for this is the same as in the first case: People buy essential things first and the
less essential only after the basic needs are fulfilled. Therefore, the 11th up to the 30th Euro
are dedicated to much more useful purchases than the 31st up to the 50th Euro disposable in
case of winning. As a logical consequence, the individual will behave risk-aversely and abstain
from playing the game.

In the literature [4, 118, 136], a special class of utility functions is preferred, namely such
with constant proportional risk aversion (CPRA). When a utility function is proportional,
the relative loss or gain of utility depends on the proportion of assets lost. For the owner of
100e, winning 10e has the same utility as an extra 50e has for the owner of 500e. Constant
proportional risk aversion means that the elasticity4 of u′(c), i.e. of the marginal utility of
consumption, needs to be constant:

du′(c)
dc

c

u′(c)
=

d2u(c)
dc2

c dc

du(c)
= ε = const (2.13)

If zero consumption is assumed to yield zero utility, i.e. u(0) = 0, this leads to a formulation
of the type

u(c) = c1−ε = cq with 0 < q < 1 (2.14)

which fulfils (2.13) when inserting.

The second question concerns the form of the consumption function. An individual may choose
a certain consumption path c(a) describing the level of consumption at different ages. There
is, however, an optimal consumption path c∗(a) leading to maximum lifetime utility. It can
be found by applying calculus of variation to (2.8). In this optimisation, c(a) is subject to a
few constraints:

dk(a)
dt

= γ′k(a) + g(a)− c(a) + i(a)

k(0) = k(aD) = 0 (2.15)

c(a) ≥ 0

4The elasticity of a function y with respect to x is defined as ε = dy(x)
dx

x
y(x)

[111]. The case ε = const is

called iso-elasticity. It implies that a relative change in x will always cause the same relative change in y(x),
regardless of the absolute value of x.
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Here, k(a) is wealth, g(a) is income and i(a) denotes the receipts and payments from a
fair insurance: At the beginning and the end of an average life, people don’t earn any money.
Nevertheless, they have to consume in order to stay alive. If legacies and bequests are excluded
from the considerations for reasons of transparency, this means that people first have to
borrow money until they enter working life (i(a) > 0). Then, they pay the loan back and
simultaneously start investing into a life insurance (i(a) < 0). After retirement (again, i(a) >
0), life insurance frees people from the risk of exhausting their financial resources in case they
outlive their initial life expectancy at retiring age. This model is somewhat hypothetical, but
pictures reality well, nevertheless. To a large extent, the interrelations between the generations
of a family assume the role of an insurance. For these assumptions, Shepard & Zeckhauser [118]
show a constant consumption rate c∗(a) = c to be optimal. This leads to the convenient
simplification in (2.9) above.

Inserting (2.14) in (2.12) allows to rewrite societal lifetime utility as

L = cq ēd (2.16)

The value of the exponent is usually given as q = 0.2 in the literature [4, 22, 70, 118]. However,
there is no explanation or derivation with respect to this value. Instead, it seems that different
authors cite each another in order to justify their choice. The life quality method described in
Section 2.2.2 which proposes an alternative quality ranking approach may provide a rational
derivation of the exponent q.

2.2.2 The Life Quality Approach

General Considerations

At the beginning of the 1990s, Lind was comparing different social indicators in order to
derive a criterion for acceptable risks and affordable risk mitigation in the engineering do-
main [67]. Soon afterwords, this work resulted in a comprehensive publication by Natwhani,
Lind & Pandey with the programmatic title Affordable Safety by Choice: The Life Quality
Method [84]. The thought behind the life quality index or LQI is similar to the reasoning on
lifetime utility above. Again, wealth (the prerequisite of consumption) and life expectancy
serve as the two representative quantities out of a number of factors describing life qual-
ity. However, the emphasis on the representational character of the two parameters is much
stronger. In the words of Preston, Keyfitz & Schoen, as quoted in [84],

‘The circumstances under which men die are closely related to the conditions
under which they live. The extent of violence, poverty, passivity, and ignorance in
a population is reflected in the statistics of its causes and ages of death. Vigorous
attempts to delay death are so universal that accurate mortality statistics provide
a reliable touchstone of a population’s level of social organization and technological
sophistication.’

This reasoning confirms the significance of life expectancy as a life quality measure (In [84],
this is also referred to as the life measure principle). At the same time it underscores the
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representative role of money: Money can be understood as ‘frozen lifetime’, in a sense that a
certain part of lifetime has to be spent in order to generate a given amount of income5. This
concept is central to the derivation of the LQI.

A fraction of our lifetime which we will call w is dedicated to earning an income g. For the
beginning, g is sufficiently well described as a number closely related to the GDP (gross
domestic product) per capita. A detailed discussion on the actual difference will follow after
the basic derivation. If p is productivity per work time unit, then a person’s total expected
lifetime earnings follow as pwe0, with life expectancy at birth e0 given in (2.6). A person’s
yearly income amounts to g = pw. This income can be consumed and enjoyed during leisure
time l = (1 − w)e0. Since 1870, when industrialisation was at the point of penetrating the
economic lives of the broad population in the Western world, real GDP (per capita) rose from
some 2000 PPP US$6 to 20 000 PPP US$ in the year 2000 [71]. This corresponds to an average
yearly per capita growth of about 1.9% per year (industrialised countries). Total growth rates
were even higher because of the simultaneous increase in population. At the same time, the
average yearly time spent at work dropped from approximately 2900 to 1600 hours [71]. The
change in w, i.e. with respect to total lifetime, is even more accentuated, due to the absolute
and relative extension of educational and retirement phases in the wake of life expectancies
rising from around 45 to 80 years.

The explanation for an increasing g parallelly to a decrease in w is to be sought in a pro-
ductivity growth rate exceeding that of economical growth by 0.3 to 0.5%, depending on
the country. Instead of becoming richer at the pace of productivity, people chose to use this
productivity surplus in order to extend their leisure periods. At one time, this confirms the
concept of time ‘as the ultimate source of utility’ [149] as well as the idea that leisure time and
wealth are indeed two states of aggregation of one single matter, which are balanced against
each other in the way that suits individuals or society best (work-leisure optimisation).

The Original Derivation

Similarly to the lifetime utility approach, Nathwani, Pandey & Lind use a product approach,
combining an income function f(g) with a leisure time function h(l) with l = (1 − w)e0, so
that

Lw = f(g)h(l) (2.17)

The two functions f(g) and h(l) are assumed to be monotonically increasing, differentiable
and mutually independent. g and e0 (and therefore l) are highly correlated among different
countries (Figure 2.2). Kübler [63] demonstrates that a similar correlation can be observed
when analysing the historical development of some industrialised countries. However, the
correlation is very weak with respect to the income classes within one country, as shown in
Table 2.1. Differences in life expectancy at birth are in the order of 5% between the poorest
and the richest quantiles, whereas income differs by a factor of 7 to 10.

5In [68], Lind goes as far as to convert everything—money, death risks etc.—into life years, which serve as
the means of comparison in an acceptability and affordability criterion (time principle of acceptable life risk).
This is an alternative way of formulating the LQI concept as presented in this section.

6International US$ adjusted for purchase power parity according to the World Bank [145]
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Figure 2.2: Life expectancy at birth versus GDP per capita in 174 countries [132]

When regarding society as a whole, one single risk-relevant project or decision has only a small
impact upon average income and upon life expectancy at birth. Therefore, these impacts can
be treated as infinitesimal increments. The resulting absolute change in Lw then is

dLw =
∂Lw

∂g
dg +

∂Lw

∂l
dl

=
df(g)
dg

h(l) dg + f(g)
dh(l)

dl
dl (2.18)

and the relative change follows as

dLw

Lw
=

g

f(g)
df(g)
dg

dg

g
+

l

h(l)
dh(l)

dl

dl

l
(2.19)

For c1 = g
f(g)

df(g)
dg and c2 = l

h(l)
dh(l)

dl , (2.19) can be rewritten as

dLw

Lw
= c1

dg

g
+ c2

dl

l
(2.20)

The two factors c1 and c2 are the elasticities7 of df(g) and dh(l), respectively. They describe
the relative impact a change in g or l has upon Lw. When l rises by 1% because of some
risk-relevant project (dl/l = 0.01), this means that Lw is going to increase by c2%. It can be
reasonably assumed that the relative impact of the two factors is independent of their absolute
values, so that c1/c2 = const. Nathwani et al. [84] refer to this property as indifference.
Under this assumption, both elasticities need to have constant values (iso-elasticity), so that

7Compare footnote 4 (p. 15).
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Table 2.1: Life expectancy at birth versus income

Germany [107]: Canada [91]:
relative income position e0 (men) e0 (women) relative income position e0

1st quartile 77 82 1st quintile 74.0
2nd quartile 82 85 2nd quintile 76.9
3rd quartile 81 84 3rd quintile 77.5
4th quartile 83 86 4th quintile 78.1

5th quintile 78.5

c1 = g
f(g)

df(g)
dg = const and c2 = l

h(l)
dh(l)

dl = const. These two differential equations can be
solved as f(g) = gr and h(l) = ls, leading to

Lw = grls = (pw)r((1− w)e0)s with 0 < r, s < 1 (2.21)

In order to determine r and s, it is necessary to recall the concept of work-leisure optimisation
mentioned in the beginning. A person can increase his or her leisure time (1 − w)e0 in two
ways: One is to prolong life expectancy e0 by reducing some fatal risk. The other one consists
in working less, i.e. reducing w. As stated by Nathwani et al. [84],

‘People’s choices reveal their preferences. Presumably, people on the average work
just enough so that the marginal value of the wealth produced, or income earned,
is equal to the marginal value of the time they lose when at work.’

Apart from the statement that people do optimise w with respect to Lw, this hypothesis
implies that they already are in a state of optimality w = w∗. Both statements will have to
be verified later on in the text. As a mathematical consequence of having attained optimality,

dLw

dw
= 0 (2.22)

Inserting (2.21) in (2.22) leads to

r = s
w∗

1− w∗ (2.23)

Without any loss of generality, we choose r + s = 1, leading to r = w∗ and s = 1 − w∗, so
that finally

Lw = (pw)w∗
((1− w)e0)1−w∗

= gw∗
e1−w∗

0 (1− w)1−w∗ ≈ gw∗
e1−w∗

0 (2.24)

In industrialised countries, the term (1−w)1−w∗
varies very little between countries and does

not change significantly with time. Therefore, it can be treated as a constant. Given that Lw
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serves as an ordinal measure of utility (establishing a ranking between options instead of an
absolute measure), the term can be dropped in (2.24). Because of its ordinal character, taking
the (1 − w∗)th root of Lw is equally permissible and leads to a further simplification of the
life quality index:

Lq = gqe0 with q =
w∗

1− w∗ (2.25)

This result resembles that in (2.16) to a high degree, although e0 stands in the place of ēd

and income g takes that of consumption c. Again, a power function with a constant exponent
serves to describe the monetary aspect of the indicator. However, q is no longer subject to
qualified guessing, but is derived from the (optimal) fraction of time in life spent at work as
w∗/(1 − w∗). Yet, a number of questions are left open, with respect to the validity of this
derivation as well as to the appropriate determination of w and g. These are addressed on
the following pages.

The final question, whether lifetime utility and LQI can be combined into one synthesis is
subsequently discussed in Section 2.2.3.

The Production of the GDP

The result in (2.25) holds under the assumption g = pw made in the beginning. This view
is in agreement with the definition of labour productivity, a key indicator that is empirically
determined as p = g/w for an economy. However, it reflects the way in which the GDP and
thus g is generated only in part. To clarify this, it is helpful to briefly recall the way in which
the GDP is determined:

The GDP or gross domestic product has become the standard measure for the output and
income of a nation, as used e.g. by the United Nations [131]. It differs only slightly from
the gross national income (GNI), in as far it limits itself to measuring production within
a country’s borders, while disregarding cross-boarder income transfers. GNI includes these
transfers and thereby accounts for the economical activities of a country’s nationals, regardless
of their country of residence or work. In this sense, GNI is the more significant indicator when
it comes to explaining income, while GDP is more easily determined in statistical terms and
also has some advantages when evaluating short-term production changes.

Being an indicator for income and output at one time, the GDP can be interpreted in two
ways, as a flow of costs and as a flow of (final) products (see e.g. [111]). Business has to pay
for means of production, i.e. labour, land and capital goods. Private households receive money
in the form of salaries (cost of workforce) and business profits (as interests and dividends).
This is the flow-of-cost aspect, also termed earnings approach.

Under the flow-of-product aspect (product approach), private households pay money in order
to purchase products from enterprises. Purchases between enterprises are not considered; they
serve to create the final product, which is ultimately bought by a private or public household.
For purchases of public interest, private households delegate a part of their income to the
state (taxation). Further, net exports (exports minus imports) have to be added. The rest of
the income is used for capital formation (saving), e.g. when a private household buys stocks
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Table 2.2: National Accounting (after [125, 111])

product approach earnings approach
private consumption wages

+ public consumption + interests & profits
+ gross investment + indirect taxes

+ net exports − trans-boarder income transfers
+ depreciation

= GDP = GDP
+ trans-boarder income transfers + trans-boarder income transfers

= GNI = GNI
− depreciation − depreciation

= NNI = NNI

of an enterprise and the enterprise uses the revenues for buying capital goods (investments
into production equipment, buildings etc8). As both views are aspects of one single cycle,
they result in the same GDP value.

In order to describe how means of production are turned into the actual product, it is necessary
to regard the flow of costs. In 1927, Cobb and Douglas established a function based on the
observation that the relative contributions to economical output Y by labour and capital had
maintained a constant relation over a long period of time (e.g. [72]). From a different point of
view—since total output equals national income—this implies that the yearly total income of
workers and that of capital owners grew at almost exactly the same rate. The Cobb-Douglas
production function has the form

Y = AKαΛβ with
{

α + β = 1
0 < α, β < 1

(2.26)

where K denotes the share of capital in the production process and Λ that of labour. A is a
factor describing the productivity of the available technology. For β = α − 1, the marginal
products of capital and labour, respectively, are

∂Y

∂Λ
= (1− α)AKαΛ−α =

(1− α)Y
Λ

(2.27)

and

∂Y

∂K
= αAKα−1Λ1−α =

αY

K
(2.28)

If K and Λ are increased by the same factor, then Y will rise by that very factor, too. This
effect is called constant returns to scale. Raising only one of the two, say Λ, produces the
following effect: The marginal product of labour ∂Y/∂Λ drops, while that of capital rises.

8In this sense, the amount of savings (theoretically) equals the amount of investments, but they correspond
to two different actions. Saving is what a private household does when it puts money into an enterprise (directly
or indirectly, via a bank). Investment is what the enterprise does with the assets it receives from a private
household.
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This is an incentive to raise K. In the end, this mechanism brings K/Λ back to its previous
level so that the relation keeps constant on the long run. When production factors always
earn their marginal products, total labour income equals Λ(∂Y/∂Λ) = (1 − α)Y and total
capital income equals αY . In many industrialised countries, β = 1− α has remained more or
less constant until today, with values close to β = 0.7 [72, 104].

Most recently, Pandey [90] remarked the relevance of this production theory for the LQI
concept and substituted Λ = wNpop

9 in (2.26), so that Y = AKα(wNpop)β, where Npop is the
total population10 of a country. The output (and income) per person then is

g =
Y

Npop
= A

(
K

Npop

)α

wβ (2.29)

Substituting for g in (2.21) and following through the same procedure as in (2.22) to (2.25)
leads to

r =
w∗

β − βw∗ + w∗ (2.30)

Inserting r in (2.24) produces an inconveniently complicated expression. However, one may
take the (1 − r)th root with the same justification as for taking the (1 − w∗)th root in the
original derivation, so that the exponent in (2.25) is finally rewritten as

q =
1
β

w∗

1− w∗ with β ≈ 0.7 (2.31)

The Relation between g and GDP

When people balance total leisure time against wealth, it can be assumed that they have
no interest in compromising the bases of their wealth. This has some consequences for the
definition of g, i.e. the amount of income per capita disposable for risk mitigation measures
with respect to the GDP. For the following considerations, it is necessary to shift from the
flow-of-costs view towards the flow of products.

Every year, a large share of the production side of the GDP is made up by purchases of
new investment goods (capital formation), such as buildings, machinery and other productive
equipment. Together, they are referred to as yearly gross investments. At the same time,
existing investment goods lose some or all of their value, due to physical deterioration or
obsolescence. In economical terms, this effect is described as depreciation. Replacing these
losses is an utter economical necessity. Otherwise, the economic output begins to shrink. In
this sense, the share of depreciation in the GDP is definitely off limits for trade-offs between
l and g. In consequence, GDP minus depreciation, the so-called net domestic product (NDP)

9Note that w is not only the fraction of life time spent at (paid) work but also the yearly workhours, because
of w · 1 year = w (compare p. 17).

10When Npop is used instead of the working population Nw, this is due to the definition of w as fraction of
total lifetime spent at work. Besides, it is in agreement with the definition of GDP per capita, which equally
refers to Npop and not to Nw.
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Table 2.3: Economic Indicators for Germany, 2003 [125]

(per capita values) absolute [e] absolute [PPP US$a] relative to GDP
GDP 25,800 26,400 100.0%
GNI 25,600 26,200 99.2%
NNI 21,770 22,280 84.4%
gross investment 4,510 4,620 17.5%
depreciation 3,860 3,950 15.0%
net investment 650 670 2.5%

aConversion into PPP US$ according to [145]

can be interpreted as an upper limit for g. However, it is more common and also more
appropriate to use the net national income (NNI), i.e. GNI minus depreciation. Because NNI
(just as GNI) accounts for cross-boarder income transfers, it indicates the actual income of a
nation (i.e. the money disposable for decisions) more accurately. In any case, NNI and NDP
are more significant as economic indicators than GNI or GDP. When GNI and—nowadays
especially—GDP are commonly used as standard indicators, it is due to the difficulties in
obtaining quick and reliable data on depreciation [111].

The next question is whether to include net investments in the trade-off. The volume of
net investments is obtained as the difference between gross investments and depreciation.
While the share of gross investments flowing into the replacement of existing goods keeps the
economy from shrinking, net investments lay the foundation for actual growth. In our present
economic system, steady growth is seen as a requirement for stability. From this point of view
it would appear reasonable not to just exclude depreciation and assume g = NNI, but to
further exclude net investments.

However, a number of payments apart from investments in the direct sense contribute to a
stable or growing level of economic output. In this respect, it may become hard to draw a
precise boarder. Education and public infrastructure are very obvious investments on behalf of
a country’s economy. Then there are those public institutions which do not directly contribute
to economic production but provide the framework which economy needs in order to function.
These include legislation, jurisdiction, police and military, equally requiring a certain share of
the national income. Furthermore, a country’s economy also relies on ‘soft’ parameters, such
as the general culture leading to a minimum of social coherence. If people are unable to put a
minimum of trust into one another, this will hamper or prevent many deals and compromise
the economical climate as a whole. Building and maintaining this coherence can also come
at a cost (public and private social and cultural initiatives, NGOs, religious communities
and so forth). In this sense, it appears hard to determine, where the realm of non-tradeable
investments in the broader sense actually ends.

Apart from such considerations on the foundations of economic stability, people will nor swap
money for life expectancy or leisure time, if this decision pushes them beneath the subsistence
level. Consequently, this minimum amount would also have to be excluded from g. Ultimately,
it appears that the major part of the NNI is required in order to cover the basic needs of the
economy, those of society as a basis for a functioning economy and those of the individual
subject, requiring food, shelter, clothing, health-care etc.
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As the NNI fraction that is ‘taken away’ and used for risk reduction measures becomes larger,
the basic needs that are no longer covered by the remaining part become more and more
essential to the population and the economy. With every further step, abandoning the next
need becomes more painful. This effect is reflected by the law of diminishing marginal utility,
leading to a utility function as the one in (2.14). Given the analogy between the resulting
lifetime utility in (2.16) and the LQI formulation in (2.25), it appears that this effect is
already included in the LQI concept. In this respect, accounting for it by means of choosing
g � NNI is probably redundant. Because of the sharply rising marginal utility of not trading
yet another income unit for risk mitigation measures, it is most unlikely that these additional
measures will occupy more than a few percentage points of the GDP or NNI.

Besides, one of the main assumptions in deriving a utility-based willingness-to-pay criterion
as in Section 2.5 is actually the infinitesimal smallness of any change that g may undergo
due to a risk-related decision. This assumption has mathematical reasons, but is equally and
explicitly founded on the thought that any larger change would modify the macroeconomic
set-up. Such a dependency, however, would be mutually exclusive with a derivation that treats
macroeconomy as an exogenous factor with the aim of yielding a simple and clear criterion.

Therefore, it is proposed to assume

g = NNI (2.32)

or, alternatively,

g = NNI− net investments
≈ GDP− gross investments (2.33)

In the second line of (2.33), GNP was replaced by GDP which is a reasonable approximation
(compare Table 2.3; the situation is almost the same in other Western economies). In fact,
reliable data for GDP and gross investments are easier to find than for GNI and NNI, which
speaks in favour of (2.33). Generally, the difference between the two alternatives (2.32) and
(2.33) is not very accentuated. In years of poor conjecture, net investments are especially
low, such that both results become about equal. Table 2.3 contains some values in the case
of Germany. Generally, typical values for g range at 75% to 85% of the yearly GDP in the
industrialised world. At the end of the chapter, Table 2.5 contains GDP and g values for a
number of countries.

Apart from the above rationale, the choice of g ≤ NNI offers the convenience of not producing
any inconsistencies with the definition of c in Section 2.2.1: Under the constraints in (2.15),
no money is inherited at the beginning of life and none is left at the end. This assumption is a
strong simplification of economical reality and has been chosen in [118] only in order to facil-
itate a (comparatively) simple mathematical derivation. However, it implies that all savings
(and not just a part) are expected to be consumed in the end. Savings equal investments11.
Considering that only net investments can theoretically be reconverted into consumption
while depreciation cannot, the derivation basically implies E[c(a)] ≤ E[g(a)] ≤ NNI, apart
from some discounting effects.

11See footnote 8 (p. 21).
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Calibration of w

The LQI derivation assumes that people balance between total lifetime spent at (paid) work
we0 and leisure time l = (1−w)e0 in an optimal way. As with g and GDP earlier, this raises
the question as to which proportion of life is actually disposable for such an optimisation.
First, there is the time needed for sleep. As argued by Ditlevsen [26], ‘sleep time in general is
necessary time for all persons in order both to do work and to enjoy life’. In a medical sense
too, sleep is a basic requirement of life with a required daily amount of seven to eight hours
for most people and as little as four for others. One possible approach is to exclude sleeping
time from the optimisation and reduce the daily time available for work and leisure to 16
hours as in [26].

Nathwani et al. [84] as well as Rackwitz [103], on the other hand, define w with respect to a 24-
hour day which is the theoretical upper limit. There is little doubt that people with children
or those with excessively long working hours, e.g. well-paid executives, are ready to sacrifice
a part of their daily amount of sleep, while those belonging to neither group take advantage
of the possibility of sleeping longer. In this respect, daily sleeping time appears negotiable
and therefore equally subject to the optimisation process. Undoubtedly, a certain absolute
minimum amount of sleep is always required. Nevertheless, these considerations point in a
similar direction as the argumentation applied to the relation between g and GDP above:
Instead of defining a fixed minimum or average for sleep time, it is proposed to rely upon
the effect of decreasing marginal utilities of extra work and extra leisure, as expressed in
(2.24), where Lw = gw∗

l1−w∗
. In order to maximise the value of Lw, the optimal work time

fraction w = w∗ has to stay well off the upper and lower boundary values, i.e. 0 and 1. The
intrinsic logic of this relationship depicting human psychology12 excludes the possibility of
‘permanent lack of sleep by choice’. Hence, it is proposed to define w relative to a 24-hour day
as in [84, 103], both because of the theoretical support and because the practical convenience
of not having to decide which fraction of sleeping time is essential and which one is disposable
(apart from the difficulty of statistically measuring either of them).

Then, there is the question whether the entire lifespan from birth to death is subject to the
work-leisure trade-off. Again, the mentioned publications are strongly supportive of using this
theoretical maximum [84, 103]. Nowadays, child labour (<14 years) is banned in industrialised
countries, but it used to be common in the agricultural society and during the early phases of
industrialisation. In some poor societies child labour still exists. At old age, it is principally
possible to engage in paid work, usually self-employed, provided a person’s health status
permits such a decision. People who feel the financial necessity of working beyond the normal
retirement age will mostly do so, as can be observed in countries with very low retirement
pensions (e.g. Russia). In other countries, where pension insurance is not compulsory to the
Western European extent, there are always those without sufficient funds for retiring at an
acceptable standard of living (e.g. USA).

Lind [67] proposes to correct e0 for background morbidity, i.e. the prevalence of disability
(injury, disease). A critically disabled person is unable to earn money or to fully enjoy con-
sumption, so that the corresponding period of time is not disposable for the work-leisure
trade-off. On the other hand, Lind, as well as Nathwani et al. [84] and most other publica-
tions [4, 54, 109, 118, 136] valuate human consequences only with respect to their fatal impacts

12Its validity is discussed in the next subsection, ‘Verification of the Work-Leisure Optimisation Principle’.
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Figure 2.3: GDP per capita versus w in 25 OECD member countries [88]

(mortality), whereas non-fatal impacts are neglected. If background morbidity is taken as a
reference, it appears consequential to regard the morbidity consequences of a decision too as
proposed in Chapter 3.

In order to determine the average value of w in a society, two approaches can be followed.
The first regards the total life span of some average individual [84]:

wLWT =
life working time

e0
· ywh per employee

24 · 365
(2.34)

where ywh stands for ‘(average) yearly working hours’. In (2.34), w includes one hour per day
for commuting and is estimated as being equal to 1/8. The second approach was proposed by
Rackwitz [104] and describes the momentary state as

wLF =
participating labour force

total population
· ywh per employee

24 · 365
· 9

8
(2.35)

Here, the factor 9/8 corresponds to Nathwani et al.’s assumption that one hour of commuting
is necessary per eight hours of labour. Strictly speaking, wLWT = wLF is only fulfilled under
very special conditions, e.g. if life working time and life expectancy at birth have remained
constant for a long period ≥ au, together with a population growth of n = 0. Otherwise, wLF

represents reality more correctly. Nowadays, with n ≈ 0 in many Western countries, wLWT is
a convenient approximation, as used by Nathwani et al. [84].

Country-specific data can be found in detailed labour statistics [34, 88]. However, as noted
in [35] and elsewhere, the respective numbers are hardly ever comparable between different
countries. Survey techniques differ, and so do other issues, such as the question whether to
account for the self-employed, the unemployed, for overtime as well as part-time work and
for multiple jobs. This is reflected by Figure 2.3. Nevertheless, the scatter plot shows a trend
towards shorter working hours in richer countries, which is consistent with the work-leisure
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Table 2.4: Working hours of Western European couples (added) vs. financial situation [9]

financial situation actual situation preferred
comfortable 66 hours 61 hours
adequate 59 hours 61 hours
difficult 53 hours 64 hours
all couples 62 hours 61 hours

optimisation principle. The w-values have been moderately adjusted for part time work and
can also be found in Table 2.5.

Verification of the Work-Leisure Optimisation Principle

Apart from the life measure principle, the work-leisure optimisation principle can be seen as
the central concept of the LQI derivation. Its mathematical equivalent in (2.22), dL/dw = 0,
has two implications that need to be verified:

� People optimise w with respect to their lifetime utility (or life quality).

� On average the actual value w equals the optimal value w∗, i.e. society has already
attained a state of optimality.

In order to prove the validity of these two assumptions, Rackwitz [104] proposes to take
advantage of an empirical investigation conducted by Bielenski et al. [9]. They conducted
a survey in 16 Western European countries, asking couples about their preferences. Their
findings are resumed in Table 2.4 in a compressed way: It appears that those couples with a
sufficient income are satisfied with their work-leisure balance, whereas those who are doing
very well would prefer less working time. Those with a subjectively unsatisfactory income
would be happy to exchange some of their leisure time for the possibility of earning more
money. These findings confirm the assumption that people do optimise and strongly speak in
favour of the hypothesis that the average member of society is close to his or her optimum.

2.2.3 Discussion and Synthesis

The LQI approach can be seen under two aspects, as an approach of its own or as a means
to provide a derivation for the exponent q in the classical socio-economic lifetime utility ap-
proach. Most recently, Pandey & Nathwani [92] adopted the second view. Judging by its
origins [67], on the other hand, it is an independent approach rooting in the UN Human De-
velopment Index rather than socio-economic utility theory. Regardless of the point of view,
both approaches—classical socio-economic and LQI—deal with the same problem under al-
most the same premises. In this respect, the similarity between the two results can hardly
be called accidental. Rather, one would suggest that there is one single underlying law that
necessarily produces two very similar formulations. Therefore, the question arising is maybe
not, whether to prefer one or the other approach, but instead, whether it is possible to find
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sound arguments in order to bridge the remaining minor differences and establish one final
joint formulation.

It may be helpful to recall the two formulations. The socio-economic approach yields expected
lifetime utility as L = cq ēd in (2.16). The life quality index has the form Lq = gqe0 according
to (2.25).

The first question is whether the solution q = 1
β

w
1−w from (2.31) is valid only within the

LQI framework or also with respect to the lifetime utility approach. If both formulations
are indeed two realisations of one single principle, it does not only seem natural that they
resemble each other formally, but it can also be deduced that the respective items represent
the same sub-aspect of the common underlying principle13. Following this line of thought, it
appears sensible to regard the LQI derivation for q as a general solution. Besides, the numerical
implications do not speak against such a conclusion either. For an average w = 0.105 and
β = 0.7, there is q = 0.18, which is in good agreement with the original (underived) estimate
of q = 0.2 from the socio-economic literature.

The next issue concerns the difference between c and g. As previously discussed (p. 24), c is
determined under the somewhat virtual assumption that people do not inherit or leave any
bequests. Using up all savings until the (expected) end of life is equivalent with reconverting all
(net) investments made with that particular individual’s savings into money and consuming
it. Under these assumptions, c is in about equal to g. Considering that g does not depend on
any assumptions such as ‘no bequests’ and that it can be derived from basic economic data,
it is probably preferable to c.

Then, there is the question, whether to use life expectancy at birth e0 or age-averaged life
expectancy ē =

∫ au

0 e(a)h(a, n)da. The classical socio-economic approach uses life expectancy
in order to quantify the amount of utility that is enjoyed by the average citizen. For this
purpose, ē is the appropriate choice. The LQI also understands life expectancy as a multiplier
for utility, but first of all as an indicator for the state of society. Yet, ē can serve this second
purpose just as well. Therefore, ē is undoubtedly the preferable choice.

Finally, the issue of discounting needs to be decided on. From a utility-theoretic point of view,
valuing future gains and losses less than present ones is a fact of economics and psychology. In
this respect, the classical socio-economic approach is clearly in favour of discounting. Judging
by the considerations behind the LQI approach, the impression is somewhat indifferent. It
appears difficult to find strong arguments either in favour or in disfavour of discounting, as
long as the LQI is seen primarily as an indicator. If it is understood as a utility function, the
same argumentation as for the classical the socio-economic approach applies and discounting
becomes as a necessity. In brief, there are strong arguments advocating discounting, whereas
convincing counter-arguments are hard to find. Therefore, it appears reasonable to discount
age-averaged life expectancy as in (2.11), i.e. to replace ē by ēd.

In the light of all these considerations, the final formulation for lifetime utility is proposed as

L = gq ēd with q =
1
β

w∗

1− w∗ (2.36)

13It may be hard to precisely identify this principle, but that is beside the point of the argument. In any
case, the presumed principle is probably closely related to the principle of decreasing marginal utility.
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2.3 Societal Discounting of Utility

In the previous section, discounting was referred to as a fundamental fact of economy and
psychology. Accordingly, the final lifetime utility formulation in (2.36) was chosen such that it
accounts for this phenomenon. This section deals with the theoretic background of discounting
and discusses the question of the appropriate height of a societal discount rate.

In a private business context, the case is comparatively clear: No investor is willing to lend
money without demanding interest or to invest into a project with a yield on capital below
the market interest rate. The market rate is almost equal to the interest someone can obtain
without taking any risks, typically by purchasing fixed-interest government bonds. As a long-
term average, Nordhaus [86] proposes a rate of γ ≈ 5%. For public projects, on the other
hand, such a high interest rate can be problematic, especially when long-term investments are
concerned: Investments into traffic infrastructure or other public facilities are meant to satisfy
the needs of present and future generations. However, a high discount rate gives very little
weight to costs and benefits arising in the medium and distant future. For γ = 5%, a cost
or benefit will be valued at only 30% of its present weight 25 years from now. 50 years from
now, the weight will have dropped to as little as 9% of its present value. Considering that
civil engineering structures are frequently designed for service periods well above 50 years,
it appears problematic to underweight the interests of future generations in such an extreme
way.

Motives of Discounting

According to Ramsey’s classical approach [3, 106, 123], the market rate under perfect market
conditions is written as

γ = ρ + εζ (2.37)

Here, ρ denotes the pure time preference rate and εζ is the growth time preference rate. All
rates are understood per capita and net of inflation.

Growth time preference follows from the principle of decreasing marginal utility described
on p. 14: People become richer every year at the pace of the economic growth rate ζ, so
that the same real amount of money will provide less additional utility next year compared
with the present year (e.g. [97]). In consequence, a shrinking GDP leads to negative growth
discounting. Comparing GDP per capita from 1870 with that of 1992 [71] yields ζ ≈ 1.9%
for industrialised countries (Western Europe, USA and Canada, Japan, Australia and New
Zealand), ζ ≈ 1.8% for Southern Europe, ζ ≈ 1.4% for Eastern Europe and as little as
ζ ≈ 0.9% for Africa. The (real) economic growth rate of a country as a whole is obtained by
adding the population growth rate, i.e. ζ +n. For constant proportional risk aversion (CPRA,
p. 14), the effect of increased wealth upon marginal utility is expressed by a constant elasticity
value ε. It is frequently assumed as ε = 1, which is the exact solution for a logarithmic utility
function and a possible approximation otherwise14 (e.g. [7]).

14According to (2.14) , q = 1−ε. For q ≈ 0.2, it appears more consequential to assume ε ≈ 0.8. Unfortunately,
looking into the literature seems to provide no explanation regarding the contradictory common estimates of
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Pure time preference is a psychological phenomenon broadly described in the economic liter-
ature (e.g. [97]). It is called ‘pure’, because people value certain needs less than others for the
sole reason that they occur in the future and not now. This behaviour might partly be due to
the uncertainty about one’s future (as expressed by the mortality rate). However, the main
reason lies within human impatience and economic myopia. When γ = ρ + εζ is commonly
estimated as 5% [86], ρ contributes ≈ 3%, given the ε and ζ value proposed above (However,
Arrow [3] assumes γ ≈ 3%, implying ρ ≈ 1).

The Dispute on Sustainable Public Discounting

In recent years, sustainability has become a key concept in the discourse on public policy
making. In the words of the UN Commission on Environment and Development (‘Brundtland
Commission’ [130]), a development is regarded as sustainable, if it ‘meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’. Due
to this definition, sustainability can be understood as an ethical principle aiming to establish
intergenerational equity.

In abstract terms, sustainability is a state in which resources are consumed at a rate that
can be infinitely maintained. Environmental sustainability regards the depletion of renew-
able and non-renewable natural resources, whereas economic sustainability deals with the
production capacity of a country. Apparently, the availability of natural resources influences
the production capacity, so that both types of sustainability are closely linked to each other.
From the viewpoint of weak sustainability, environmental factors are primarily understood
as contributors to personal utility (raw materials for the production of consumption goods,
natural environments for recreational activities). According to this approach, environmental
goods can be substituted by other goods. Thus, non-renewable resources can be depleted,
as long as society invests into education or other goods that will provide a maintained or
growing level of utility in the future. This concept is less comprehensive than that of strong
sustainability, which regards environmental integrity as an asset that ought to be preserved
for its own sake, even if no socio-economic utility can be derived. Strong sustainability in the
strictest sense is impracticable, whereas weak sustainability provides little or no protection
for rare species and ecosystems. There is an ongoing debate on the appropriate compromise
between these two extremes (‘How strong is strong enough?’). The current state in the debate
and a more in-depth introduction to the mentioned sustainability concepts can be found e.g.
in the Greensense report [33].

In the context of utility-based decision making, it is unavoidable to limit the scope to weak
sustainability. Considering strong sustainability concepts appears to be incompatible with the
utility definition from the previous section and cannot be integrated into that methodology.
However, this means in no way that environmental preservation without an economic benefit
is regarded as a principally unnecessary issue.

If sustainability is about intergenerational equity, then the choice of the discount rate will
play a central role. High discount rates lead to an undervaluation of costs and benefits arising

q ≈ 0.2 and ε ≈ 1, although economists such as Arrow [3] or Bayer & Cansier [7] leave little doubt that the
same phenomenon is involved in both cases. Maybe, the contradiction could be alleviated by accepting that
0.8 ≈ 1 is a defendable approximation, whereas 0.2 ≈ 0 is not.
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in the future. In consequence, decisions with a high damage potential in the far future (e.g.
nuclear waste disposals) may appear acceptable, whereas those with high benefits for future
generations (e.g. restricted release of greenhouse gases) may appear unnecessary and ineffec-
tive. Zero discounting, on the other hand, neglects the fact that people become richer from
year to year at the pace of economical growth. Therefore, a number of economists [13, 106, 114]
propose to discount by growth time preference εζ alone, while setting pure time preference ρ
to zero (i.e. γ = εζ). Rabl [99] even proposes a rate of 0 ≤ γ ≤ εζ.

Arrow [3], on the other hand, argues that ρ = 0 puts ‘an incredible and unacceptable strain
on the present generation’. Quite convincingly, he argues in favour of a morality understand-
ing, which does not treat everyone but everyone else (i.e. everyone except oneself) equally.
However, the resulting discount rate γ is only little higher than in the previous case, because
Arrow proposes a pure time preference rate as low as ρ = 1%.

Generation-adjusted Discounting

The previous considerations indicate that there is a conflict between the preferences of living
persons (ρ > 0) and the demands of sustainability and intergenerational equity. As a possible
solution, several authors [6, 7, 43, 99] suggest using the full market rate of ρ + εζ, if the
interests of living generations are concerned (intragenerational discounting) and discounting
by εζ alone, if unborn generations are concerned (intergenerational discounting). Pure time
preference, i.e. the impatient wish for instant gratification (ρ > 0) is an attribute of living
individuals. Unborn individuals are unable to show any preferences whatsoever. In their case,
society should act as a trustee.

In consequence, Bayer & Cansier [7] propose a model, in which intergenerational discounting
is used from now on (decision point) until the birth of an individual while intragenerational
discounting is applied to the time between birth and the cost or benefit effect of our present
decision. If we consider an individual who will be born 20 years from now and a cost effect
C50 that will occur t∗ = 50 years from now, its present value is obtained as PV = C50 ·
exp[−20 εζ] · exp[−30(ρ+εζ)]. However, public decisions usually affect society as a whole, i.e.
people of all age classes. For the determination of the PV, equal weight has to be attributed
to every living person. Bayer & Cansier operate with a simplified population model, in which
generations are 25 or 40 years apart with no births occurring in the meantime. Principally,
this model can be replaced by a real-world life table model as in (2.3) to (2.11) without any
loss of generality. This leads to the following formulation [105]:

PV(t∗) =


∫ t∗

0 Ct∗ exp[−a(ρ+εζ)] exp[(−t∗+a)εζ]h(a, n)da

+
∫ au

t∗ Ct∗ exp[−t∗(ρ+εζ)]h(a, n)da for t∗ ≤ au∫ au

0 Ct∗ exp[−a(ρ+εζ)] exp[(−t∗+a)εζ]h(a, n)da for t∗ > au

(2.38)

After au years, all presently living individuals are assumed to have died. This explains the
more compact formulation for t∗>au. Under the assumption of stable population growth, the
age distribution h(a, n, t∗) = h(a, n) = const can be obtained from (2.10).
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Figure 2.4: Generation-adjusted discount rate for εδ = 0.02 and ρ = 0.03

The discounting model in (2.38) appears quite complicated for ordinary applications. However,
it can be used in order to determine an equivalent time-dependent discount rate:

γeq(t∗) =
ln[Ct∗/PV(t∗)]

t∗
(2.39)

The result can be approximated as

γeq(t∗) ≈ εζ + ρ exp[−bt∗] (2.40)

For industrialised countries, b ≈ 0.013 is a suitable approximation [104]. As shown in Fig-
ure 2.4, γ(t∗) drops quickly during the first years and approaches the level of εζ asymptotically
for later years.

Independently, Faber [36] presented the concept of a virtual joint decision maker, who unites
the viewpoints of several successive decision makers, each adhering to a different generation.
Each of the successive decision makers follows from the viewpoint of his own generation by
discounting at full market rate ρ + εδ. Costs related to long-term maintenance or depletion
of non-renewable resources can be transferred to the viewpoint of other generational decision
makers by discounting at economic growth rate δ. In [37], Faber & Nishijima demonstrate
that this approach is equivalent to the one in [7], leading to the same result as in (2.38).

Discounting Utility Instead of Real Prices

Bayer & Cansier [7] argue that utility must not be growth-discounted, because the effect of
diminishing marginal utility is already covered by the utility function. According to them, it
can only be applied to consumption or income values (c and g, dimension = [money]), but not
to utility functions such as u(c) = cq (dimension = [moneyq]). Following this argumentation,
growth-discounting would then correspond to calculating the utility of a utility. Shepard &
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Zeckhauser [118], on the other hand, think that utility ought to be discounted at the real mar-
ket rate (here, too, estimated at 5%), which apparently includes the growth time preference
rate.

2.4 Expressing Risk

The Mathematical Definition

Risks to human life are commonly expressed by their effect upon mortality µ. In agreement
with (2.3), raw mortality can be obtained by dividing the total number of deaths per year
by the population size Npop . The life-threatening potential of a decision can be described by
the expected number of fatalities per year ND involved or by the change dND in expected
fatalities respectively. If any member of society might potentially find himself among that
number, the corresponding change in mortality follows as:

dµ =
dND

Npop
(2.41)

In the case of life-saving decisions, dND takes a negative value (and so does dµ). According
to (2.7), a change in mortality leads to a change in life expectancy.

In civil engineering, most fatalities are not caused by some steady immission, e.g. air pollution,
but typically by some failure event F with a yearly probability of occurrence r (failure rate).
Modifying r leads to dND = dr ND|F . The corresponding change in mortality is obtained as

dµ =
dr ND|F

Npop
(2.42)

The Role of Risk Perception

Unfortunately, human mind does not perceive risk in such a linear way. According to psy-
chometric observations, people reject certain adverse events more strongly than other ones,
depending on the degree of involuntariness and the number of people simultaneously af-
fected [58, 102, 120]. When this phenomenon is commonly referred to as ‘risk aversion’, this
terminology is very misleading [8], because it has nothing to do with risk aversion in the
utility-theoretic sense as introduced in Section 2.2.1. The term disaster aversion15 seems to
be more to the point.

A typical example is the public attitude towards air versus road traffic accidents. Following
the definition in (2.42), travelling on an airliner bears about a tenth of the risk of going by car,
when relating to passenger kilometers. With respect to passenger hours, both risks are just
about equal [98]. However, being a passenger on an airliner means having practically no control
over the situation (involuntariness) and involves a greater number of people simultaneously

15Bedford proposed this term during his oral presentation of [8] in Gdańsk, Poland, June 2005.
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being killed in case of a crash. In consequence, people dread airplane crashes much more than
fatal car accidents.

Considering disaster aversion typically leads to a slight modification of (2.42), in a sense that
the conditional number of lives lost is raised to the power of some coefficient α or multiplied
with some factor dependent on ND|F (see [58] for overall view). Unlike (2.42), the result of
a risk definition like dr(ND|F )α/Npop is not a mortality change, but has some other, odd
dimension. In consequence, it is also impossible to convert such a result into a gain or loss of
life expectancy. Such a risk definition is principally admissible, but completely incompatible
with the concept of lifetime utility, which regards life expectancy as a key parameter (life
measure principle).

Upon closer inquiry, the incompatibility of utility theory and a disaster-averse modelling
originates from a different view upon death. From a utility-theoretic point of view, dying
essentially means losing future lifetime (and thereby future utility). Accordingly, dying young
is worse than dying old, whereas the cause of death is irrelevant. Considering disaster-aversion
means attributing negative utility—or disutility—to the physical process of dying. The degree
of disutility depends on the degree to which a certain death cause is dreaded. This approach
is in disagreement with the concept of lifetime utility, where negative utility does not exist in
an absolute sense, but only relatively as a loss of positive utility.

Then, which of the two approaches should be preferred? It appears that both views have their
merits. However, the present framework does not primarily deal with the psychologically ade-
quate description of risk. Instead, it aims at deriving an acceptability criterion for risk-related
decisions that is consistent with more general principles such as the intangibility of human life
(see Section 2.1). Utility theory permits meeting this goal, whereas risk-averse modelling does
not provide a consistent alternative in this respect. Therefore, the risk definition in (2.41) and
(2.42) is deemed adequate for the present context.

2.5 Willingness to Pay as an Acceptability Criterion

Decisions leading to a higher chance of survival at no cost are generally welcome and even
more so, when they are associated with a positive income effect. Inversely, a heightened risk
of losing one’s life is never acceptable, as long as it does not involve any advantages on
other levels, such as income, or even leads to monetary disadvantages. Most cases however,
belong to neither of these two extremes. Mitigating fatal risks usually comes at a cost and
undergoing a higher risk is usually rewarded by a higher income. The readiness to accept such
an exchange is called willingness to pay (WTP) in the first case and willingness to accept a
payment (WTA) in the second.

2.5.1 Deriving WTP from Lifetime Utility

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, either type of willingness—WTP and WTA—shows that the
marginal utility of the accepted entity is equal or higher than that of the exchanged entity.
In consequence, an individual’s total lifetime utility L remains equal or rises. Formally, this
acceptability criterion can be written as [84]
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dL ≥ 0 (2.43)

The incremental change of L = L(g, ēd) is obtained by total differentiation:

dL =
∂L

∂g
dg +

∂L

∂ēd
dēd (2.44)

The exact value of the WTP (or the WTA), i.e. the boundary of the acceptable domain follows
from dL = 0:

WTP = −dg =
∂L
∂ēd

∂L
∂g

dēd (2.45)

Inserting (2.36) in (2.44) leads to

WTP = −dg =
g

q

dēd

ēd
(2.46)

Note that a payment corresponds to a loss in disposable income, so that dg is negative in that
case and −dg has a positive value. Because of E[X]/E[Y ] 6= E[X/Y ]16, the result is written
more correctly as

WTP = −dg =
g

q
EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
(2.47)

According to (2.43), the acceptable domain is finally delimited by

−dg ≤ g

q
EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
or

dg

g
+

1
q

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
≥ 0 (2.48)

This boundary condition is graphically displayed in Figure 2.5. In the original version of
Nathwani et al. [84], the LQI formulation in (2.25) is used, leading to

−dg ≤ g

q

de0

e0
or

dg

g
+

1
q

de0

e0
≥ 0 (2.49)

When a decision leads to a rise in (age-averaged and discounted) life expectancy, the right
hand side of (2.48), i.e. g

q EA[ded(a)
ed(a) ], delimits the maximum amount an average individual is

assumed to be willing to pay for this specific gain of lifetime. Because the derivation is based
on people’s general preferences (as described by the work-leisure optimisation principle), it is
a helpful tool for making decisions with public relevance. The criterion helps to distinguish

16i.e.
dēd

ēd
=

EA[ded(a)]

EA[ed(a)]
6= EA

�
ded(a)

ed(a)

�
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Figure 2.5: Graphic representation of the WTP criterion, after [84]

appropriate risk mitigation measures from those that are wasting public resources. In this
respect, it is consequential to speak of an affordability criterion. For the inverse case of a
heightened fatal risk (and lowered life expectancy), the criterion expresses the minimum gain
that needs to arise from a decision in order to appear acceptable (or rather tolerable).

These implications of (2.48) and (2.49) are equally illustrated by Figure 2.5. Decisions located
in the 1st quadrant are generally always acceptable, while those in the 3rd quadrant are
principally unacceptable. In the 2nd and 4th quadrants, the WTP criterion distinguishes
between acceptable and unacceptable decisions. Hereby, the quadrant 2 corresponds to the
WTP case (less income for more safety) and quadrant 4 to the WTA case (less safety for
more income).

It should be noted that the utility-based WTP criterion is a relative criterion and can only
serve to determine, whether a potential change is preferable to the status quo. If there are
several options, the criterion helps to determine the optimal one. According to Nathwani et
al. [84], ‘The best option among several options is the one from which any change will reduce
the LQI [here: lifetime utility]’.

2.5.2 Quantification of WTP

The potentially fatal consequences of a decision are usually expressed as a change in the
mortality function dµ(a) as discussed in Section 2.4. In the WTP criterion, they enter as a
change in discounted life expectancy ded(a). The most obvious way of obtaining ded(a) from
dµ(a) consists in inserting in (2.11) and calculating the difference as

ded(a) = ed(a, dµ(a))− ed(a) (2.50)

leading to
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EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
=
∫ au

0

ded(a)
ed(a)

h(a, n) da

=
∫ au

0

ed(a, dµ(t))− ed(a)
ed(a)

h(a, n) da (2.51)

=
∫ au

0

ed(a, dµ(t))
ed(a)

h(a, n) da− 1

because of
∫ au

0 h(a, n) da = 1. For complex mortality functions, this is probably the preferable
way of proceeding. However, a lot of time can be saved by using approximative relationships
for some less complicated standard cases:

When regarding changes in mortality dµ(a) resulting from some specific decision, the general
all-cause level of mortality µ(a) of a population is commonly referred to as background mor-
tality. One standard case consists in a mortality change that affects every member of society
regardless of his or her age and age-specific background mortality in the same way, so that

µ∆(a) = µ(a) + ∆ (2.52)

and dµ(a) = ∆ = const. This scheme is commonly referred to as absolute [142] and corre-
sponds to typical cases of accidents and technical failure as those described in Chapter 5.
When a building collapses, everybody inside faces more or less the same risk of dying, regard-
less of sex or age17. Besides, it is assumed that the occupants cover different age-classes in a
representative way, i.e. according to h(a, n). This second assumption may not always be true
but assuming it is required by the equality principle (see Section 5.2.3 for discussion). With
respect to the WTP criterion (2.48), Rackwitz [101] proposes to linearise the relation between
dµ(a)=∆ and dēd by using the first term of a McLaurin series (as before, τ∗ = τ − a18):

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
≈
∫ au

0

− d
d∆ed(a, ∆)

∣∣
∆=0

·∆
ed(a)

h(a, n)da

=
∫ au

0

− d
d∆

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + ∆ + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt
∣∣∣
∆=0

·∆∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da

= −
∫ au

0

∫ au

a (t− a) exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da ·∆ (2.53)

= −J∆ ∆

Such a linearisation is only permissible for small (infinitesimal) changes in g and ēd. Besides,
large changes are generally beyond the scope of the entire lifetime utility derivation, because

17Rackwitz [104] remarks that fatalities (or averted fatalities) are distributed according to the general age
distribution, so that nD(a) = NDh(a, n) in case of an accident. Because the general population is distributed

as npop(a) = Npoph(a, n), this leads to dµ(a) = nD(a)
npop(a)

= const.
18Compare footnote 2 (p. 11).
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their impact upon the stability of economy as a whole is not included in the model lifetime
utility model.

The proportional or relative risk model is another important standard case:

µδ(a) = µ(a)(1 + δ) (2.54)

Here, the impact of δ is proportional to a person’s background mortality. It implies that
those persons who are more susceptible to death causes of any type—typically because of
a weakened physical state—are also more likely to succumb to the phenomenon behind δ.
Such a relationship is typical for diseases of all sort, as they are caused by infections or the
case of toxic exposure described in Chapter 6. Essentially, (2.54) is the simplest version of
the various relationships introduced there. Except for the first few months after birth, µ(a) is
an exponentially rising function of a (compare Figure 2.1). Therefore, this mortality scheme
affects elder people more strongly than young ones. Linearisation follows the same principle
as in (2.53):

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
≈
∫ au

0

− d
dδed(a, δ)

∣∣
δ=0

· δ
ed(a)

h(a, n)da

=
∫ au

0

− d
dδ

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ)(1 + δ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt
∣∣∣
δ=0

· δ∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da

= −
∫ au

0

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
∫ t
a µ(τ)dτ dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da · δ (2.55)

= −jδ δ = −µ̄ Jδ δ

where µ̄ =
∫ au

0 µ(a)h(a, n)da denotes the so-called crude mortality, i.e. the average mortality
rate in a society. The two formulations in (2.53) and (2.55) appear a little complex, but in
fact they help to greatly simplify the application of the WTP criterion: For each country, J∆

and Jδ need to be calculated only once and can subsequently be taken from a list like the one
in Table 2.5. The criterion in (2.48) then reduces to

−dg ≤ −g

q
Jzz (2.56)

where z is a general symbol for a fatal impact like ∆ or δ. Similar derivations can be found
for other, more complicated relations such as toxicological dose-response relations (see Sec-
tions 4.3 and 6.4). Note that both sides of (2.56) have negative signs19.

For a correct calculation of Jz, it is theoretically necessary to establish cohort life tables for
each age-group presently alive (compare Section 2.2.1). As an alternative, one may use the

19As mentioned before, an investment into safety corresponds to a loss of income, so that −dg has a positive
value. Furthermore, a decrease in mortality (negative z) leads to an increase in life expectancy (positive dēd).
Thus, both sides of (2.56) have positive values if safety is increased.
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Table 2.5: Societal and socio-economic indicators for different countries

country GDPa gb ζc nd e0
e e0

f µ̄g wh qi J∆
j Jδ

j G∆
j

Austria 28.900 22.800 1.8 0.24 77.9 84.8 0.89 9.2 14 14.4 16.6 2.35 · 106

Belgium 27.700 22.600 1.5 0.16 77.3 85.2 1.01 8.0 12 14.7 15.9 2.77 · 106

Canada 30.300 24.200 2.0 0.99 78.1 84.3 0.73 11.7 19 15.2 18.2 1.95 · 106

Czech Rep. 15.100 11.100 1.4 −0.07 74.0 76.9 1.08 12.9 21 14.3 18.8 0.76 · 106

Denmark 29.300 23.600 1.8 0.30 76.6 82.2 1.09 9.6 15 13.9 14.9 2.19 · 106

Finland 26.500 21.400 2.1 0.16 77.4 82.5 0.98 10.5 17 13.9 16.2 1.75 · 106

France 27.200 21.900 1.9 0.37 77.8 85.8 0.90 8.2 13 14.5 15.9 2.44 · 106

Germany 25.900 21.500 1.9 0.27 77.8 87.0 1.04 8.6 13 14.4 14.0 2.38 · 106

Italy 25.600 20.700 2.0 0.07 78.6 81.6 1.07 8.2 13 13.9 14.7 2.21 · 106

Japan 27.000 20.400 2.7 0.17 80.1 93.1 0.83 10.3 16 13.4 14.1 1.71 · 106

Netherlands 29.000 23.400 1.5 0.55 77.7 84.0 0.87 8.2 13 15.1 18.8 2.72 · 106

New Zealand 21.800 16.700 1.2 1.14 78.7 83.7 0.76 11.4 19 16.9 16.3 1.49 · 106

Norway 35.500 28.900 2.1 0.49 78.3 82.0 0.98 8.7 14 14.3 14.9 2.95 · 106

Spain 22.400 16.100 1.8 0.10 78.8 84.8 0.91 10.9 18 14.3 14.8 1.30 · 106

Switzerland 30.500 24.000 1.9 0.27 79.6 85.1 0.88 10.4 17 14.5 16.5 2.05 · 106

UK 27.900 23.400 1.3 0.23 77.4 78.8 1.07 10.3 16 15.2 17.2 2.22 · 106

USA 36.100 30.000 1.8 0.90 75.1 85.7 0.87 11.6 19 15.3 15.5 2.42 · 106

ain PPP US$[87]
bin PPP US$, calculated according to (2.33) from GDP and gross investment rate [17]
cin % [71]
din % [17]
eFrom period life [144] table for χ = 2000.
fFrom cohort life table for ϑ = 2000, following from a simple extrapolation of past developments into the

future (analysis by Rackwitz [104]).
gin %
hin % [88]
iAfter (2.31).
jFor ε = 1 − q and a country-independent pure time preference rate ρ = 3%.

period table for the present year (χ = 2006) as an upper bound for age-dependent mortality
µ(a), whereas the cohort life table for the youngest generation presently alive (i.e. those
with birth year ϑ = 2006) can serve as a lower bound. This approach holds if mortality
rates continue to decrease strictly monotonically with each period as in the past. Table 2.6
illustrates the range of possible values for data from 2000. In the case of the additive mortality
scheme, the period table leads to smaller and thus more conservative estimates of J∆. However,
the differences are rather small and fall within the range of statistical uncertainties. For the
proportional effect, Jδ is significantly lower, if the cohort table is used. It is proposed to use
the lower and thus more conservative estimate for J∆ and Jδ, respectively. This rationale is
followed in the overall data view of Table 2.5.

In the case of the additive risk model, there is another interesting interpretation. Because the
values of g, q and J∆ are country-specific values independent of the respective application, it
is possible to simplify further:
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Table 2.6: The effect of different model choices upon Jz (Germany/Japan/USA)

all values for for life expect- for discounted for age-averaged for age-averaged
Ger. / Jap. / USA ancy at birth e0 LE at birth e0,d life expectancy ē discounted LE ēd

J∆ for...
period χ = 2000 40.0 41.0 39.2 21.7 19.8 22.0 23.0 22.6 23.8 14.4 13.4 15.3
cohort ϑ = 2000 44.4 46.9 44.2 22.9 21.0 23.6 24.6 25.1 26.7 15.2 14.3 16.5

Jδ for...
period χ = 2000 15.7 16.1 19.9 3.7 3.3 6.3 33.8 34.7 34.9 17.9 18.7 19.4
cohort ϑ = 2000 11.8 10.5 16.2 2.9 1.7 4.7 24.6 26.0 28.5 14.0 14.1 15.5

−dg ≤ −G∆∆ with G∆ =
g

q
J∆ (2.57)

According to the mortality definition in (2.41), one may substitute for ∆ = dµ = ND/Npop ,
where dND are the additional and −dND the averted fatalities per year. Considering that
−dg corresponds to the yearly safety costs per person and year, one may write

safety costs

������
Npop · year

≤ G∆
averted fatalities

������
Npop · year

(2.58)

From this result it can be seen that G∆ is actually the absolute WTP for averting one
fatality. In the socio-economic literature, G∆ is commonly referred to as value of a statistical
life or VSL [55, 118]. The term ‘VSL’ appears to be somewhat unluckily chosen, given the
reasoning on the infinite value of human life in Section 2.1. However, it has become the
standard denomination for G∆. The definition in (2.58) is in accordance with the frequently
encountered formulation VSL = WTP/dm (as e.g. in [118]). Country-specific values for G∆

are given in Table 2.5. Typical values for Western economies are in the order of 1.5 to 2.5
million PPP US$.

Another standard measure from the literature (e.g. [33, 73]) is the so-called value of a life
year lost, abbreviated as VLYL or VOLY. It is obtained by dividing by the age-averaged
discounted life expectancy:

VLYL =
G∆

ēd
(2.59)

2.5.3 WTP from Empirically-based Investigations

The WTP per averted fatality or VSL equally serves as a useful standard measure, when it
comes to comparing the previous results to those from other studies. Apart from the classical
socio-economic and life quality approaches described above, three more approaches can be
identified [77, 137]. All of them use empirical evidence for calibration and in part also instead
of a theoretical derivation:
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The contingent valuation method (CVM) is a very direct and purely empirical approach based
on interviews with random individuals. It was conceived in order to determine the monetary
value of non-market goods, basically by asking interviewees what amount they would be
willing to pay e.g. in order to save a rare species from extinction or, as in the present case,
in order to save the life of an anonymous fellow citizen. The challenge lies in formulating
the question skillfully that interviewees are able to imagine something that is intuitively
meaningful. Apart from a large number of individual interviews (>2000 in [54]), this requires
the—sometimes repeated—adaption of the question.

Wage-risk studies use a lifetime utility model of the same type as that in (2.8), see e.g. [139].
The parameters in the model are determined by statistically analysing workers’ employment
data. It is assumed that workers are ready to take more risky jobs against higher payments
and that this behaviour is reflected by actual wage numbers. Apart from risk and wage, other
factors are equally considered in order to compare workers of a similar category (education,
experience, sex, region etc.) with the purpose of avoiding statistical errors. This analysis of
workers’ choices does not only reveal their implied VSL; it is equally possible to derive other
parameters, such as the implied discount rate γ [137, 139].

Product-risk studies function in a similar way as wage-risk studies. In this case, the willing-
ness to purchase safety-protective products (bicycle helmets etc.) is taken as the basis for
determining the implied VSL. This approach holds on the premise that consumers are able
to figure the amount of additional safety correctly. As with wage-risk studies, it appears hard
to tell, whether such an assumption is justified.

There is a wide range of VSL results in the socio-economic literature. Meta-analyses, i.e.
studies surveying dozens of previous analyses, serve as a valuable digest [23, 77, 78, 137].
Viscusi & Aldy [137] compare over 60 different studies and obtain average VSL values of 6 to
8 million US$ (all values in year 2000 US$). The values in Miller [77] range between 2.5 and
3.5 million US$ for most industrialised countries. Mrozek & Taylor [78], finally, indicate VSL
numbers of 1.5 to 2.5 million US$, which is more or less comparable to the results derived in
Section 2.5.2. It is not clear, why the other studies deviate from these values so significantly.
The discussion in the following section tries to find some possible interpretations.

Similarly to the utility-based derivation, empirical evidence equally indicates a clear correla-
tion between income g and the VSL. Miller [77] observes an elasticity with respect to income20

of 0.85 to 1.00, which is in good agreement with the previous derivations. Equation (2.57) is
based on a linear relationship between the two indicators, which basically implies an elasticity
equal to one. Yet, Viscusi & Aldy [137] find values between 0.15 and 1.00, with an average
of approximately 0.5. A study by Costa & Kahn [20] points in the opposite direction: Their
results of εVSL ≈ 1.5 to 1.7 is based on the developments in the United States between 1940
and 1980. This high elasticity outcome derived from the historical evolvement of VSL and
income is possibly related to a phenomenon briefly described on p. 17: While productivity
has been growing by 2.3% yearly on long-term average, only 1.8% of this growth are realised
in the GDP. There too, people gave higher priority to non-consumption goods such as leisure

20Following the definition of elasticity (see footnote 4, p. 15) the elasticity of the VSL with respect to income
is obtained as

εVSL =
dVSL

dg

g

VSL
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time than to maximising their consumption. However, this allegation would require further
attention in order to be substantiated.

The implicit discount rates in [137] scatter significantly between 1% and more than 15%.

2.5.4 Discussion

The comparison between the utility-derived VSL values in Section 2.5.2 and the empirical
results in Section 2.5.3 reveals significant differences. The latter results are significantly higher
than the former ones, but within the same order of magnitude. For the following discussion it is
helpful to recall that the utility-derived approach has its empirical foundation too, consisting
of the empirically observable work-leisure trade-off. Although it is difficult to locate the precise
reason for the inconsistencies, it is possible to find some potential explanations:

The reason might simply consist in people’s inability to judge risks correctly. Even in the cases
where they are aware of the actual numbers (as with CVM surveys) the possibility of being
killed remains somewhat abstract for most individuals. In part, it can be assumed that the
low probabilities involved contribute to the difficulty of obtaining an intuitive access. It can
be argued that empirical evidence from the work-leisure trade-off reflects peoples’ actual will
in a less distorted way: First, every individual will face the consequences of his work-leisure
decisions with almost absolute certainty. Second, the choice can usually be reconsidered and
adapted according to personal experience. All this is not possible with fatal low-probability
events.

However, the divergence between the two approaches might equally have another cause: Ac-
cording to the utility-derived approach, death is essentially an event that reduces personal
utility for the rest of their possible lifespan. However, people fear fatal events not only be-
cause of death (in the sense of not being alive), but equally because the process of dying is
a dreadful event in most people’s awareness. The perceived disutility tempts people to pay
more for preventive measures than predicted by utility theory (compare the discussion on
risk perception in Section 2.4). The utility-derived approach determines people’s utility func-
tion from their behaviour in a situation with little emotional content (work-leisure trade-offs)
and transfers it to highly emotional decisions involving the prospect of death. The empirical
approach includes this emotional bias from the beginning.

It appears that the conflict between the two approaches cannot be solved on an economic
or decision-theoretic level. In fact, it is a political and philosophical question whether public
decisions on safety should be based on people’s rational behaviour in general situations or on
their emotionally biased behaviour regarding safety-related issues.



Chapter 3

Societal Acceptability of Decisions
Involving Health Consequences

3.1 Introduction

Loss of life is the most drastic health consequence of a decision, but not necessarily the only
one. Most life-threatening events do equally involve non-fatal consequences, i.e. injury and
disease. The present chapter seeks to adapt the WTP criterion and the underlying utility-
based rationale in order to cover this type of outcome.

The previous chapter described lifetime utility as a product of two items: One is utility of
consumption, a monotonous function of a person’s available income, the second one is the
time, during which consumption can be enjoyed (lifetime in good health). At the instant of
death both values are reduced to zero: Once dead a person stops earning an income and
ceases to have time in which to spend his or her income. In the case of disease or injury—
summarised by the term disability—equally both terms are affected. On one hand, income is
reduced due to the temporary or permanent inability to work and due to the arising medical
treatment costs. On the other hand, disability reduces lifetime spent in good health during
which consumption can actually be enjoyed. Disability may additionally reduce leisure time
because of the time required for therapy.

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 investigate the impact of morbidity changes upon lifetime in good
health and upon income, respectively. In Section 3.4, these considerations are integrated
into an adapted version of the WTP criterion and compared to empirical findings from the
literature.

3.2 The Effect of Disability upon Lifetime in Good Health

With fatal consequences as in Chapter 2, matters were comparatively simple: Life and death
are mutually exclusive states with no intermediate steps in between. Moreover, death is an
irreversible state. This explains the very simple and distinct definition of fatal risk expressed
by the mortality equation (2.41). Although morbidity ν is defined in the same way, i.e. as the

43
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Table 3.1: Severity weights of different types of disabilities

source type of disability b severity weight sb

vitiligo (white spots) on face, weight-for-height < 2 std. dev. 0–0.020
watery diarrhoea (five episodes per day), severe sore throat 0.021–0.120

Murray/ radius fracture in stiff cast, rheumatoid arthritis 0.121–0.240
Lopez [83] below-knee amputation, deafness 0.241–0.360

mental retardation (IQ 55-70) 0.361–0.500
unipolar major depression, blindness, paraplegia 0.501–0.700

active psychosis, dementia, severe migraine, quadriplegia 0.701–1.000
chronic respiratory symptoms / children 0.14

chronic bronchitis / adults 0.14
respiratory hospital admission 0.44

Hofstetter/ neurocognitive development deficits (from lead) 0.06
Hammitt [49] severe annoyance (from noise) 0.09

sleep disturbance (from noise) 0.08
ischaemic heart disease hospital admission 0.44

Perenboom major problems with activities of daily lifea 0.11
et al. [94] inability to perform activities of daily life 0.65

aability to carry a 5 kg object 10 metres, walk 400 metres in one go, dress and undress oneself, get in and
out of bed, move from one room to another etc.

number of cases divided by the population size, this value alone is only of limited help and
needs to be combined with information on both severity and duration of a disabling state.

Prevalence Pb can be understood as the probability of being in a state of disability of type b
on a given day in the future1 or as the product of occurrence rate (morbidity) νb and average
duration Db of disability b:

Pb(a) = Dbνb(a) (3.1)

Another way of expressing prevalence is to account for restricted activity days RADb and
symptom days SDb in the general population. A RAD is defined as a day on which an
individual is forced to alter his or her normal activity (days off work and/or in bed) [32]. If
indicated in a different dimension, these numbers need to be divided by the number of years
and the population size:

Pb(a) =
RADb

years ·Npop
and Pb(a) =

SDb

years ·Npop
(3.2)

The common approach in morbidity valuation is to adjust periods spent in poor health by
the relative loss of ability to enjoy one’s life (referred to as quality or disability adjustment).
A state of coma or agony reduces this ability practically to zero whereas catching a cold
only subtracts a few percentage points. Medical science and health economics have defined

1In this sense it appears reasonable to use the probability symbol P equally for prevalence
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several indicators for morbidity impacts upon life quality. In 1971, Sullivan [128] introduced
an adjusted life-expectancy by subtracting the expected lifetime spent in a state of disability.
Depending on whether periods of disability are subtracted from life expectancy completely
or only in proportion to their severity, the concept was later referred to as disability-free life
expectancy (DFLE) or disability-adjusted life expectancy (DALE), respectively (see e.g. [94]).
The latter, more specific measure is written as2

eDA(a) =
∫ au

a
S(t|a)[1−

∑
b

sbPb(t)]dt (3.3)

This formulation differs from (2.7) only in as far as survival probability S(t|a) is corrected
for severity weight sb and age-dependent prevalence Pb(a) of all existing disabilities b. Since
s expresses the relative loss of life enjoyment capability, it can adopt values between 0 and 1.
Table 3.1 lists up severity weights for different types of disabilities. Attributing such weights
to different types of disabilities is a delicate task, given that a relative degree of objectivity
can only be reached by assessing the subjectively felt impacts of as many patients as possible
by means of psychometric measures. In this light, the discrepancies between the numbers
originating from different studies in Table 3.1 are not surprising.

For the calculation of the current eDA(a), it is more convenient to group all existing types
of disabilities into severity classes ι of similar severity weight. The sum expression in (3.3)
then changes to

∑
ι sιPι(a). The values for severity class prevalence in Table 3.2 represent

the situation in established market economies. For these countries, the age-averaged value of
eDA(a) is generally very close to 10% lower than the corresponding value for e(0). Numbers
for other parts of the world can be taken directly from [83].

Discounting and age-averaging can be introduced in analogy to (2.11):

2For persons of age a, the average observed disability-induced loss of lifetime enjoyment capability isP
b sbPb(a). If we want to make a prediction about an a years old person’s loss of lifetime enjoyment capability,

say, five years from now, we need to consider that the person can only be affected in case he or she is still alive
at age a + 5. Therefore, we need to correct the result by the probability of survival up to a + 5 (given survival
up to S(a)):

S(a + 5)

S(a)

X
b

sbPb(a)

If this step is repeated for each potentially remaining year of life, we obtain the expected loss of life expectancy
due to disability adjustment:

1

S(a)

Z au

a

S(t)
X

b

sbPb(t)dt

When subtracting this expression from life expectancy we see that both terms can be joined in one single
integral:

eDA(a) =
1

S(a)

Z au

a

S(t)dt − 1

S(a)

Z au

a

S(t)
X

b

sbPb(t)dt

=
1

S(a)

Z au

a

S(t)[1 −
X

b

sbPb(t)]dt

=

Z au

a

S(t|a)[1 −
X

b

sbPb(t)]dt
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Table 3.2: Prevalence of severity classes in established market economies [83]

defined by prevalence Pι(t) × 10−3 in age group
severity class ι severity weight sι 0–4 5–14 15–44 45–59 ≥ 60

I 0.000–0.020 62.7 60.4 99.2 179.8 339.5
II 0.021–0.120 71.3 59.0 89.4 176.7 384.3
III 0.121–0.240 21.3 17.6 53.9 73.6 157.0
IV 0.241–0.360 8.7 7.9 27.9 37.8 81.8
V 0.361–0.500 4.8 4.5 14.7 19.7 52.4
VI 0.501–0.700 1.9 1.9 30.1 32.6 55.9
VII 0.701–1.000 1.1 1.2 6.4 11.9 46.8

ēDA,d =
∫ au

0
eDA,d(a)h(a, n)da

=
∫ au

0

∫ au

a
Sd(t|a)[1−

∑
b

sbPb(t)] dt h(a, n)da (3.4)

Again, the results of (3.4) differ from ēd by around 10%.

The prevalence information from Table 3.2 is absolutely sufficient in order to calculate the
current value of eDA,d(a). However, they cannot be used for predicting the correct change
in DALE deDA,d(a), as it is required when assessing the acceptability of a decision. For this
purpose, it is necessary to know which decision typically leads to which disability type and
severity. In Chapter 6, Tables 6.3 and 6.4 contain dose-response coefficients in order to express
the effect of a change in toxic exposure as changes in νb and Pb, respectively. Numbers on
average disability durations Db are indicated in Table 6.2, whereas severity weights can be
taken from Table 3.1 or similar listings in the literature. With this information a change in
DALE due to a change in Pb(a) can be determined as

deDA,d(a, dP b) = −
∫ au

a
Sd(t|a) sbdP b(t) dt (3.5)

Apart from disability-adjusted life expectancy, other measures have been introduced. Al-
though the DALE concept is certainly the most adequate approach in the present context,
they should be briefly introduced in order to avoid confusion due to the similarity of the re-
spective names and definitions. As mentioned before, disability-free life expectancy (DFLE)
is almost identical to DALE but includes only periods spent in complete health. The World
Health Organization [146] also uses the term ‘healthy life expectancy’ instead of DALE.
Quality-adjusted life years (QALY) are a purely descriptive number which multiplies severity
weights with life years instead of multiplying them with survival probabilities as in (3.3). An-
other frequently encountered concept are damage-adjusted life years (DALY), which describe
the loss of quality-adjusted life time due to both morbidity and mortality as consequence of
a disease.
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3.3 The Effect of Disability upon Available Income

Apart from its impact upon lifetime in good health, disability can have an effect upon the
working capability (i.e. capability of earning money) and cause therapy costs. Combined val-
ues considering both effects can provide a quick estimate. Calculating a ‘disability-adjusted
income’ gDA in analogy to disability-adjusted life expectancy eDA(a) appears to make lit-
tle sense, since statistically measured values for g are already net of all such effects. Only
changes in disease-specific morbidity or prevalence can affect the current income g. Under
the assumption of constant consumption levels throughout lifetime (as in Chapter 2) and
age-independent mortality changes dνb, Friedrich & Bickel propose a simple estimate for the
change in g due to damage-adjustment:

dgDA(dνb) = −Kbdνb (3.6)

In this relation, Kb is the cost associated with one case of disability type b. This number
already includes information on average duration, treatment costs per time unit and income
loss per time unit. For Finland, the estimated overall cost for cases leading to an emergency
room visit (ERV) amounts to 160 e, while it is 1430 e on average when entailing a hospital
admission (HA). These estimates are taken from [39] and refer to disabilities caused by air
pollution.

For a more accurate model, loss of working capacity and therapy costs need to be modelled
separately. The two terms for worktime adjustment and therapy adjustment add up as

dgDA = dgWA + dgTA (3.7)

These two components are regarded more closely on the following pages.

3.3.1 Loss of Working Capacity

Loss of Work Time

Disability can cause a temporary or permanent loss of work time and thus income. As a first
step, it is necessary to differentiate whether a person is economically active or not. Persons
who are not, but have an income from savings or rent insurance do not lose any income
due to not being able to work. Unpaid housework and child education should probably be
considered as paid work regarding the costs that would arise if somebody else had to do the
work in the place of the disabled person. As long as we are regarding an anonymous, ‘average’
representative of society, the question of whether there is social insurance covering disability-
induced work losses appears to be secondary. Theoretically, the expected value of income is
the same regardless of whether the loss of income is redistributed to all other members of
society or not.

The average income of the working age, which begins at age a− and lasts until a+ can be
determined from average income g as
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gw =
g∫ a+

a− h(a, n)da
(3.8)

or, vice versa, g = gw

∫ a+

a− h(a, n)da, in agreement with the life table mathematics in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. Typical upper and lower ages are 20 and 65 years, respectively. Alternatively, gw

can be obtained e.g. from [39], which names 55 ECU (1997) as average daily productivity
cost in the EU3. Yet, it appears more consistent with the above reasoning on unpaid house
and family work to calculate gw after (3.8). However, it does not account for unemployment.

When regarding the effect of a change in disability prevalence dP b(a), one might think of a case
where some medium severe disability forces a person to work part-time. If this case is excluded
and only complete losses of working ability—be it for a day, a month or permanently—are
considered, it is not the severity weight sb in itself which matters, but whether it exceeds the
critical severity weight for working incapability scr. Then the product sbPb(a) from (3.3) can
be replaced by Pb(a) and the condition sb ≥ scr. After a change in prevalence dP b(a), average
income needs to be adjusted for loss of work time:

g(dP b) = gw

∫ a+

a−
[1− dP b(a)] h(a, n)da for sb ≥ scr (3.9)

The change in income due to worktime adjustment follows as

dgWA(dP b) = g(dP b)− g

= −gw

∫ a+

a−
dP b(a) h(a, n)da (3.10)

= −g

∫ a+

a− dP b(a) h(a, n)da∫ a+

a− h(a, n)da
for sb ≥ scr

Loss of Productivity

The yearly income of an individual can be expressed as to the product of total work time w
and productivity p (see Section 2.2.2). Hence, productivity is defined as the salary per time
unit. If an injury or disease does not render professional activity impossible, it can reduce the
working capability during a limited period or for good. Not every disability has consequences
in every job. Physical disabilities concern persons engaged in physical labour much more
severely than desk workers whose working capability may remain unaffected depending on
the case. In order to quantify the degree of lost productivity, it is possible to use invalidity
scales similar to the disability severity weight from Table 3.1.

If the only effect of a disability consists in restricting a person’s daily or weekly work hours
at constant hourly payment, the consequences can be listed as ‘loss of work time’ in the way
described above. However, limited working capability frequently means that a person has to

3Some country-specific values (in ECU/day): Germany: 68, Spain: 46, Italy: 54, Netherlands: 61, UK: 53
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Table 3.3: Therapy costs from [39]

country emergency room visit: KERV [e]a hospital day: κHD [e/day]
France 24 340

Germany 20 280
Italy 20 –

Netherlands – 340
Spain 100 –

United Kingdom 80 300

aLocal currency values dating from 1994–1997 were converted into e1999 values

look for a less demanding job instead of continuing with the previous job at a lower level
of activity. Clearly this effect is very difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, Muir & Zegarac [80]
undertook the effort of estimating the effect of IQ losses upon total societal income. Lifelong IQ
deficits can occur due to exposure with neurotoxic substances during fetal and breastfeeding
phases. As a result, corresponding income losses range between 1.5 and 3% per lost IQ point.
Greensense [33] names an estimate for the effect of lead concentrations in the air upon IQ
levels (see Chapter 6 on toxic consequences).

3.3.2 Therapy Costs

Therapy costs and the corresponding loss in average income can be written as

dgTA(dP b) = −
∫ au

0
κb(a)dP b(a)h(a, n)da

≈ −κb

∫ au

0
dP b(a)h(a, n)da (3.11)

= −κb dP b

Here, κb denotes therapy cost per time unit. Elderly people fall sick more frequently and for
longer periods. Both effects are reflected by prevalence numbers. The daily costs arising in
case of a treatment however, do not appear to depend on age in such an obvious way. This is
reflected by the approximation in the second line of (3.11). Alternatively, one may calculate
dgTA(dP b) using total treatment costs per case Kb:

dgTA(dνb) = −Kb dνb

= −κb Db dνb (3.12)

= −κb dP b

Table 3.3 indicates some values on κb and Kb. Costs per day for hospitalised patients κHD

are consistent over the countries displayed, whereas two separate definitions seem to exist for
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the costs of an emergency room visit KERV : Germany, France and Italy show very similar
values, yet those for Spain and the U.K. are about four times higher. Specific values for dνb,
dP b and Db are presented in Chapter 6 on toxic consequences. When applying (3.12), note
that Db and κb are usually expressed in terms of days, whereas Pb is an expected duration
per year.

For chronic disabilities, average daily therapy costs can be assumed to be significantly lower
than the values in Table 3.3. If visiting a medical practice is required every two weeks, then
κb = KERV /14.

3.4 WTP and Non-fatal Consequences

3.4.1 Adaption of the WTP Criterion

Vulnerability—i.e. susceptibility for changes in morbidity—depends on an individual’s general
health which, again depends upon his or her age. This applies to the consequences of toxic
exposure in particular (proportional risk model), whereas acute failure events affect different
age groups more evenly (absolute risk model, compare Section 2.5.2).

Sections 3.2 and 3.3 discusses how a change in disability prevalence dP b(a) leads to a change
in disability-adjusted (discounted) life expectancy deDA,d(a) and disability-adjusted income
dgDA = dgWA + dgTA. Both effects can be included in the WTP criterion (2.48):

dg + dgDA

g
+

1
q

EA

[
deDA,d(a)
eDA,d(a)

]
≥ 0 (3.13)

As outlined on p. 47, the statistical value for g is already net of all disability effects, whereas
ed(a) needs to be replaced by the adjusted value eDA,d(a). Note that dg is the cost for pre-
venting disability whereas dgDA is the follow-up cost of actually occurred cases (therapy cost
and loss of worktime). More prevention leads to less actual occurrences and less prevention
to more occurrences. For a given decision the respective values of dg and dgDA always have
opposite algebraic signs.

In many cases the available data on morbidity consequences are quite rudimentary and do not
provide age-dependent information. Therefore, it may become necessary to model prevalence
changes as being age-independent4 (absolute risk model), i.e. dP b(a) = dP b. This is close to
reality for cases of acute failure but only a rudimentary approximation for toxic exposure.
For an age-independent change in prevalence the relative change in disability-adjusted life
expectancy simplifies to

deDA,d(a, dP b)
eDA,d(a)

=
−sb dP b

∫ au

a Sd(t|a)dt

eDA,d(0)

= −sb dP b
ed(a)

eDA,d(a)
(3.14)

4Compare (6.7) as well as Tables 6.3 and 6.4.
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so that

EA

[
deDA,d(a, dP b)

eDA,d(a)

]
= sb dP b EA

[
ed(a)

eDA,d(a)

]
(3.15)

Furthermore, age-independent changes in prevalence lead to a simplification of (3.10), de-
scribing the worktime effect:

dgWA(dP b) = −g dP b for sb ≥ scr (3.16)

The income effect of therapy costs dgTA remains the same as in (3.11).

Subsequently, the WTP criterion for age-independent prevalence changes can be re-written
by inserting these results in (3.13):

dg − (κb + g)dP b

g
−

sb dP b

q
EA

[
ed(a)

eDA,d(a)

]
≥ 0 for sb ≥ scr (3.17)

For most industrialised countries, EA

[
ed(a)

eDA,d(a)

]
≈ 1

0.88 is a sufficiently precise approxima-
tion (±1%). Therefore, it is proposed to simplify further:

dg − (κb + g)dP b

g
−

sb dP b

0.88 q
≥ 0 for sb ≥ scr (3.18)

Resolving for dg yields

−dg ≤ −dP b

[
g sb

0.88 q
+ κb + g

]
for sb ≥ scr (3.19)

For sb < scr, there is no worktime adjustment:

−dg ≤ −dP b

[
g sb

0.88 q
+ κb

]
for sb < scr (3.20)

As previously with (2.56), an investment into health-saving measures leads to negative values
for dg as well as for dP b so that both sides of the criterion adopt positive values.

In order to illustrate the order of magnitude, it is proposed to consider the case of chronic
bronchitis. If it were possible to reduce its prevalence by one fifth, i.e. dPCB = −0.01, the
willingness to pay for the corresponding measures would amount to 200 PPP US$ or 180 e
per person and year5 in Germany. Here, loss of lifetime utility contributes 97% and therapy
costs contribute 3%. Eliminating the cause for one fifth of the emergency respiratory hospital
admissions in the UK would correspond to a WTP of 11 PPP US$ per person and year6.

5Prevalence estimated from U.S. data as PCB ≈ 0.05 [50], sCB = 0.14 (from Table 3.1), κCB ≈ 500e/year
(estimated as KERV /14d from Table 3.3).

6Incidence νERHA = 0.0077 [51], duration DERHA = 14 days (from Table 6.2), sERHA = 0.44 (from Ta-
ble 3.1), κHD = 300e/day (from Table 3.3)
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Loss of lifetime utility contributes 30%, therapy costs 60% and loss of income 10%. Loss of
income can contribute up to 50% of the WTP in case of severe working accidents leading to
permanent working inability (sb > scr).

∗ ∗ ∗

Some authors [137, 138] establish a WTP per averted case of disability in analogy to the
WTP per averted fatality or VSL (‘value of a statistical life’). It appears that such a number
can only be derived for irreversible, i.e. permanent states of disability. For age-independent
changes in morbidity dν(a) = dν, the WTP criterion can then be approximated as

−dg ≥ −g

q
J∆ sb dν

= −G∆ sb dν (3.21)

In (3.21), sbG∆ is the WTP per averted case of disability. G∆ is the VSL and is given in
Table 2.5. The result is simple and intuitive but the derivation is lengthy and has been moved
to the back of the chapter (Section 3.4.5). If the disability entails working inability (sb > scr),
then the WTP may rise by as much as 50%, i.e. ∼1.5sbG∆, see (3.28).

3.4.2 WTP Criterion for Combined Consequences

Many hazards do not have an exclusive impact either upon morbidity or upon mortality but
affect the two of them at the same time. Formally speaking both parameters depend upon
one common third parameter. However, these two dependencies upon one hazard parameter
(failure rate, toxic concentration etc.) cannot be separated in many cases. As an example,
one might consider the consequences of particulate matter emissions (the standard illustration
example, Section 7.3). Apparently, developing lung cancer is causally linked with dying of lung
cancer. Every victim of lung cancer has to live through a considerable period of illness and
most people sick with it will eventually succumb to its effect. On the other hand, bronchitis
does not appear to be linked with dying of lung cancer although particulate matter can be the
common cause for both events. As a consequence of this reasoning it is possible to distinguish
between the following levels of modelling:

1. Mortality and morbidity effects are treated as if they were completely independent.

2. Although mortality and morbidity effects are treated as if they were completely inde-
pendent, the morbidity assessment uses a life expectancy ed(a, dµ(a)) that takes account
of the reduced mortality (instead of simply using ed(a)).

3. Mortality is treated as a function of morbidity if a dependency exists.

Because the WTP criterion is only valid for small changes in mortality, level 2 does not lead
to a noticeably more precise result than level 1. Evaluations according to level 3 are very
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complex and are only indicated if the dependency between morbidity and mortality is very
pronounced.

For the simplest case (level 1) the combined criterion is obtained by adding (2.56) and (3.19):

−dg ≤ −g

q
Jzz − dP b

[
g sb

0.88 q
+ κb + g

]
(3.22)

Mortality does not necessarily outweigh morbidity with respect to the WTP, see e.g. Exam-
ple 7.3. Morbidity can play an equally significant or even dominant role

� if a decision influences morbidity much more strongly than mortality or

� if it leads to long-term or even permanent disability and an elevated severity of sb ≥
∼ 0.25.

Both conditions are frequently fulfilled in the case of toxic exposure. With acute failure on
the other hand, it appears that most severe injuries heal within weeks and months, while
those victims that do not recover are outnumbered by the fatal victims (compare Chapter 5).

3.4.3 WTP from Empirically-based Investigations

Viscusi, Magat & Huber [138] asked a population sample about their preferences in risk-
risk and risk-money trade-offs for the specific case of chronic bronchitis. Depending on the
method, the WTP per averted case varied between 0.5 and 2.3 million PPP US$. Risk-risk
trade-offs imply that a case of chronic bronchitis leads to 32% of the WTP for averting a
fatality. Viscusi generally obtains very high estimations for the WTP per case as observed
with respect to his VSL values in Section 2.5.3.

In their meta study, Viscusi & Aldy [137] name numbers for the ‘statistical value of an injury’
that are significantly lower in the order of 20000 to 70000 PPP US$. These numbers are based
on about 30 U.S. studies and eight studies from other countries.

3.4.4 Discussion

The values in [138]—especially the finding that averting a case of chronic bronchitis is worth
32% of the VSL—confirm the result in (3.21). The results from the meta analysis [137] on the
other hand, do not match these numbers at all. The WTP criterion for prevalence changes
in (3.19) is defined in a different way that does not permit indicating a WTP per averted
case. Therefore, it is hard to compare these numbers to the results in the literature.

3.4.5 Some Remarks on Irreversible States of Disability

Some impacts can lead to irreversible states of disability. Viscusi and varying co-authors [137,
138] actually limit their empirical investigations to this type of consequences, e.g. injuries
from work accidents. In this case, this disability lasts until death and can occur only once.
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The following derivation is a proposal of how to apply lifetable mathematics to the specific
assumptions in [137, 138].

Let b denote some specific work accident. Then, the probability of not being disabled at age
a is exp

[
−
∫ a
0 ν(t)dt

]
. Under the condition of survival until t, the expected disability state of

a person will by that time be

I(t) = sb ·
(

1− exp
[
−
∫ t

0
νb(τ)dτ

])
(3.23)

t years from now. The case I = 0 corresponds to a state of complete health. The expected
health state (under the condition of survival until t) is

I(a, t) = 1− I(t)

= 1−
[
sb ·
(

1− exp
[
−
∫ t

0
νb(τ)dτ

])]
(3.24)

Following this line of thought, discounted damage-adjusted life expectancy would then be
obtained as

eDA,d(a) =
∫ au

a
Sd(t|a)I(t)dt (3.25)

=
∫ au

a
exp

[
−
∫ t

a
µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
{

1−
[
sb ·
(

1− exp
[
−
∫ t

0
νb(τ)dτ

])]}
dt

For the case of age-independent changes in disability occurrence dν(a) = dν = Γ assumed
in [137, 138], it is possible to proceed in analogy with (2.53):

EA

[
deDA,d(a)
eDA,d(a)

]

≈
au∫
0

− d
dΓeDA,d(a, Γ)

∣∣
Γ=0

· Γ
eDA,d(a)

h(a, n)da

=

au∫
0

 − d
dΓ

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ)+γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
[
1−

[
sb ·
(

1− exp
[
−
∫ a
0 νb(τ) dτ −

∫ t
a νb(τ)+Γ dτ

])]]
dt|Γ=0 · Γ

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
{

1−
[
sb ·
(

1− exp
[
−
∫ t
0 νb(τ)dτ

])]}
dt
· h(a, n) da
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= −
au∫
0

∫ au

a (t− a) exp
[
−
∫ a
0 νb(τ)dτ −

∫ t
a µ(τ) + νb(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ)+γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
{

1−
[
sb ·
(

1− exp
[
−
∫ t
0 νb(τ) dτ

])]}
dt

h(a, n)da · sbΓ

= −JΓ sbΓ (3.26)

≈ −
au∫
0

∫ au

a (t− a) exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da · sbΓ

= −J∆ sbΓ

The approximation in the last two lines is only valid for accident types b with a low background
occurrence rate νb(a) � µ(a). The approximated result equals that in (2.53). In other cases,
JΓ ≈ J∆ can serve as a very rough approximation. Values for J∆ are given in Table 2.5. The
WTP criterion could thus be written as

−dg ≥ −g

q
JΓ sbΓ

≈ −g

q
J∆ sbΓ = −G∆ sbΓ (3.27)

In analogy with (2.58), sbG∆ is the WTP in order to avert one case of disability.

If b leads to working incapacity (sb ≥ scr fulfilled) , it is possible to derive the change in
income dgWA in a similar derivation ultimately leading to dgWA ≈ gJ∆Γ. The criterion can
then be extended to

−dg ≥ −g J∆ Γ
[
sb

q
+ 1
]

for sb ≥ scr (3.28)
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Chapter 4

Application of the WTP Criterion

4.1 Overview

The previous two chapters have introduced willingness to pay as a criterion for acceptable
decisions involving human safety. Theoretically, the WTP criterion in (2.48) could be applied
to various problems right away. However, many typical applications from civil engineering
and related fields (especially environmental engineering) involve a number of characteristic
side-constraints that need to be taken into account in order to reach a viable decision. These
constraints involve financial and biological phenomena as well as the interaction with other
criteria.

Two basic application cases can be identified. The first basic case shall be referred to as acute
failure. It denotes those cases in which a facility fails at an unpredictable moment causing
loss of life instantaneously. The other basic case involves chronic impacts and shall be named
accordingly. It refers to those situations in which permanent immission of toxic or radio-active
substances lead to sickness and death in the long run (Note that chemical accidents belong to
the acute failure type, however). The two cases differ in a number of aspects that are relevant
for the application of the WTP criterion; Table 4.1 provides a brief overview.

The two basic application cases are dealt with successively in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. In prac-
tical applications, decisions makers are frequently forced to comply with other acceptability
criteria for legal or economic reasons. Section 4.4 discusses how the WTP criterion interacts
with the other criteria introduced in Section 1.2.

Table 4.1: Comparison of the two basic application cases

aspect acute failure chronic impacts
type of impact: failure event permanent immission
type of human consequences: mainly loss of life disease and loss of life
occurrence of impact: at unpredictable moment during well-known period
occurrence of human consequences: simultaneous with impact delayed (latency)
quantification of impact: failure rate toxic concentration
quantification of human consequences: see Chapter 5 see Chapter 6

57
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4.2 Acceptable Decisions Regarding Acute Failure

In the present context, failure is understood in a broader sense: Primarily, it refers to those
cases where a structure fails as a whole (e.g. building collapse, dam failure), but it also
comprises those cases in which a system fails although structural failure is not necessarily
involved. As an important example from the civil engineering domain, one might consider
fires in tunnels: As a system, a tunnel is meant to provide safe passage beneath some obstacle
(mountain, river, settled area). In case of an uncontrollable fire, the system fails to fulfil its
purpose and puts human life at risk.

4.2.1 Failure Rates and the WTP criterion

Changes in the failure rate r(t) of a facility are directly linked to changes in mortality µ(a).
For acute failure, it can be reasonably assumed that all age classes are affected in a similar
way, so that a mortality change can be modelled as age-independent1, i.e. dµ(a) = dµ. It can
be obtained as

dµ = k dr(t) (4.1)

where k denotes the probability of death in case of failure, given that the individual at risk
is permanently present on site. In reality, only NPAR persons out of a population of Npop

can be expected to be present. An individual’s probability of presence is therefore equal to
NPAR/Npop . Furthermore, most individuals attempt to escape in case of danger. They are
likely to succeed at a probability PQ. Including these conditions leads to

dµ =
NPAR

Npop
(1− PQ) k dr(t) (4.2)

Chapter 5 deals exclusively with the systematic quantification of NPAR, PQ and k for some
typical types of failure from the civil engineering domain. These include structural collapse,
dam failure and tunnel fire. Morbidity consequences (i.e. non-fatal injuries) can be modelled
in a similar way. However, they are usually outweighed by fatal consequences in the case of
acute failure (compare Section 5.1, but also Section 3.4.2).

There is an ongoing need for functioning infrastructure. Therefore, facilities are usually rebuilt
in case of failure. On a mathematical level, this situation is described by renewal theory [21].
Failure rate r(t) is equal to the so-called renewal density, which is obtained as

r(t) =
∞∑

n=1

fn(t) (4.3)

where fn(t) is the density of Fn(t), the probability of at least n failures (renewals) until t.
For deteriorating structures, r(t) rises monotonically until the facility fails and/or needs to

1Compare footnote 17 (p. 37).
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be replaced. At this point, r(t) adopts its initial value and starts to rise again. It is however,
possible to form an average value. For an infinitely long period,

lim
t→∞

r(t) =
1

E[T ]
(4.4)

where T is the (randomly distributed) timespan between two successive renewals. For t < ∞,
it serves as upper bound [5] and reasonable approximation [104].

For Poissonian events, such as earthquakes or floods, the failure rate can be modelled as

r = λPF (4.5)

If the loading event occurs, which happens at rate λ, failure will take place only if load S
exceeds resistance R, i.e. PF = P{R − S < 0}. Both parameters, R and S, are randomly
distributed.

Substituting for dµ = ∆ in (2.57) leads to an adapted version of the WTP criterion:

−dg(p) ≤ −G∆
NPAR

Npop
(1− PQ) k dr(p) (4.6)

Here, p is some technical parameter which influences both safety (via r) and costs. It is
assumed that dg(p) and dr(p) are differentiable with respect to dp.

As before, −dg is the per capita income change due to additional safety measures. If the
absolute yearly cost of a measure amounts to Cy, then −dg = dCy

Npop
. Multiplying (4.6) with

Npop yields

dCy(p) ≤ −G∆ NPAR (1− PQ) k dr(p)
= −G∆ ND|F dr(p) (4.7)

In this way, it can be seen that the criterion is independent from Npop and therefore from the
size of a city or country, which could be very big or very small. Only the change in safety costs
dCy(p) and the change in the yearly expected number of fatalities ND|F dr(p) determine the
outcome. Note that ND|F = NPAR (1 − PQ) k equals the expected number of fatalities given
failure.

In order to decide whether increasing p by yet another marginal increment is acceptable,
Rackwitz [103] introduced a derivation after dp:

dCy(p)
dp

≤ −G∆ ND|F
dr(p)
dp

(4.8)

If there is more than just one such parameter, p is replaced by a vector of parameters p =
{p1, p2, . . . , pn}T. In this case, (4.8) the criterion is solved as an optimisation task:
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minimise : W (p, t) = −dCy(p, t)−G∆ ND|F dr(p, t) (4.9)

In some cases, a facility is not renewed but replaced by a completely different facility. As an
example, one might consider a long mountain road I that is replaced by a short road with a
tunnel II. In this case, it is not correct to calculate dr = rII(p) − rI, because failure entails
different consequences. Instead, (4.7) has to be re-written as

dCy(p) ≤ −G∆ ·
[
N II

D|F rII(p)−N I
D|F rI

]
(4.10)

4.2.2 The Effect of Different Service Lives

The WTP criterion is based on one implicit but important assumption: Prior to a safety
decision, mortality has been µ(a) for a very long time and from the decision point onwards it
is going to equal µ∆(a) = µ(a)+∆ with ∆ < 0 for an equally very long time (longer then au).
In Figure 4.1, this is indicated as case a). In order to maintain this change in mortality, it is
necessary to renew the safety investment periodically, after ts years. Otherwise, mortality will
rise back to its original rate, as shown in case b) in the figure. The derivations in Chapter 2
are only valid for case a), although it is theoretically possible to adapt them to case b), as
shown by Johannesson et al. [54]. Some safety investments need to be repeated every few
days (e.g. spraying de-icing salt on winter roads), while others can last for decades or even
more than 100 years (e.g. safety-relevant civil engineering structures). In the end, they too,
need to be renewed or replaced. The only difference consists in the planned service life or
re-investment period ts.

Safety Investments without Financing Costs

The total cost of constructing a safety-relevant facility is C(p), while dC(p) corresponds
to the additional costs for safety enhancement. It can be converted into yearly values as
dCy(p) = dC(p)/ts, at least if financing costs are not considered so that money can be
borrowed for free. Let this assumption hold for the next few steps. It appears that the WTP
criterion as given in (4.7) corresponds to the special case of yearly re-investments or ts = 1,
leading to dCy(p) = dC(p) and an absolute number of fatalities tsrND|F = rND|F per re-
investment. For an arbitrary ts > 0, (4.7) can be re-written as

dC(p) = ts dCy(p) ≤ −ts G∆ ND|F dr(p) = WTP (4.11)

According to utility theory, society’s willingness to pay depends solely on its economical
resources (expressed by factor G∆) and the expected number of averted fatalities. If an
investment prevents accidents during a very short time ts → 0, then the probability of
failure tsr(p) equally tends towards zero and so does the number of averted fatalities (i.e.
tsND|F dr(p) → 0). The willingness to pay during ts should then be very small too. It appears
that the re-formulated criterion in (4.11) complies with this reasoning.

It can be helpful to convert all investments into yearly investments, i.e. to divide (4.11) by ts:
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Figure 4.1: The effect of continuing (a) and singular (b) safety investments upon
raw mortality

dCy(p) =
dC(p)

ts
≤ −G∆ ND|F dr(p) (4.12)

The same adaptation applies to the marginal WTP criterion in (4.8).

Safety Investments Involving Financing Costs

Of course, (4.12) applies not only to small service lives ts ≤ 1, but equally to very long
periods ts � 1, which are characteristic for built structures. However, this usually involves
considerable sums of money which need to raised during the construction phase. In many
cases, enterprises or governments do not have the required sum dC(p) at hand and have to
borrow from the capital market, either by issuing stocks and bonds or by taking out loans.
After the construction has been finished, the owner of the facility has to return the borrowed
sum by yearly instalments plus interest2. In consequence, financing costs have to be added to
the construction costs, which means that the WTP criterion becomes more difficult to fulfil.
For a discount rate γ, paying back a loan in the height of dC(p) over ts years by constant
instalments requires yearly payments of3

dCy(p) = dC(p)
exp[γ]− 1

1− exp[−γts]
for γ > 0 (4.13)

Of these yearly costs, only dCm,y = dC/ts corresponds to safety measures and reduces ND,
while the remaining dCf,y = dCy−dC/ts are pure financing costs. The share of dCy available
for safety is illustrated in Table 4.2 as a function of ts and γ.

2If the enterprise or government does in fact possess the required assets, the situation is nevertheless the
same as with taking out a loan: Instead of investing the assets into a facility, the owner could equally ‘put
them to work’ on the capital market, in order to earn interest revenues at the market rate (so-called shadow
cost of investing one’s own resources into a project).

3The relationship is obtained by adapting equation (1.84) in Bronstein et al. [12] for continuous instead of
yearly discounting.
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Table 4.2: Fraction of payments contributing to actual safety measures dCm,y/dCy

discount rate γ: 1% 3% 5% 7%
ts = 10 yrs: 0.95 0.86 0.79 0.72
ts = 25 yrs: 0.88 0.70 0.57 0.47
ts = 50 yrs: 0.79 0.52 0.37 0.28
ts = 100 yrs: 0.63 0.32 0.20 0.14

For long service lives (more than 25 years), the financing period tf is usually not identical
with ts, because loans of such durations are not available on the capital market. In these cases,
it is proposed to insert tf instead of ts. If the facility is financed with proprietary capital, this
discrepancy does not occur, i.e. tf = ts even for very long service lives.

Average income does not remain the same during ts, but is expected to grow parallelly with
economic growth at a rate ζ. Therefore, income during ts totals

gtot =
∫ ts

0
g exp[ζt]dt = g

exp[ζts]− 1
ζ

(4.14)

The results in (4.13) and (4.14) can be directly inserted in (4.12), leading to

dC(p)
exp[γ]− 1

1− exp[−γts]
≤ −exp[ζts]− 1

ζ
G∆ ND|F dr(p) (4.15)

or, equivalently

dC(p) ≤ −1− exp[−γts]
exp[γ]− 1

exp[ζts]− 1
ζ

G∆ ND|F dr(p) (4.16)

Rackwitz [104] remarks that the two newly introduced fraction terms almost cancel, if the
difference between ζ and γ is small (which is generally the case, compare Chapter 2). Again,
the adaptation applies analogously to the marginal WTP criterion in (4.8).

4.3 Acceptable Decisions Regarding Continuous Toxic Emis-
sions

Continuous immissions of toxic agents can originate from different emittents, such as produc-
tion processes, traffic, energy production or natural processes. The ongoing decomposition of
materials used for buildings and products is another source. Decisions involving such processes
change the local concentrations xq of an agent q. The concentration is expressed in relation
to the exposure medium (air, water, food). It depends on the distance from the source as well
as on the transport mechanism, as described in Chapter 6.

A change in exposure medium concentration dxq leads to a change in mortality dµ(a, dxq)
and to a change in morbidity. The latter is expressed as a change in prevalence dP b(dxq) of
disability b. The corresponding relationships are equally described in Chapter 6.
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4.3.1 Latency Periods and the WTP Criterion

When applying the WTP criterion to continuous toxic impacts, the main challenge consists in
the fact that human consequences usually follow a concentration change with a certain delay.
This latency period shall be denoted by Tµ and Tν for the cases of mortality and morbidity,
respectively.

Changes in Mortality

The mortality effect of chronic toxic exposure is usually proportional to a person’s background
mortality. This type of risk model was introduced in (2.54). It assumes that a change in
mortality leads to a modified mortality rate µδ(a) = µ(a)(1 + δ). In the simplest case, δ is
obtained as the product of the change in exposure medium concentrations and a so-called
slope factor, i.e. δ = η dxq.

When latency is introduced, the most obvious and robust procedure is to determine life
expectancy for

dµ(t, dxq) =
{

0 . . . t < a + Tµ

δ = η dxq . . . t ≥ a + Tµ
(4.17)

and to calculate the corresponding change in life expectancy as ded(a) = ed(a, dxq, Tµ)−ed(a)
as in (2.50). The result can be inserted in (2.48), leading to the criterion

−dg ≤ g

q
EA

[
ed(a, dxq, Tµ)− ed(a)

ed(a)

]
(4.18)

Alternatively, the procedure can be accelerated by linearising the relation between dµ(a) and
ded(a) as in Section 2.5.2. With respect to a latency period Tµ, the linearisation coefficient
Jδ from (2.55) is re-written as

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
≈
∫ au

0

ded(a, δ, Tµ)
ed(a)

h(a, n)da

=

au−Tµ∫
0

ded(a, δ, Tµ)
ed(a)

h(a, n)da +

au∫
au−Tµ

������
ded(a, δ, Tµ)

ed(a)
h(a, n)da

=

au−Tµ∫
0

− d
dδ

∫ au

a Sd(t, δ, Tµ|a)dt
∣∣
δ=0

· δ∫ au

a Sd(t|a)dt
h(a, n)da

=

au−Tµ∫
0

− d
dδ

{∫ a+Tµ

a (((((((
Sd(t, δ, Tµ|a)dt +

∫ au

a+Tµ
Sd(t, δ, Tµ|a)dt

}∣∣∣
δ=0

· δ∫ au

a Sd(t|a)dt
h(a, n)da
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Figure 4.2: The dependency of linearisation coefficient Cδ upon latency period Tµ

(for German demographic data)

=

au−Tµ∫
0

− d
dδ

∫ au

a+Tµ
exp

[
−
∫ a+Tµ

a µ(τ)+γ(τ∗)dτ −
∫ t
a+Tµ

µ(τ)(1+δ)+γ(τ∗)dτ
]
dt
∣∣∣
δ=0

· δ∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

· h(a, n)da

= −
au−Tµ∫

0

∫ au

a+Tµ
exp

[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
∫ t
a+Tµ

µ(τ)dτ dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da · δ (4.19)

= −Jδ(Tµ) δ

= −Jδ(Tµ) η dxq = Jx(Tµ) dxq

The result is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.2. However, the present risk model repre-
sents only the simplest possible case. Section 6.4 introduces some more specific relationships
that are frequently encountered in the epidemiological literature. They too can be linearised
analogically, which is demonstrated in the same section.

Changes in Morbidity

If a morbidity effect is delayed by a latency period Tν , this can be accounted for comparatively
easily by altering (3.14):

deDA,d(a, dP b)
eDA,d(a)

=
−sb dP b

1
S(a)

∫ au

a+Tν
S(t) exp[−

∫ t
a γ(τ∗)dτ ]dt

eDA,d(a)

= −sb dP b
e(a+Tν)
eDA,d(a)

(4.20)
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Inserting this formulation in (3.19) yields an adapted WTP criterion taking latency into
account:

−dg ≤ −dP b(dxq) ·
[
g sb

q
EA

[
ed(a+Tν)
eDA,d(a)

]
+ κb + g

]
(4.21)

For the simplest possible risk model, the change in prevalence is obtained as dP b(dxq) = η′ dxq

(see Section 6.4).

Combined Changes

As outlined in Section 3.4.2, mortality and morbidity effects can simply be added in most
practical situations. This leads to the following criterion:

−dg ≤ −g

q
Jx(Tµ) dxq − dP b(dxq) ·

[
g sb

q
EA

[
ed(a+Tν)
eDA,d(a)

]
+ κb + g

]
(4.22)

4.3.2 Project Costs

The considerations on project costs from Section 4.2 apply to decisions regarding chronic
emissions in practically the same way. As before, yearly additional costs of life-saving dCy are
obtained from Cy = −dg Npop . For mortality changes, the criterion can be re-written as

dCy ≤
g

q
EA

[
ded(a, dxq, Tµ)

ed(a)

]
Npop

= −g

q
Jx(Tµ)xq Npop (4.23)

for the case of mortality effects. Note that dēd(dxq) ·Npop
4 is the absolute number of life years

gained, if the life expectancy of all members of society are added up. If the toxic exposure
concerns only a part of the population Npop , it is more correct to insert the number of people
at risk NPAR instead.

Local concentrations can equally depend on some parameter p controlling the emissions. As
with the acute case, it is possible to establish a marginal WTP criterion:

dCy(p)
dp

≤ −g

q
Jx(Tµ)

dxq(p)
dp

Npop (4.24)

Different service lives and financing costs can be considered as in (4.16), by multiplying with
1−exp[−γts]

exp[γ]−1
exp[ζts]−1

ζ .

4= EA[ded(a, dxq)] · Npop
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Figure 4.3: Interaction of the WTP criterion with conventional (not utility-based) criteria

4.4 Interaction of WTP with Other Criteria

In the introduction, Section 1.2 distinguished three basic types of safety-related decision
criteria. These included conventional safety criteria (without reference to economy or utility),
cost-benefit analysis (CBA) and utility-based criteria such as the WTP criterion. In many
situations, a decision-maker does not have the freedom of choice to use societal willingness-
to-pay as the sole criterion for his or her decisions. Quite frequently, conventional and CBA
criteria need to be respected for legal or economic reasons. This leads to an interaction between
WTP and other criteria.

4.4.1 Interaction of WTP and Conventional Criteria

The use of specific conventional criteria is often prescribed by standards and prescriptions
like the ones described in Appendix A. These criteria valuate a decision mainly by its impact
upon fatality or disability rates, while treating other aspects of human life in a secondary,
qualitative manner (if at all). In most cases, they are calibrated against mortality and morbid-
ity consequences of state-of-the-art technology (compare Section 1.2). If expressed in terms
of life expectancies (disability-adjusted or not), these criteria can essentially be written as

dē ≥ 0 (4.25)

In this relation, it does not influence the result, if average life expectancy dē is replaced by
its discounted counterpart dēd.

The interaction of (4.25) and the WTP criterion is demonstrated by Figure 4.3, which adapts
Figure 2.5 to the interaction case. Essentially, the non-utility-based contribution cuts off the
willingness-to-accept area (WTA), i.e. the case in which people give away some of their safety
in order to obtain extra income.
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4.4.2 Interaction of WTP and CBA Criteria

General Considerations

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is a tool by which owners can assess the profitability of a project.
In economic terms, a project is deemed acceptable if the benefits exceed or at least match the
initial investment costs in the long run. Applying CBA only has an influence upon safety levels
if the project involves potential hazards leading to at least one of the following outcomes:

� Loss of investment goods C(p): If the facility is lost due to failure, it needs to be rebuilt.
This causes costs in the height of the original project costs.

� External damage H: Compensation payments are due, if the owner can be held liable
for lost property of third parties (HX) or for fatal victims (HD). If the operation of
a facility is subject to strict liability, the owner has to pay compensation even if the
failure has been caused neither by negligence nor intention. This is the typical situation
in the transport and energy sectors (see e.g. [2]).

If a civil engineering facility threatens to fail, both consequences are usually involved. If the
safety level is too low, this will lead to excessive damage costs in the long run. If it is chosen
too high, increased investment costs will impair the profitability of the project. This relation
is described in mathematical terms in Appendix B.

Neither of the two conditions applies to chronic emissions of toxic substances: First, the re-
leased substance doesn’t destroy the the emitting facility in most cases. Second, most toxic
substances lead to diseases which also occur without any exposure, yet, at a lower rate. Al-
though epidemiology can clearly prove the effect of ambient exposure with a certain substance
and changes in morbidity and mortality, it is usually impossible to attribute an individual
case to a given influence, because the observed disease might be due to some other influence
as well. Latency makes a clear attribution even more difficult. If causality cannot be proved in
the individual case, it becomes almost impossible to hold the emittent liable by legal means.

It is important to realise that ‘costs’ do not refer to the same quantity in the WTP criterion
as in cost-benefit analysis. Csociety(p) are the costs that society pays for a project. In the
WTP criterion, additional costs for safety dCsociety(p) are understood as a negative change in
average societal income −dg = dCy(p) = dCsociety(p) exp[γ]−1

1−exp[−γts]
. In the case of a cost-benefit

investigation, (B.9) expresses the effect of a project upon the owner’s income:

Z(p) = B(p)− C(p)− (C(p) + H)h∗(γ, p) (4.26)

If the facility is privately owned, revenues correspond to the payments effected by society’s
members in exchange for using the facility5 (e.g. privatised motorways), i.e. B(p) ≡ Csociety(p).
This includes additional safety costs dCsociety(p). If profit Z(p) and failure intensity h∗(γ, p)

5Following the introduction of production functions in Section 2.2.2 (p. 21f), it could be argued that society
benefits from private revenues as well, in as far as they are used to pay employees’ wages, which has an effect
on average societal income.
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are small, Csociety(p) is only little higher than the owner’s original investment Cinvest(p) in-
cluded in (4.26). If the facility is publicly owned, profits are equal to (negative) societal costs,
i.e. Z(p) ≡ −Csociety(p).

The interaction between the WTP criterion and the CBA criterion becomes evident, if the
two possible conflicting cases are regarded:

CBA criterion fulfilled, WTP criterion violated: In this case a private owner profits at the
expense of the population, whose life quality (or lifetime utility) is reduced. Such projects
need to be dejected. If such a facility is publicly owned, its realisation must be regarded as
self-destructive behaviour from a societal point of view.

WTP criterion fulfilled, CBA criterion violated: If the facility is privately owned, this can be
interpreted as the case, where consumers are willing to pay for safety (Csociety(p) ≤ WTP),
but the owner is not receiving enough payments B(p) = Csociety(p) in order to cover his
costs (Z(p) < 0). As a consequence, the owner is going to put up the prices for users of his
facility until he reaches a profitable region. If this cannot be done without violating the WTP
criterion, the project will be abandoned. If the facility is publicly owned, the CBA criterion
may be violated, as long as the WTP criterion is fulfilled: Apparently, the societal utility is
higher than the economic costs.

In conclusion, it can be said that the WTP criterion needs to be fulfilled in any case. If the
facility at question is privately owned, the CBA criterion (profitability) needs to be met as
well. Otherwise, it is not going to be realised. A private owner cannot be forced to operate at
deficit cost in favour of society.

Estimation of Compensation Costs for Human Consequences

In case of a fatality, the relatives of the victims need to be compensated. The rate of the
compensation is decided in a court case or in direct negotiations between the owner of the
facility and the relatives. As a lower bound, one can adopt the loss of future earnings. If the
victim was a years old at the time of death, this corresponds to

HD(a) = g e(a) (4.27)

Income is expected to grow parallelly with economic growth at rate ζ. However, future in-
come needs to be discounted in order to determine its net present value which, again, requires
economic growth rate ζ. The two effects cancel and therefore do not appear in (4.27). Alter-
natively, one might use full market rate γ = ρ + εζ. In this case, only part of the discount
rate cancels. Life table mathematics and notations follow those in Section 2.2. In the case of
potential victims, the respective ages are unknown. Therefore, it is necessary to average over
all age classes:

H̄D = g

∫ au

0
S(a)h(a, n) da

= gē ≈ g
e0

2
(4.28)
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The approximation ē ≈ e0/2 corresponds to the case of slowly growing or stagnating popula-
tions. For higher population growth rates, as observed in developing countries, the population
structure resembles a triangle, so that ē ≈ 2e0/3. In developed countries, H̄D ≈ g

e0

2 leads to
values of 0.9–1.2 million PPP US$. When discounting at full market rate, H̄D reduces to less
than half of the value. As mentioned above, this number can only save as a lower estimate for
compensation costs. In the case of the WTC Twin Tower collapse, recompensation amounted
to as much as 2.9 million US$ per fatality (see Kübler [63]).

Alternatively, Rackwitz [104] proposes to integrate the formulation in (2.49), leading to

HD(e0) = g

[
1−

(
1 +

de0

e0

)− 1
q

]
de0 (4.29)

for people aged 0 (newborn babies). In (4.29), de0 is the expected number of lost life years.
Averaging over all ages leads to

H̄D =
∫ au

0
H(e(a))h(a, n) da ≈ HD(

e0

2
) (4.30)
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Chapter 5

Human Consequences of Acute
Failure of Civil Engineering
Facilities

5.1 General Framework

For buildings or other technical facilities, the probability of failure is well described by means
of reliability theory. However, the question of societal acceptability addressed in the previous
chapters requires translating technical risks into human risks. In other words: How big is
the probability of people being killed (or injured), given failure of a building, and how many
dead and injured are to be expected? A considerable number of authors have addressed this
question in the past. Yet, in almost all cases they each limited themselves to one specific
event type while applying a multitude of diverging approaches. The present chapter aims
at developing a generally applicable methodology for the quantitative estimation of loss of
life due to acute failure events. The focus of this chapter will rest on three types of failure
from the civil engineering domain which are at the same time among the most frequently
observed and the most deadly ones: Building collapse due to earthquakes, dam failure and
fire in tunnels.

One of the main arguments for developing a general methodology are the parallels existing
even between the most different fields of application. Even considering conditional probability
of death is an event-type specific phenomenon subject to entirely different laws in each case,
there are two phenomena of universal validity: In each case the same considerations will apply
with respect to the expected number of people at risk, i.e. those persons who are in the reach
of the event at the time the first signs of the imminent danger can be perceived. The human
reaction of running away when facing an impending danger is equally universal, even though
it may be forced into different pathways depending on the situation. These observations lead
to a simple relationship that will be the basis for all further considerations:

71
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ND|F = NPAR × (1− PQ) × k

number of lives number of 1− probability conditional
lost given failure people at risk of escape probability of death

(5.1)

The yearly expected number of fatalities follows from the failure rate r of a facility as

ND = r ND|F (5.2)

Apart from fatalities, acute failure equally causes non-fatal injuries. As previously discussed
in Chapter 3 (p. 53), disabilities either have to outnumber fatalities by several orders of
magnitude or they need to be severe and permanent in order to have a significant effect upon
lifetime utility. With acute failure, a large share of severe injuries can be healed and those
that cannot are usually outweighed by the fatalities. In the case of dam failure, persons who
almost drowned do not carry any long-term consequences unless they have been hit by debris.
The same applies to tunnel fires and suffocation. In the case of earthquake-induced collapse,
fatalities outnumber hospitalisation by a factor of three and injuries requiring major surgery
by more than one order of magnitude [18].

Sections 5.2 to 5.4 deal with the three basic quantities NPAR, PQ and k successively.
In doing so, each quantity is split up into as many sub-quantities as possible, which seems
essential for two reasons: On one hand, a single-parameter approach appears too limited,
when describing a phenomenon subject to several independent influences and will necessarily
cause substantial scatter. One the other hand, many of the real-life phenomena those sub-
quantities apply to more than just one single event type. This again addresses the issue of
taking advantage of parallels.

Section 5.5 is dedicated especially to those cases in which probability of escape and condi-
tional probability of death are mutually conditional, thereby necessitating an iterative pro-
cedure. This is the case with all events which do not fulfil the condition of suddenness as
defined in section 5.3.

Section 5.6 adds a brief remark on the assumed independence between the expected number
of fatalities given failure ND|F and failure rate r, followed by a discussion in Section 5.7.

5.2 Presence of People at Risk

5.2.1 Basic Methodological Aspects

Before approaching the details of presence modelling, it should be made clear whose presence
is at issue. The so-called population at risk includes all individuals who are already present at
the location of an event before the first signs of its outbreak becoming noticeable. Therefore,
all those who will in the further evolvement of events succeed in escaping, are principally
members of the population at risk. NPAR is the number of persons expected to be present on
the occasion of an event.

This number is a sub-quantity of the reference population pop (NPAR ≤ Npop). In the case e.g.
of a residential building all inhabitants taken together constitute Npop , but only those who
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are actually there at the moment of the failure event are counted as part of NPAR (especially
during daytime most residents can be expected to be away).

Except for events of very limited reach, it is recommendable to subdivide the population at
risk into subpopulations PARi. The sub-area in which PARi are located shall be denoted as i.
In this manner the locally varying intensity of an event is accounted for more accurately: In
case of flooding, the water depth and velocity will not be equal at all points; some sub-areas
will remain entirely unaffected. Similar considerations apply to earthquakes with respect to
different buildings — here, one would typically consider each building as a separate sub-area.
At most, each complex of identically designed buildings would make up one sub-area.

To abstain from this refinement means to risk overestimating ND|F , the expected number
of lives lost in case of an unfortunate event. Inversely, it leads to an underestimation of the
conditional probability of death k, when analysing historical disasters.

In the literature, three types of presence models can be observed, the third being a combina-
tion of the first two. The two ‘pure’ models view the endangered persons in a way that could
be called object-based in the first and distribution-based in the second case.

The object-based approach (as e.g. in [95]) uses directly collected data of the number of people
present at a given location at a given time. This way of proceeding is very accurate but requires
a significant data collection effort. It is especially recommendable for those objects, which
strongly differ from other objects, be it by their size or by their singularity. For such structures
it is problematic to adopt existing data from other objects. Moreover, the significance of the
respective structure frequently justifies an increased effort. Airports and hospitals are typical
representatives of this category together with traffic infrastructure buildings such as tunnels
and bridges. In many cases it is precisely these buildings which are characterised by a high
level of organisational dispositions with the effect that the relevant data may have already
been collected previously for some other purpose. In the case of road infrastructure, this would
apply to data recorded by traffic planners. Data from turnpikes, turnstiles and ticket sales
can equally be useful.

The idea behind the distribution-based approach is to split up the persons Npop living in
some greater area between several sub-areas and the buildings located therein. This way of
proceeding takes advantage of general statistical knowledge on the behaviour of populations
as a function of spatial, temporal and demographical categories. The approach is suitable for
events covering a large area such as floodings or earthquakes (compare [108, 124]). For large
scale events, moderate efforts can yield realistic estimations that it is highly impracticable
to map the presence of the inhabitants directly when hundreds or thousands of buildings are
concerned. To add to it, such data is required with respect to the course of a day, week and
year. Instead, the idea is to obtain the necessary data by questioning a population sample.
This can be combined with data from registry offices or population censuses. Generally, many
statistical results can be transferred from one region to another within one country, which
helps to facilitate work further.

In practical applications, elements of the two approaches are often combined. Even when
the vehicle frequency is unknown for some traffic infrastructure, the number of vehicles has
to be multiplied with the average number of passengers (depending on the vehicle type).
Typically, one would not collect this information directly, for it can be taken from general
traffic statistics and then be applied to the given case. An interesting approach—although
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seeming a bit complicated at first sight—is brought up in the Hazus manual [134] (see
Appendix C.1): Within a population, several groups are identified (residential population,
working population etc.). Here, the issue is the principal affiliation to a certain group but not
the realisation of this affiliation at a given moment. The sum of all these groups amounts to
more than 100%, since most members of society belong to more than just one group:

Most of us spend some time at home commuting or working part of the day. Others attend
school or visit an area as tourists. The list may be continued arbitrarily. At this point, Hazus
defines another number expressing the probability with which an individual will realise a given
affiliation at a given moment. In most cases, this involves being present at a specific location
(as an example, the probability that an office worker will be present at his office will be fairly
high at 3 p.m. on a work day). Finally, it is essential for the consequences of a failure—in this
case structural collapse—whether a person staying at a given location is indoors or outdoors.
A third number is introduced to account for the corresponding probability (see Appendix C.1
for detailed explanation). As an illustrative example, one might imagine a person who is
barbecuing in the garden in the evening. Obviously, he or she is dedicated to ‘residential
occupation’ (technically speaking) and is present at the corresponding location (his or her
home) though outside and not inside.

From here it is only a small step towards an actual synthesis of object- and distribution-based
approaches: In order to model human presence for a particular object (instead of aiming at a
group of objects associated with a specific occupation), the first step is to find out, how many
persons are associated with an object. In case of an ordinary residential or office building, this
does not cause any difficulties in particular. It is precisely this type of object for which the
expenses associated with the object-based approach are not worthwhile. At the same time a
purely distribution-based proceeding is adequate for an accumulation of buildings but not for
a particular object. Subsequently, the number of associated persons is multiplied by the two
probabilities from Hazus, i.e. realisation of affiliation and being inside and not just around
the building. With respect to the two previously introduced approaches, one might refer to
this one as conditionally distributed approach.

5.2.2 Temporal Categories

Presence with Respect to Season

The effect of season upon the number of people present at a location has a number of different
aspects depending on local conditions. The largest seasonal fluctuations are observed in the
type of touristic regions specialised to either winter or summer tourism. Apart from this
annual large scale events such as festivals etc. have to be considered [108]. Students are only
present at school or college during lecture periods; nonresident students leave town not just
the school building. Apart from the temporal aspect, it can be stated that this group of
persons congregates at places which differ from other areas not just by the demography of
the occupants but also with respect to the building types.

Depending on the seasonally varying climatic conditions (cold/warm or rain season vs. dry
season), a changing fraction of the population stays outdoors during the day. Murakami [81]
partly attributes the large number of fatalities in the earthquake of Spitak, Armenia (1988)
to the prevailing winterly temperatures. Only few people were actually outdoors at the time
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of the event.

All of the mentioned factors appear to be influential, although not each of them will necessarily
be significant under given circumstances. This needs to be judged separately in the individual
case.

Presence with Respect to Weekday

Apparently, workdays differ from work-free days (weekend, public holidays), when it comes to
the spatial distribution of the population. In the first case, the working population is located
at their workplaces and students are located at school which is obviously not the case on
work-free days. What is less obvious is the answer to where they can be found instead. The
next caption, Presence with Respect to Daytime, shows how a day can be divided into a small
number of blocks. The question arises, whether it is admissible to transfer the time blocks
describing a workday situation onto work-free days. Presumably, people will use their few
hours of evening leisure time during the week in a different way than on weekends when the
entire daytime awake is available for leisure activities. People go for a trip or do some sport,
which however also depends on the season (see above). Their are also differences with respect
to the part of the day not spent awake, i.e. sleeping: Most people sleep late on weekends.
Furthermore, saturdays differ from sundays, at least in those countries where shops are closed
on sundays. In any case, one should take care to include only those factors which have a
significant impact instead of considering every aspect having some empirically provable, but
minor effect.

Hazus [134] entirely ignores the elementary difference between work and work-free days. In
this model, people work seven days a week. Reiter [108] assumes that there is a difference
between days, but only in as far as students and commuters are present only during workdays.
Strictly speaking, residents in this model are meant to work or attend school on weekends too,
which is certainly unintended by the author. Hartford et al. [46] accounts for the fact that
leisure includes the whole day except for sleep on weekends. Yet, it is not evident whether he
attributes a different quality to weekday leisure time than to leisure at the weekend.

The question of how to describe the respective daily time blocks—including their dependency
on the weekday under the above mentioned influences—is subject of the following caption.
The relative weight of the different blocks for a whole year can be read from an ordinary
calender.

Presence with Respect to Time of Day

When modelling the distribution of a population over different places and buildings over the
course of a day, it is recommendable to subdivide the day into a small number of time blocks.
This helps to limit complexity while maintaining a sufficient proximity to reality. Most of
the cited literature sticks to this approach at least in those cases where presence modelling
is under close consideration. Reiter [108] defines three categories: Bedtime, work time and
leisure time at home. Hartford et al. [46] apply the same scheme. The Hazus manual [134]
described in Appendix C.1 equally uses three categories yet, replacing leisure time at home
by commuting time. This difference in perception is presumably influenced by the reality of
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American suburban conditions where the role of commuting is far more important than, e.g.,
for a small town in Finland (the subject of Reiter’s investigation).

Apparently, both Reiter and Hartford attach some importance to distinguishing leisure time
at home from time asleep, although both occupations take place at home. Even if no previous
warning is issued in case of an approaching flood wave—the subject of both of these studies—
the fast moving water can only be perceived optically and acoustically shortly before its
arrival, thus facilitating escape at the last moment. It has great influence, whether a person is
awake or asleep (compare Section 5.3). Actual numbers on the percentage of people present
at a certain place during a given time block can be taken from the earthquake literature (see
Section 5.2.4 below).

5.2.3 Demographic Categories

Affiliation to a certain population group strongly depends on the age of the respective in-
dividual. Depending on a society’s degree of traditionality, a person’s sex also play a more
or less important role. When regarding members of the working or studying population, the
affiliation to their respective population group has an influence on their presence being bound
to office or school buildings at given times of day. Due to their simultaneous absence from
residential buildings, the population structure changes in these locations too. There are other
places, such as homes for the aged where the age distribution deviates from that of the general
population. In retrospective analyses, one will usually consider this effect, e.g. [81]. Although
the number of fatalities and the size of the population are usually known from past events,
there is frequently a lack of information on the distribution of the population over different
buildings and danger zones.

In order to give a sensible estimation of a population’s spatial distribution, it is helpful to
know the size and typical whereabouts of different age groups [134, 81]. However, once a
population has been allocated to different places and objects—by making use of data on age
and other characteristics—one should treat these persons as uniform and without property.
This may appear odd at first, but is actually nothing but a mathematical consequence of the
commonly accepted principle of equality of all humans as discussed in Section 2.1. Including
the actual age-distribution for appointing an appropriate safety-related decision according to
the WTP criterion (2.48), would lead to an ethically doubtful result: The safety of a home
for the aged would then appear to deserve less resources than the safety of buildings with
less aged occupants. The same considerations apply to age-dependent effects with respect to
PQ (probability of successful escape) and k (conditional probability of death) in Sections 5.3
and 5.4.

5.2.4 Quantification of the Individual Categories

The following compilation of quantitative information from the literature is not intended as a
recommendation but rather as a simple juxtaposition. Additional information concerning the
context in which the quoted data were gathered is meant to help the reader with making his
own mind and getting an idea of the typical orders of magnitude. The respective comments
may also give a hint whether the respective data can be transferred to the specific problem of
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Table 5.1: Duration of the daily time blocks

source application working leisure at home sleeping
Hartford [46] Canada (general) 8 a.m. – 5 p.m. 5 p.m. – 10 p.m. 10 p.m. – 8 a.m.
Reiter [108] Finland (small town) 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. 5 p.m. – 10 p.m. 10 p.m. – 7 a.m.

Yeo/Cornell [147] USA (offices only) 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. 5 p.m. – 1 a.m. 1 a.m. – 9 a.m.

Table 5.2: Distribution of the population during work time

residential other outdoors/
source application buildings buildings commuting

Spence et al. [124] New Zealand/City 22% 58% 20%
Coburn et al. [19] Agrarian Society all buildings: 20% 80%

Table 5.3: Distribution of the population during bedtime

residential other outdoors/
source application buildings buildings commuting

Spence et al. [124] New Zealand/City 96% 3% 1%
Murakami [82] Japan/City, 05:45 a.m. 96.6% – –

Coburn et al. [19] Agrarian Society all buildings: 94% 6%

the applying engineer and—if this should be the case—in which direction additional investi-
gations and estimations could go. The compilation also shows how little useful data is actually
available for this seemingly self-evident theme. Still, in combination with the above-described
methodology, it should be possible to obtain reasonable results.

Three authors give practical numbers for the duration of the respective daily time blocks
(Table 5.1). At weekends and public holidays the work-time block has to be added to the
leisure time block. The numbers given by Yeo & Cornell [147] differ from the rest because
they do not express the behaviour of the general population, but aim at modelling the presence
in office buildings exclusively. In terms of the previous pages, this corresponds to object-based
rather than to distribution-based thinking. 17.00 to 01.00 hours is the time where a certain
part of the staff works overtime whereas, practically nobody can be expected to work after
01.00 hours.

In the case of the object-based approach, basic data have to be collected anew for every case
which is not the case for other numbers. Numbers on average household size or passengers
per vehicle (relevant e.g. for tunnels) can be transferred to similar objects at least within
one country. Although such data are generally easy to obtain, Tables 5.7 and 5.8 give some
general idea. Passenger numbers for cars and minivans in Table 5.8 appear to be conservatively
estimated.
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Table 5.4: Conditional distribution of the population during evening rush hour

condition: residential other outdoors/
source application part of . . . buildings buildings commuting

nighttime residential pop. 35% 10% 5%
daytime residential pop. – – –

commuters – – 100%
Hazus [134] USA commercial sector 0% 49% 1%

industrial sector 0% 45% 5%
age ≤ 16 – – –

college students 0% 10% 0%

Table 5.5: Conditional distribution of the population during work time

condition: residential other outdoors/
source application part of . . . buildings bldg. commuting

age 0 – 6 95% 0% 5%
Murakami [81] Armenia/ age 7 – 16 0% 95% 5%

Wintera age 16 – 60(m)/55(f) 1
4 · 95% 3

4 · 95% 5%
age 60+(m) / 55+(f) 95% 0% 5%

Hartford [46] Canada residential pop. 20% – –
Coburn cities working/studying – 85% –

et al. [19] residential pop. 47% – –
nighttime residential pop. – – –
daytime residential pop. 52.5% 16% 31.5%

commuters – – –
Hazusb [134] USA commercial sector 0% 97% 3%

industrial sector 0% 72% 18%
age ≤ 16 0% 72% 18%

college students 0% 80% 20%

aOnly a small fraction of population outdoors due to winterly temperatures
bHorizontal sums do not necessarily amount to 100%, because each person belongs to several population

groups at a time (see Appendix C.1)
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Table 5.6: Conditional distribution of the population during bedtime

condition: residential other outdoors/
source application part of . . . buildings buildings commuting
Coburn cities working/studying – 12% –

et al. [19] residential pop. 78% – –
nighttime residential pop. 99% 0%a 0.1%
daytime residential pop. – – –

commuters – – –
Hazus [134] USA commercial sector 0% 2% 0.002%

industrial sector 0% 10% 0.01%
age ≤ 16 – – –

college students – – –

aNote, that it is 0%, not 0.9%: The ‘missing’ 0.9% is to be found in the industrial sector!

Table 5.7: Average household size in numbers of persons

source application persons
Murakami [81] Armenia 4.2
Murakami [82] Japan/city 2.6

Coburn Europe/city 2.5
et al. [19] Iran, Eastern Turkey / countryside 8

Table 5.8: Average number of passengers in road vehicles

source application type of vehicle persons
car 3

Persson [95] Sweden minivan 5
bus 20

heavy goods vehicle 1

5.3 Probability of Successful Escape

5.3.1 Methodology

Most authors dealing with the quantification of loss of life embrace the phenomena of warning
and escaping in some way, either explicitly or implicitly. Their efforts to represent these
effects differ considerably, which is little surprising given the multitude of equally differing
applications. In part, the various approaches even appear to be mutually exclusive or even
in clear contradiction to one another. This section seeks to demonstrate the possibility of
establishing a model which is sufficiently general and comprehensive in order to let all previous
approaches appear as special cases of the latter, while not drifting into vagueness at the same
time. It should be mentioned already at this point that applying such a generalised approach
to a specific problem usually means neglecting one or the other sub-item, which basically
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means getting closer again to one of the already existing case-specific approaches.

In the context of a comprehensive methodology, the term ‘warning’ needs to be understood
in a most general way. It can refer to a warning (or pre-warning) in the conventional sense:
Professionals or casual observers give notice of an impending disaster to the population which,
otherwise would have been unsuspectingly threatened. In this case, one can speak of a di-
rect form of warning. At the same time we propose to equally refer to the indirect self-
announcement of a danger as a form of warning. As an example, one may consider a flood
wave thundering down a valley, which can be heard and seen a few minutes prior to arrival
[74] or the beginning of an earthquake which usually antecedes building collapse by several
seconds [41].

Whether a person is successful in escaping or not depends not only on the properties of
the escape path, but also on the type, the time, the perception and first of all, the actual
existence of a warning. The existence of a warning and that of its perception by the endangered
population are expressed by probabilities. If warning is defined as above in the most general
way, it can be said that escape Q principally requires Warning W as a precondition:

PQ = P (Q) = P (W ) · P (Q|W ) (5.3)

with

P (W ) = P (W0) · P (WPRC |W0) · P (WDC |W0 ∩WPRC)
= P (W0) · P (Wprc) · P (Wdc) (5.4)

Here, W0 is the fact of a warning, while Wprc stands for perception of a warning and Wdc for the
decision to flee in the face of a perceived warning. The latter decision is not self-understood.
Often, people are not aware of the consequences of a certain hazard (typically in the case
of floodings; compare Graham’s model [45] in Appendix C.2). In other cases the attempt to
escape appears pointless, e.g. for persons who are staying at a high building floor during an
earthquake or who trust in the resistance of the building [41]. As for the perception itself,
there are several reasons which can make the latter impossible for parts of the population:
sleep, preoccupation with some activity, absence of a TV set or radio, deafness, dementia etc.

In case the condition of warning is fulfilled and a person decides to flee, he or she can only
succeed, if the time span remaining after the warning event TW (‘warning time’ in [45]) is
greater than the required time span TQ

1:

P (Q|W ) = P{TW − TQ > 0} (5.5)

When modelling the different time spans as deterministic, P (Q|W ) can only take the values
0 and 1. For randomly distributed time spans, (5.5) emerges as a classical limit state problem
whose solution can adopt any value lying in between. A few publications on the escape problem
more or less follow this line of thought but do not make the reasoning explicit in the present
form.

1TQ includes reaction time, which, again, is the sum of perception time and decision time.)
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points at (E = -1380, Ef = 1) and (E = 352.5 and Ef = 0). The rectangular symbols indicate that the first 
warning was initiated prior to failure. 

 
Figures 1a and 1b indicate that for negative values of E, Ef asymptotically approaches 1.0, and for 

positive values of E, Ef asymptotically approaches zero. Intuitively one would expect this, but the empirical 
data also provide a way to estimate the variability in Ef at different values of E. The skewness in this 
distribution shifts from positive to negative as E changes from negative to positive values. It is clear that any 
prediction of life loss that intends to capture real-world evacuation dynamics needs to incorporate this intrinsic 
variability.  
 

E says a great deal about the likely size of Tpari, but it says nothing about the ability of people to 
reach a safe zone within the flood imprint or to evacuate after the flood arrives. 
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Figure 1a. Scatter plot of the excess evacuation time (E) vs. the evacuation nonsuccess factor (Ef) when 
absolute value of E is small. 
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Figure 1b. Scatter plot of the excess evacuation time (E) vs. the evacuation nonsuccess factor (Ef). 
Where indicated, values were back-calculated using average values from a distribution like that in 
Figure 2, only based on Ls instead of flood zones. 
 

Figure 5.1: Observed rate of unsuccessful escape (1− PQ) as a function of
excess evacuation time E [minutes], from McClelland & Bowles [74]

Georgescu [41] thoroughly investigates the anatomy of the escape process in the course of an
earthquake or fire and is frequently referred to in the earthquake literature. The reaction time
(here: ‘indecision phase’) depends on the type of room in which a person is located. A person
will first have to turn off the oven or cooker before leaving the kitchen as an example. The
escape path within the flat and in the stairway are treated as separate units both depending
on various factors (lighting etc.). In this way, the required escape time including reaction
time can be calculated (deterministically). The presented information on TW is rather vague.
According to the nature of an earthquake, the interval in which available time spans can
range is indicated to be quite extensive. Georgescu does not seem to want to make up the
balance between required and available time in the sense of (5.5) (which however, is precisely
what Coburn & Spence [18] are doing, using his data). Regarding the uncertainties with
respect to the time span between the onset of an earthquake and the collapse of a building,
a probabilistic calculation would suit the earthquake case best.

For McClelland & Bowles [74], the aim is not to develop a model but to analyse the probability
of death in the course of dam breaks (‘An important statement: This is not a model’). They
calculate the excess evacuation time E = TW − TQ and plot the rate of successful escapes
against it (Figure 5.1 shows a section with −10 min < E < +6 min; each point corresponds
to a flooding event with numbers of people affected ranging between a few dozen and several
thousand respectively). This leads to a scatter plot roughly following an S-shape. It is impor-
tant not to misinterpret E as the safety margin, i.e. as the difference between the two random
variables TW and TQ, which would have to be randomly distributed itself. In order to obtain
the latter the second moments of the two stochastic quantities would have to be considered.

Implicitly, McClelland & Bowles acknowledge the random nature of the available escape time
by differentiating between individual and average warning time; however, the excess time E
is the difference between two expected values, i.e. average warning time and representative
evacuation time. This also explains why successful escape is possible for a negative excess
time in Figure 5.1. Generally, escape is never successful for E < −5 min while always being
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successful for E > +5 min (data for these extreme cases do exist but are cut off in Figure 5.1).
Yet, with the help of McClelland & Bowles’s original data material it ought to be possible
to model TW and TQ as random distributions. From there on one would then be able to
calculate the (conditional) probability of escape P (Q|W ) for future events. The rates of
successful escape from the historical events could serve to validate the model.

The initial discussion of concepts (see p. 80) showed that the phenomenon of warning ac-
tually consists of two separate elements: (pre)warning in the conventional sense and self-
announcement of an impending disaster. According to this separation, the (unconditional)
probability of successful escape equally resolves into two components:

P (Q) = P (Q′) + P (Q′′) · P (1− P (Q′))
= P (W ′

0) · P (W ′
prc) · P (W ′

dc) · P (Q|W ′) (5.6)

+ P (W ′′
prc) · P (W ′′

dc) · P (Q|W ′′) · P (1− P (Q′))

Here, one apostrophe denotes the first, two apostrophes the second type of warning. The
expression P (W ′′

0 ) is omitted in the second line of (5.6), because self-announcement of a
disaster is a certain event. This of course, does not exclude the possibility of not being
perceived (i.e. P (W ′′

prc) = 0) or the possibility that the disaster already develops its full
effect at the very moment of self-announcement (i.e. T ′′

W = 0 and therefore P (Q|W ′′) = 0).
Depending on the event one or the other type of warning dominates. For earthquake-caused
building collapse, the first mode is practically inexistent whereas, it outweighs the second
mode for dam-break events, just as for different types of natural disasters not treated here
(tsunamis, volcano eruptions etc.). Depending on the situation, one or several components of
(5.6) adopt the values 0 or 1 out of principal considerations so that the equation simplifies in
many cases (compare Table 5.9).

The model expressed in (5.5) and (5.6) is apt to cover all applications requiring a quantitative
assessment of warning and escape. However, this only holds true under two conditions not
mentioned up to here: The whole surface of the affected area needs to be struck at once
and the disaster needs to reach its maximum intensity right away. ‘At once’ means that the
disaster, after its arrival, spreads faster than a person can move. Then the time available for
escape is exactly the time until the arrival of the disaster in the affected area whereas it is
impossible after this moment to race against the disaster which is following just behind. If
it were possible (i.e. if one or both assumptions are being violated), the disaster might catch
the person at some later stage, given that he or she does not succeed in quitting the affected
area altogether in time. If the two assumptions are justified this will be referred to as the
criterion of suddenness being fulfilled. The criterion of suddenness exclusively relates to the
way in which an event evolves exclusively but does not make any assertion about the kind or
existence of an eventual warning.

The two assumptions are justified for flash floods in more or less narrow valleys (people escape
to the hill side prior to the arrival of the water or not; the current does not become more
violent as time passes), just as for earthquakes (the whole area is struck almost at once;
the process of building collapsing lasts very short). In contrast, flood events, whose danger
originates from quickly rising water levels rather than from a wall of water progressing at
high velocities count as non-sudden, a view that is implicitly followed e.g. by Hartford et
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Table 5.9: Overview for the application of the escape methodology (§ = chapter/section)

proba- —structural failure— —flood after dam failure— —fire—
bility earthquake spontaneous sudden non-sudden explosive non-expl.
P (Q′) 0 0 § 5.3.2 § 5.5 0 0
P (Q′′) § 5.3.2 0 § 5.3.2 § 5.5 0 / § 5.3.2 § 5.5

al. [46]. The situation in tunnel fires is comparable (e.g. [95]): The relevant question is, which
temperature or toxic gas concentration occurs at which point in time at which point and along
the tunnel axis. Depending on the situation, a fleeing person succeeds or does not succeed in
moving from one position to the next before conditions become lethal at the first of the two
positions (and so forth).

Two assertions can be made about the methodological approach to tunnel fires and the flood
type treated by Hartford et al.: The quantitative analysis proceeds in an iterative manner
for successive time intervals. And: Each iteration step requires not only determining the
probability of successful escape, but also that of the conditional probability of death k. In
order to determine the latter, information from the following section is required (Section 5.4,
Conditional Probability of Death). For this reason, a separate section is dedicated to the
iterative approach (Section 5.5, The Iterative Approach).

Table 5.9 provides an overview over the numeric values of P (Q′) and P (Q′′) and respectively
on the question, which section provides the necessary information for their determination.

5.3.2 Modelling and Quantification of the Model Parameters

The following pages deal with each of the parameters needed for calculating (5.5) and (5.6):

Available Escape Time TW

The available escape time is strongly case-dependent, such that it is difficult to name absolute
values.

This holds true especially for T ′
W , the time available between an indirect warning (i.e. warning

in the ‘conventional sense’, see above) and the irruption of the disaster in the affected area.
From all the applications treated here, this escape mode only concerns flood events after
dam breaks2 (compare Table 5.9). Once a warning is issued by means of broadcasting, alarm
sirens, loudspeakers and similar channels, it can be assumed that all persons are reached
roughly at the same time (regardless of their respective perception and reaction). However,
the flood wave arrives at the different sub-areas at different times, even when suddenness in
the above-defined sense is fulfilled. The flood wave sets off at time t = 0 and reaches sub-area
i containing the group of persons at risk PARi at time ti. Thereby, it covers a distance xi.

2As an exception, one might consider the automatic warning system that registers earthquakes off the
Japanese coast and uses the 20 seconds prior to the arrival of the shock waves on the mainland for shutting down
nuclear plants and high-speed trains. For most earthquake areas worldwide, however, the distance between
populated areas and epicentre is not sufficiently great for such measures.
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Warning is issued after a period T ′
ini following dam failure. Therefore, the regarded case leads

to

T ′
W =

∫ xi

0

dx

v(x)
− T ′

ini (5.7)

with v(x) denoting the velocity of the flood wave. This function needs to be determined by
the laws of hydraulics3 for the specific case. If the warning is issued before the dam failure,
T ′

ini takes a negative value. In Table C.3, Graham [45] indicates actual numbers for T ′
W and

T ′
ini, respective of whether he relates the values to the moment of failure or to the moment

when the flood wave arrives in the area at risk. His approach consists in allocating the data to
different categories4 instead of approximating the underlying relationship by a mathematical
expression.

In order to determine T ′′
W for the case of flood waves, (5.7) is changed into

T ′′
W =

xi∫
xi−∆xsens

dx

v(x)
(5.8)

Herein, ∆xsens is the distance at which a direct sensory perception (sonic or visual) of
the approaching flood wave becomes possible. Obviously there is no delay in such a self-
announcement, so that T ′′

ini equals zero and does not appear in (5.8). Given that ∆xsens is a
more or less constant parameter and that v can be expected to range within certain limits, it
appears admissible to name a global interval between perceptability and arrival of the flood
wave of T ′′

W = 1 to 4 minutes , as done by McClelland [74]. For a first estimation, if more
specific data are not available, it is proposed to assume T ′′

W as being uniformly distributed
within the interval named by McClelland. It should be noted that a similar first estimation
is not possible for T ′

W , due to the case dependency of xi (cancelling in (5.8)).

When regarding the various parameters from a stochastic point of view, one should be aware
of the difference between xi and the other parameters: The uncertainty of xi depends on
the spatial extent of the considered sub-area i and further in the spatial distribution of the
persons at risk PARi within the sub-area. The larger we choose i, the larger the variance of
xi will be.

In the case of earthquake-induced building collapse and fires, only T ′′
W comes into effect

(compare Table 5.9). Georgescu gives some—rough, but at least quantitative—indications
for both applications: According to [41], the initial phase of an earthquake during which
oscillations are noticeable but not yet destructive (0.001 to 0.02 g) lasts 2 to 18 seconds,
whereas the main phase spans 10 to 50 seconds (for magnitudes between 5.5 and 8 on the
Richter scale). Coburn & Spence [18] describe the phase during which the underground is

3The Manning-Strickler Equation found in any hydraulics handbook is the standard formula for such
applications. The roughness coefficient can be taken from Karvonen et al. [61]: They indicate specific values
for currents flowing through forests and groups of house, which they obtained on an experimental basis. The
velocity can be remarkably high: In the course of the devastating Banqioa dam failure causing tens of thousands
of deaths (China, 1975), the flood wave progressed at almost 50 km/h (approx. 15 m/s) [66].

4In the case of Table C.2, these are failure cause, daytime, presence of spectators at the dam site and some
special conditions.
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Table 5.10: Duration of earthquakes

source phase magnitude duration [s]
Georgescu [41] initial phase not specified 2–18

main phase not specified 10–50
5 10

Coburn/Spence [18] overall 6 25
7 60
8 120

‘strongly’ shaking as a function of magnitude (see Table 5.10); their numbers also have the
purpose of facilitating an estimation of the available time and therefore at least in part include
the initial phase after Georgescu’s definition.

In any case, it can be said that an eventual collapse does occurs at the end of the initial phase
at the earliest and closely after the end of the main phase at the latest5. The information on
T ′′

W gained in this way is admittedly very vague. For any prediction that is meant to be only
a bit more precise, site-specific earthquake statistics and object-specific investigations of the
dynamics of the structure are indispensable.

In the case of earthquake-induced building fires, Georgescu names 200 seconds as the earliest
possible time until a flash-over. This value is probably realistic for other fire causes too.
For non-explosive fire events however, this way of modelling would be overly simplistic and
requires the iterative approach discussed in Section 5.5 (just as for non-sudden flood events).
Explosive fire events usually lead to PQ = 0, unless people are able to interpret eventual
signs of a due explosion, e.g. after a traffic accident in which a vehicle with hazardous freight
catches fire.

Required Escape Time TQ

Calculating the time it takes for a person to escape resembles the travelling time calculation
for a flood wave. In analogy to 5.7 and 5.8, there is

TQ =
∫ xi

0

dy

u(y)
+ Trea

≈
n∑

c=1

yc

uc
+ Trea with

n∑
c=1

yc = yj (5.9)

Here, j denotes the single individual, uc the speed at which a person moves along sub-distance
c and yj the whole distance, which has to be covered to reach a safe place. In the case of an
earthquake, yj is not necessarily the distance to the building exit, at least for those houses, in

5Although—regarding Table 5.10—this leads to larger available time spans for stronger earthquakes (given
that a building does not collapse already at the beginning), the arising contradiction is only seeming as such.
Stronger and longer-lasting earthquakes also destroy those buildings that would have resisted a weaker and
shorter event for which the question of successful or unsuccessful escape would have remained meaningless.
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Table 5.11: Reaction time

source application condition Trea [s]
position 0–150 m behind accident site 210

Persson [95] tunnel firesa position 150–250 m behind accident site 240
position 0–150 m behind accident site 270

sleeping + burnt smell 100 (45 to 205)
sleeping + burning sound (45 dBa) < 30

sleeping + flames (fire) 30
SFPE [121] fire, generallyb sleeping + alarm (55 dBa) 13.6

sleeping + alarm (70 dBa) 9.5
sleeping + alarm (85 dBa) 7.4

awake/public place + alarm bell 13
awake/public place + coded signal 30 to 50

staying in living room 5
Georgescu [41] earthquake staying in kitchen/sleeping room 10

staying in bath/toilet 15

aAlthough perception time Tprc increases with the distance from the accident location, decision time Tdc

decreases at the same time, because people have more time for reflecting on eventualities and can watch people
from earlier sections escaping, which encourages them to follow suit. Therefore, the dependency of Trea upon
position remains small.

bFor sleeping persons, perception time Tprc dominates the value of Trea, whereas the effect of decision time
Tdc is small. In public places, such as shopping centers or underground station, the respective weights are
distributed exactly the other way.

which staircases can be considered as safe havens [41]. Trea is the reaction or, more concisely,
pre-movement time; it includes the times required for the perception of the warning (prc)
and the decision to flee (dc):

Trea = Tprc + Tdc (5.10)

Furthermore, it can comprise the time of all other actions an individual needs to undertake
before beginning the escape [41, 46, 74] (e.g. turning off the cooker etc.). Apparently, the
values as given in Table 5.11 are only relevant, if an individual perceives the warning and
decides to flee, respectively. Both events are quantified in terms of probabilities later on in
the text. When technical alarm devices are involved as with the SFPE values in Table 5.11,
it is not only the type of device (bell, siren, automatic loudspeaker voice) that matters,
but also the training of the involved persons (see [10, 121]). In the case of an immediately
approaching flood wave, which is not included in the table, McClelland’s [74] findings on the
overall required escape time TQ can help. While, at daytime, TQ is equal to 1 to 2 minutes, the
nighttime value ranges between 2 and 4 minutes. The difference of approximately 90 seconds
can be attributed to reaction time. These numbers are based on a typical small-valley situation
where the flood wave is no wider than about 350 m.

The values for yj need to be determined for the specific case just as those for xi in 5.7.
When combining the escape paths yj of all individuals PARi present in sub-area i into one
single quantity yi, the latter one is randomly distributed due to the spatial distribution of
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Table 5.12: Base speeds from [121]

sub-distance type riser [mm] tread [mm] u0 [m/s]
aisle – – 1.40

190 255 1.00
stair 270 280 1.08

165 305 1.16
165 330 1.23

the individuals (the same argumentation was applied above to the stochastic nature of xi).
In the case of building collapse, one house or a group of identically designed houses appears
to be a reasonable size for a sub-area. For flood events after dam failure, larger sub-areas are
more appropriate.

The SFPE Engineering Guide on Human Behavior in Fire [121] features a useful model for
the human escaping speed u:

u =
{

u0 − a · u0 · ρ for ρ > 0.55
0.85 · u0 for ρ ≤ 0.55

(5.11)

In this formulation, u0 is a (calculatory) base velocity [m/s], ρ is the density of the person
flow [pers/m2] and a a constant of 0.266 m2/pers. The consideration of ρ allows to determine
the flowing speed and quantity of persons at narrow points such as doors or aisles. Since
the escape speed depends on whether a person is indoors or outdoors, in an aisle or in a
staircase etc., subdivision of yj into sub-distances yc has to follow these qualitative features.
Table 5.12 reproduces some values for u0 from [121] (which also contains values applicable to
persons with different types of handicaps). Some values for u from other sources are listed in
Table 5.13. Georgescu [41] introduces additional correction factors to be multiplied with TQ

or one of its sub-steps (Table 5.14). When using these factors, it should be considered that
factor r3 expresses the effect of high person flow densities which is also covered by (5.11).
Therefore, these two models should not be combined in one calculation without care.

Apart from the values in Tables 5.12 and 5.13, it can be reasonably assumed that a healthy
adult can easily maintain an escape speed of 2 to 3 m/s during several minutes given that
there are no major obstacles, as it is the case in open terrain. However, this assumption holds
only if the considered individuals are not occupied with helping others—aged, handicapped
or injured persons and children—with their escape.

The Actual Probability of a Warning P (W0)

The actual probability of a warning expresses the likelihood that there is actually going to
be a warning. As outlined in Section 5.1, this number is only a matter of discussion when
indirect warning W ′

0 is concerned; in the case of direct warning, i.e. self-announcement of the
impending disaster, warning is a certain event (P (W ′′

0 ) = 1). Of course, self-announcement
may arrive so late that available escape time T ′′

W reduces to zero but this is a separate issue.

Of all the disaster types discussed here, it only makes sense to talk of indirect warning for
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Table 5.13: Escaping speed

source application condition u [m/s]
Persson [95] tunnel fires – 0.70

PIARCa, cited after [95] – – 0.5 to 1.5
Cs

b < 0.2 1.2
Jin cited after [56] fire 0.2 ≤ Cs < 0.5 1.2− 3 · Cs

Cs ≥ 0.5 0.3
aisle/adults 0.3 to 0.5

aisle/children and old 0.3
Georgescu [41] earthquake: stair/teenagers 0.3

0 < a < 2 m/s2 stair/adults 0.2
stair/children and old 0.1

Melinek/Booth cited after [41] – aisle 1.3
stair 0.5

aPIARC: World Road Association based in La Defense, France
bExtinction coefficient [m−1]: Optical term, expresses the fraction of light lost per distance unit in a semi-

transparent medium due to absorption and scattering

Table 5.14: Correction factors proposed by Georgescu [41]

factor to be multiplied with condition value
r1 time in staircase no/one/several landings per storey 1.0 / 1.1 / 1.2
r2 whole time in building day / night + illumination / night + no illum. 1.0 / 1.1 / 1.3
r3 whole time in building 1–4/5–8/> 8 apartments per staircase 1.0 / 1.1 / 1.2

the case of dam and dyke failures, apart from a few special cases (compare footnote 2, p. 83).
Unfortunately, the literature does not provide any recommendations on the estimation of P ′

W .
Graham [45] implicitly deals with the matter, when he introduces the category ‘no warning’
alongside the ‘warning’ category in Table C.2. However, it is hard to convert this—nevertheless
quantitative—information into explicit values.

In order to determine P ′
W , there is obviously no way around an individual investigation of

the specific case. This involves information on permanent or temporary presence of staff and
nearby living resident population as well as on the type of warning (automatic, human or
combined) and the means by which the warning is conveyed to the population at risk (radio
transmission, broadcasting, telephone, sirens etc.).

The Probability of Perceiving a Given Warning P (Wprc)

In order for a warning to be perceived, the involved visual or acoustic signs have to act
with sufficient intensity upon the persons concerned. Especially with persons asleep, the
perception of an issued warning in not self-understood. The SFPE Guide on Human Behavior
in Fire [121] contains some tangible indications which can in part be used in the context of
other event types specifically, where the efficiency of technical alarm devices is addressed.
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Table 5.15: Probability of awaking due to sensory stimuli

source warning type condition P (Wprc)
Murakami [82] direct earthquake of hazardous intensity 1.00

DLR [40] direct noise <33 dBA 0
smoke odour / male subject 0.29 (!)

smoke odour / female subject 0.80
SFPE [121] direct crackling sound (42–48 dBA) 0.90

shuffling sound (42–48 dBA) 0.83
light (flames, 1–5 lux) 0.49

acoustic alarm (55–60 dBA) / child (6–17 yrs) 0.15 (!)
acoustic alarm (55–60 dBA) / adult 0.80–1.00

SFPE [121] indirect acoustic alarm (70–85 dBA) / adult 1.00
strobe flashes: deaf/hearing subject 0.86 / 0.82

incand. light flashes: deaf/hearing subject 0.92 / 0.59

Unfortunately, there was no information available as far as the perception probability of
persons awake is concerned.

The probability of interpreting an already perceived warning as such is included in the prob-
ability of deciding to flee P (Wdc) in the following thematic item.

A few details stick out in Table 5.15: Male individuals asleep react weakly to smoke odour,
while children asleep are almost deaf to any sort of noise. The deaf persons who have to rely
more strongly on visual stimulations than other persons react much more strongly to incan-
descant light while stroboscope light is apparently so unfamiliar to everybody that deafness
does not make a difference here.

The Probability of Deciding to Escape P (Wdc)

There are several reasons why a person would not decide to flee after having perceived a
warning (given free choice and absence of physical hindrances): In some cases, a person does
not understand the seriousness of a warning and underestimates the threat whereas, other
persons are unable to cope psychologically and therefore behave in a plainly irrational manner.
Finally, there is the case in which a person perfectly understands the degree of threat but
deliberately chooses not to react. This last case is mentioned by Georgescu [41] with respect
to earthquake-prone areas where people have sufficient experience of past events and deem
their homes to be safe. Numbers for P (Wdc) are said to range between 25 and 60% for the
USA and Japan, whereas Georgescu’s numbers indicate a drop from 60 to 10% for the case
of Romania due to constructional progress in the second half of the twentieth century.

Graham [45] regards the correct appreciation of a hazard by the population as one of the main
factors with respect to flood consequences. However, quantitative information on P (Wdc) is
only given implicitly once again (in Tables C.2 and C.3). McClelland & Bowles [74] document
cases of irrational behaviour in floods as well as reactions based on a lack of knowledge.
People paralysed by shock, denying escape when rising flood waters are still shallow are an
example for the first case, others staying in their cars because of not knowing the dangers of
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such behaviour correspond to the second one. Lack of correct appreciation can also account
in case of the Vajont dam break in 1963 (1269 fatalities) equally described in [74], where 158
already evacuated persons chose to slip past police patrols back into their village.

Several studies on human behaviour in fires [48, 95, 121] show that the decision to flee is
largely a group-dynamic phenomenon: Many people refuse to undertake anything despite
having heard an alarm go off. Boer [10] undertook a field study with even more striking
results: After a ‘burning’ HGV stopped in a tunnel and blocked the passage for following
cars, it repeatedly took several minutes (!) before anybody would react and leave their cars.
As soon as one person started escaping or instructions were issued via loudspeakers, others
followed suit. Therefore a major role is played, as if there are trained personnel in public
places and are able to trigger the escape process.

5.4 Conditional Probability of Death

5.4.1 Methodology

If a person is present on the occasion of a failure event and fails to escape from the danger zone
in time, his or her probability of death shall be denoted by the factor k = P (D|Q). However,
death D is not only conditional on failure F and on the non-occurrence of successful escape
Q, but also happens to be a function of the extent or severity A of the event:

k = k(A|F ) (5.12)

Failure F is equivalent to the case A ≥ Acr, where Acr denotes the critical and A the actual
extent of an event. Inserting in (4.5) leads to

r = λ PF = λ P{A > Acr} (5.13)

In fact, the common dependency of PF and k upon A requires closer attention. Some thoughts
on this issue are presented in Section 5.6.

There are different ways of characterising the extent of an event. Three hierarchical concepts
are used in earthquake engineering which are of equal use in other fields of application:

� Magnitude M describes the global extent of an event and is usually chracterised by the
total amount of energy released (earthquake, fire). It is conceivable to apply this measure
equally to flood events. In this case it is left open whether M should be applied to the
energy or the amount of water released and whether either of these numbers should be
taken per time unit or as an overall sum.

� Intensity I quantifies the locally acting impacts and therefore differs between different
sub-areas in a large-scale event. For earthquakes, I can be e.g. the local acceleration
spectrum and for a flood it would typically be the combined value of water depth and
water velocity whereas, for fires it would comprise both local temperatures and toxic
gas concentrations.
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� The degree of damage D describes the damages a technical object suffers due to an
impact of intensity I.

Formally, the above reasoning can be summarised as


A = {M, I, D}
I = f(M)
D = f(I) = f(I(M))

(5.14)

In some cases it is appropriate to dissolve k into a ‘net k-value’ k0 and further factors zi:

k(A) = k0(A) · z1(A) · z2(A) · . . . (5.15)

This allows separating the actually lethal mechanism from other effects. As an example one
may consider the partial collapse factor in Section 5.4.2. These sub-parameters of k can equally
depend on the event’s extent A.

Regardless of whether k is subdivided in the sense of (5.15) or not, there are different possi-
bilities of dealing with dependencies, be it on A or on other influences. Here, the question is
not about ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, but about which approach suits a given application best:

� One possibility is to represent a dependency discretely by means of a table. This ap-
proach is empirical as a matter of principle and has the advantage of not tempting
to draw false conclusions when data and knowledge are sparse. In contrast, statistical
inter- and extrapolation formulae may prove problematic especially, if the phenomena
leading to the described dependency are unknown. This argumentation is described in
more detail in the context of Graham’s approach (Appendix C.2). Table C.2 shows that
it is possible to display even multiple dependencies in a discrete way by introducing sev-
eral categories to a table. In this way, the precise effect of each single influence remains
unknown as it affects the overall value only in an implicit way.

� The other possibility is to formulate the dependency as a mathematical function of
one or several influences. The function itself can be either continuous or discrete. This
approach works both for physically and empirically derived relationships. In the second
case, the restrictions form the preceding paragraph hold.

Some reports treat the product of probability of no successful escape (1−PQ) and conditional
probability of death k as one single quantity. This number can be referred to as lethality
(after [81]) or as unconditional probability of death PD (unconditional on Q, only conditional
on F ). Although merging these two separate phenomena into one is contradictory to the
general methodology expressed in (5.1), the approach cannot be completely ignored. A few
of the reports cited in the following sections containing valuable mortality data express them
as PD instead of using k = P (D|Q).

In contrast to the two previously discussed quantities NPAR and PQ, it is not sensible to draw
comparisons between different event types in the case of k. The physical and physiological
processes leading to fatalities are fundamentally different for each hazard. Therefore, the
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following sections are structured in accordance with the event types under consideration:
Building collapse due to earthquakes, flooding due to dam failure and tunnel fire.

5.4.2 Building Collapse due to Earthquakes

Comparatively few studies have been performed on occupants’ probability of losing their lives
in building collapse. The most notable efforts were undertaken by Coburn & Spence [18, 19,
124] and by Murakami [81, 82]. The methodology of Coburn & Spence is the one that reaches
out further and is therefore the main foundation for the considerations in the present section.
As one of their major results, they identify the partial collapse factor zpc

6 as a key phe-
nomenon that can clearly be separated from the net k0-value. Furthermore, the methodology
differentiates between the probability of immediate death k′0 and the probability of dying
later on under the rubble from not being rescued in time, k′′0 . In that case, the typical death
causes are (untreated) injuries, hypothermia and dehydration. Partial collapse factor and the
two death modes lead to the expression

k = zpck0

= zpc(k′0 + k′′0(1− k′0)) (5.16)

with

zpc = zpc(I) =
∆V (I)

V0
(5.17)

∆V denotes a building’s absolute loss in volume that depends on the earthquake intensity I
and some other factors. A loss of volume will only occur if the damage exceeds the critical
level of damage Dcr

7. V0 is the original volume. Table 5.16 showes some values for zpc from the
literature. For buildings surpassing the maximum five floors regarded in the table, zpc values
tend towards 1, as the amount of released energy becomes greater with increasing building
height.

Immediate and follow-up death probabilities k′0 and k′′0 depend upon a vast number of factors.
Data do exist for the effect of the following of influences:

� Construction type: Concerns both construction material and and design; strong depen-
dency on local building traditions

� Number of floors

� Sequence of events in the course of failure

6If multiplied with the complementary probability of successful escape, it corresponds to the probability of
entrapment (denoted by factor M3 in [18, 19], see Appendix C.3):

Ptrap = (1 − PQ) · zpc

7Dcr is defined e.g. by the ‘Cambridge Definition’ in [19]: ‘More than one wall collapsed or more than half
of the roof dislodged or failure of structural members to allow fall of roof or slab’.
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Table 5.16: Partial collapse factor

source construction type condition zpc
a

Spence et al. [124] timber (1 floor) – 0.03
IMSK = VII 0.05

masonry IMSK = VIII 0.40
(≤ 3 floors) IMSK = IX 0.80

Coburn et al. [19] IMSK = X 1.00
bottom-up collapse 0.75

RC frame top-down collapse 0.50
(3–5 floors) pounding of 2 blds. 0.30

overturning 0.75
Murakami [81] RC (multi-storey, Ex-USSR) IMSK ≥ VIII 0.50

stone masonry (one-storey, Ex-USSR) IMSK ≥ VIII 1.00

aValues in italics were originally given as Ptrap values in [19, 81] and have been converted by the author
according to Footnote 6. Thereby, the assumption from [19] was followed, according to which all persons on
the ground floor, half of the persons on the first floor and none of the persons on the second floor and higher
are able to escape during an earthquake.

Table 5.17: Distribution of the population during work time

source type of building region parameter value
Coburn masonry worldwide k′0 0.20

et al. [19] reinforced concrete 0.40
masonry (2–3 floors) 0.175

Spence RC frame (2–3 floors) 0.21
et al. [124] RC shear wall (2–3 fl.) New Zealand k0 0.10

steel frame (2–3 fl.) 0.16
timber (1 floor) 0.006

RC slab (multi-storey) k 0.48
Murakami [81] RC frame (multi-storey) Armenia k 0.73

stone masonry (1 floor) k 0.64
masonry (1 floor) PD 0.20

one-family house (timber) 0.036
Murakami [82] tenement (timber) Japan PD 0.058

apartment (not timber) 0.0058
Durkin & RC (8 floors) Mexico PD 0.47

Murakami [27] RC (5 floors) El Salvador PD 0.21
Hazus [134] light steel and timber frames USA PD 0.05

other types 0.10
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Table 5.18: Post-collapse mortality (from Coburn et al. [19])

condition k′′0 for masonry k′′0 for RC
community incapacitated by high entrapment (and fatality) rate 0.95 1.00

community capable of organising rescue activities 0.60 0.90
community + emergency squads after 12 hours 0.50 0.80

community + emergency squads + SAR experts after 36 hours 0.45 0.70

Table 5.17 displays some numbers for k′0 ∈ k0 ∈ k ∈ PD. The values show a strong dependency
upon the factors listed above. As a general tendency, it can be said that persons in lower and
more lightly built houses are less likely to succumb to a collapse than those in higher and more
heavily built houses. Japanese buildings are an exception which seems to be due to the heavy
roof constructions topping the traditionally lightly built houses. Generally, it should be noted
that building traditions and standards differ from country to country. On the other hand, data
can be transferred between countries with a common cultural background, so that values for
New Zealand houses can be assumed to apply equally to other Commonwealth countries such
as the U.K. or Australia. At first, it would seem that collapses cause fewer fatalities in Japan
or the U.S. This is a statistical effect and has to do with the use of unconditional probabilities
PD instead conditional probabilities k. In addition, the tendency to build light and mostly
single-storey houses in Japan and the U.S. can explain some of the difference. When using
the approximative relation on escape probabilities in [19]8 in order to convert k values into
PD values, New Zealand numbers appear to be in good accordance with Japanese and U.S.
data.

As Durkin & Murakami [27] outline, total collapse (i.e. zpc = 1) does not lead to the death
of every person that has failed to escape, not even for the case of the collapsed eight-storey
house they analyse in their example.

As for post-collapse mortality k′′0 , Table 5.18 displays some values. Similarly to the escape
probability in (5.5), it is basically determined by the balance between actual and critical
times until rescue. The critical time period is mainly influenced by the degree and type of
injury as well as by the climatic conditions. Hot weather accelerates the dehydration process
in the human body, whereas cold weather causes hypothermia. The actual time until being
rescued depends on the availability measures. According to [19], it is the unharmed and
untrapped part of the population which carries out the predominant number of successful
rescues. This assertion is confirmed by what happened in the Kobe earthquake of 1995 [82]:
Out of 14.000 persons rescued alive, 12.500 cases were due to the untrapped population, 1200
due to the fire brigade and several dozens due to civil defense units. Consequently, a high
rate of entrapment has the strong negative impact upon k′′0 indicated in Table 5.18. If more
than 50% of the population are entrapped, this incapacitates the remaining population not
only due to lack of manpower but also due to psychological and social reasons.

8See footnote in Table 5.16.
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5.4.3 Flooding after Dam Failure

In case of dam or dyke failure the retained water floods the area located downstream with
all possible consequences for persons present. Generally, one needs to distinguish between
persons at risk indoors and outdoors.

The magnitude of a flooding event describes its overall extent (severity) and can be expressed
by the total amount of water or by the amount of water per time unit. This view applies to
both the hydrological event triggering dam or dyke failure (precipitation, storm surge etc.)
and to the hydrological consequences of the failure itself. However, when assessing the actual
impact upon persons and structures, it is the local extent (severity), i.e. intensity which counts.
It is characterised by the hydraulic conditions which vary from location to location within
the flooded area. Here, the product of water velocity v and water depth d—also referred to
as ‘product number’ vd—is a frequently used measure.

Persons Located Outdoors

When a person does not succeed in escaping (Chapter 5.3), it is the same as saying that he or
she has been outrun by the advancing flood. However, being caught does not automatically
mean losing firm contact with the ground. If ground contact is maintained, the individual
concerned can still wade into safety or wait until water levels have fallen again (in case of a
flash flood). When zsu is the probability of losing firm ground contact and being suspended
in the water, the net value k0 expresses the probability of death conditional on having lost
firm ground contact:

k = zsu(I) · k0(I) (5.18)

Two research groups have performed experiments on the stability of humans in water currents,
a U.S. team around Abt in 1989 (cited after [61, 66]) and a Finnish team around Karvonen [61]
in 1999. Generally, the U.S. values are more favorable than the Finnish ones. Karvonen et
al. interprets the difference mainly as a consequence of the clothing the test subjects were
wearing. In the U.S. tests persons were dressed in everyday clothes, whereas the Finnish test
persons were wearing protective clothing, which means that a greater surface is exposed to the
current, while air enclosures lead to a higher buoyancy at the same time. Both research groups
propose a deterministic human stability model. Since the Finnish experiment was performed
more recently than the American, Karvonen et al. based their model on both experiments.
However, the scattering observed in both tests speaks in favour of a probabilistic model, as
the one that Lind & Hartford [66] established based on the data of Abt et al.:

zsu = P{vd ≥ R0
√

mj} (5.19)

Herein, v denotes the water speed [m/s], d is the water depth [m] and mj the body mass
[kg] of the individual j. The general factor R0 [kg−1/2 m2 s−1] is normally distributed with
N(0.10, 0.018). These values are possibly on the optimistic side, because unsteady flow con-
ditions and floating debris have to be expected under real life conditions [61]. According to
(5.19), it is possible to maintain a firm ground contact for water speeds below approximately
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0.5 m/s, even if water depth exceeds body height. Therefore, a slight modification shall be
proposed in this place:

zsu = P
{

(vd ≥ R0
√

mj) ∪ (d ≥ lj − 0.15)
}

(5.20)

The body height of individual j is given as lj [m]. This reasoning fits well with the observation
made by McClelland & Bowles [74], which is fatalities are rare as long as people wading in
still water manage to keep their heads above the water surface. For several individuals, m and
l can be modelled as random distributions. Given that the individuals are unlikely to occupy
the same location (as well as for hydraulic model uncertainties), v and d equally have to be
seen as randomly distributed.

As for the determination of the net probability of death k0, there unfortunately doesn’t exist
any quantitative information. The qualitative information available can be hard to transform
into actual numbers because some factors can have the opposite effect depending on the
circumstances. Floating debris is a main threat in fast flowing currents whereas, it can be
the only rescue possibility in extensive and deep inundations. A value of k0 = 1 is a very
conservative assumption which is justified only under rapid flowing conditions (v > 2 m/s).
For water speeds below 1 m/s it should be significantly lower than 1. However, this reasoning
has to be questioned if the shore is far away and no floating items are within reach in order
to serve as a raft. If a strong current carries a person away and moves him or her into deeper
waters, the person’s initially low probability of survival rises significantly [74] (‘If people
know how to swim, velocity is the killer and depth is the accomplice [i.e. the accomplice of
the swimmer]’). According to the same source the death rate k is ≈ 1 for car passengers whose
vehicle immerges into 1.20 m or more of water depth.

In the case of slowly rising floods, which do not fulfill the suddenness criterion from Sec-
tion 5.3.1, the probability of successful escape PQ and the conditional probability of death k
need to be determined iteratively, as described in Section 5.5.

Persons Located Indoors

For persons located indoors, determining the probability of death in case of a flooding proves
more complex. Generally speaking, there are three different ways of getting killed for this
group of individuals:

� The building collapses, before occupants have found time to escape. In this case, the
dangers of being slain by the collapsing structure are the same as with earthquake-
induces collapse (Section 5.4.2). To add to it, people who are trapped alive by the
rubble will drown (k0 = 1 ⇒ k = zpc according to (5.16)). Informations on critical
water speeds for building collapse is provided in [140].

� Water rises higher than the highest floor or the roof top before occupants have found
time to escape. In this case, people will inevitably drown. If a person does not escape
from a lower floor in time, even partial flooding will cause death (k = 1).

� A person escapes from the building in time, i.e. before any of the above mentioned sce-
narios have evolved, but drowns outside the building because of the prevailing hydraulic
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conditions. As for determinating the probability of death in this case, it corresponds to
that of a person outdoors according to (5.20).

In the last case, it is important to correct the probability of death by the probability of having
succeeded in fleeing from within the house.

5.4.4 Tunnel Fire

In tunnel fires, it is important to differentiate between explosive and non-explosive events. It is
hardly surprising that explosive events are categorised as sudden in the sense of Section 5.3.1,
while non-explosive ones belong to the category of non-sudden events requiring iterative
calculation. The term ‘fire’ shall be understood in the widest possible sense in order to include
accidents with explosive and non-chemical phenomena such as BLEVE (see below). The
following thoughts on non-explosive fire events, i.e. ‘fire’ in a conventional sense, are equally
valid for tunnel and building fires.

Explosive Events

Apart from accidents with blasting agents, there are two types of explosion which can occur
in transportation of liquid and gaseous goods: Vapour cloud explosions (VCE) and boiling
liquid expanding vapour explosion (BLEVE). BLEVE is a physical phenomenon that does not
necessarily require or involve a chemical reaction such as fire. If it sets free chemical energy,
it is referred to as hot, else as cold BLEVE.

The released energy is indicated in kilograms of TNT equivalent. As a first step [95], the
charge density CD [kg/m3] is calculated from tunnel section A [m2], distance xj [m] between
explosion and individual j and the TNT equivalent mTNT :

CD =
mTNT

A · xj
(5.21)

From there, Persson [95] estimates local peak overpressure ps [Pa] as

ps = 10000 · (CD0.852 + 16.63) (5.22)

According to Merx [76], the impulse is calculated as

is =
ps · Tp

2
(5.23)

Here, Tp is the phase duration quantified by Merx as 0.05 s in his numeric example. This allows
drawing a conclusion about the typical order of magnitude of this parameter. Persson [95]
proposes using a constant value of 0.04 s as an approximation, but skips the factor 1

2 for some
unnamed reason.

Figure 5.2 indicates the conditional probability of survival, i.e. (1 − k), for three different
death causes. These include lung damage, skull-base fracture and impact of the whole body.
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a)

c)b)

Figure 5.2: Probability of survival (1− k) as function of ps and is: a) for lung damage;
b) for skull-base fracture; c) for impact of the whole body (from [76])

Note that in the first case, ps and is are replaced by scaled values, i.e. pse = ps/p0 and
ise = i/(p1/2

0 ·m1/3
j ). Herein, mj is the body mass of individual j.

Non-Explosive Events

When a fire does not involve any explosive events, it is the released substances and the
prevailing temperatures, which pose the main threat to human life. Departing from the origin
of the fire, gas concentrations and temperatures develop over time and space. Depending on
their initial position and the speed at which the life-threatening zone progresses, occupants
have a chance of running away. Persons who are already within the danger zone may also
succeed in escaping, because lethal effects require a minimum exposure time in order to unfold.
The measure for these effects is called the fractional effective dose (FED). It is defined as
such that an effect will occur if the actual dose FED reaches the critical dose, which equals
1 per definition (i.e. FEDcr = 1). Depending on the effect, a difference is made between the
fractional incapacitating dose (FID) and the fractional lethal dose (FLD). As a conservative
assumption, one can use FLD = FID , implying that anybody who has been incapacitated is
bound to die [95]. Unless rescue forces are available quickly, this assumption is very realistic.
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For the determination of FID, several European and North American sources [95, 113, 122,
148] use Purser’s model, which shall be presented in the version of Persson [95], apart from
some minor adaptions:

The fractional incapacitating dose is made up by the partial effects of CO, CO2 and lack
of O2. Among these effects, carbon monoxide (CO) is the actual poison compromising the
oxygen transport capacity of red blood cells. Carbon dioxide (CO2) amplifies this effect by
provoking hyperventilation, if concentrations are sufficiently high. Besides, the formation of
CO and CO2 is oxygen consuming, which further exacerbates the situation for human beings:

FIDgas =
∫ tmax

0
fidCO(t) · ZCO2(t)dt +

∫ tmax

0
fidO2

(t)dt (5.24)

Here, FIDq and fidq denote the fractional incapacitating dose of impact q and its first deriv-
ative after time respectively. Unconsciousness occurs when FIDq ≥ 1. The parameter ZCO2

denotes the amplificatory effect of CO2 upon the toxic effects of CO. The partial effects are
determined as follows:

FIDCO =
∫ tmax

0

B

100D
xCO(t)1.036︸ ︷︷ ︸
fidCO (t)

dt (5.25)

ZCO2(t) =
1

7.1
exp[0.1903xCO2(t) + 2.0004] (5.26)

FIDO2 =
∫ tmax

0

1
exp[8.13− 0.54(20.9− xO2 (t))]︸ ︷︷ ︸

fidO2
(t)

dt (5.27)

Herein, xq denotes the air concentration of gas q [ppm]. In order to calculate the respective
concentrations as functions of time, space and characteristics of the specific fire event, there are
different one- and three-dimensional models. Some of them are based on simple approximative
relations, while others involve extensive numerical simulations [95, 113, 121, 122]. The factor
B represents the physical activity of the subject (B = 8.30 · 10−4 for light activity), while D
denotes the critical fraction of carboxyhemoglobin compounds (COHb) relative to the original
number of hemoglobin molecules in the blood. COHb originates from a reaction between CO
and hemoglobin and inhibits the oxygen transportation ability of the latter. On average,
unconsciousness and thus incapacitation occurs at 30% COHb, but the individual limit value
varies with age and physical constitution. Death typically follows at 50% COHb. At tmax, the
exposure ends ideally, because the subject has left the danger zone in less fortunate cases,
because he or she has succumbed to the toxic impact.

Apart from its amplificatory effect upon the toxicity of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide
exerts a toxic effect of its own, but only in air concentrations of 10% upwards where it leads
to unconsciousness:

FIDCO2 =
∫ tmax

0

dt

exp[6.16− 0.519 · xCO(t)]
(5.28)
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Independently of any gas concentration, heat alone causes unconsciousness if the absorbed
amount becomes to large (temperature H(t) in [C]):

FIDheat =
∫ tmax

0

dt

exp[5.18− 0.0273 ·H(t)]
(5.29)

If either (5.24), (5.28) or (5.29) fulfill ≥ 1, the respective individual loses consciousness and
subsequently dies under the assumptions made above (no rescue team at hand). Hence, the
conditional probability of death in case of a (non-explosive) fire is written as

k = P{(FIDgas ≥ 1) ∪ (FIDCO2 ≥ 1) ∪ (FIDheat ≥ 1)}
= P{max

q
[FIDq] ≥ 1} (5.30)

The cited literature only shows how to calculate the expected values of the respective quanti-
ties, which would lead to 0 and 1 as the only possible outcomes for k. In the case of B and D
in (5.25), the variation among individuals is acknowledged but not quantified. Furthermore,
calculating local concentrations and temperatures xq involves various uncertainties. The first
step in order to account for this randomness might consist in replacing the number 1, serv-
ing as critical threshold in (5.30), by a normal distribution with µ = 1 and a coefficient of
variation between 10 and 20%.

Temperatures and gas concentrations are not the only things that are developing over space
and time in case of a fire. People themselves change their location as a function of time when
they attempt to escape. Therefore, the interplay of probability of escape PQ and conditional
probability of escape k is rather complex. Because PQ and k are mutually dependent, ND|F
needs to be determined iteratively as described in the following section.

5.5 The Iterative Approach

5.5.1 Methodology

Some failure consequences—or more generally, disasters—spread so slowly that it is possible to
outrun the hazard, even if no early warning has been issued (available warning time TW = 0).
In Section 5.3.1, these cases were termed non-sudden. The escape turns into a series of small
time steps. In each of these steps, the question of successful escape and/or survival arises
again. In the opposed case of a sudden event (implicitly regarded as the standard case), the
situation is more simple: Either someone has left the entire area that is ultimately going
to be affected before the disaster has reached him or her or the escape will automatically be
unsuccessful: With a quickly progressing danger zone it is impossible to keep running ahead of
the flood wave. Earthquake waves reach all parts of an area (e.g. a city) virtually at the same
instant. Whether someone succeeds in escaping is decided before the disaster has arrived. The
previous sections have shown how to deal with the predicition of PQ and k in such cases.

In the case of non-sudden events, it is impossible to treat the possibility of successful escape
PQ and the conditional probability of death k as two independent events the way it was
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proposed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Instead, they are conditional upon one another with all
the mathematical consequences such an interdependency can bring about. As a solution, the
course events is subdivided into small time intervals. If chosen though infinitesimally small,
each interval fulfils the condition of suddenness. For practical purposes, it is common to
use some small finite interval instead (e.g. [95]). The expected number of fatalities on the
condition of failure is then obtained by forming the union of respective probabilities in each
of these intervals. Therefore, the iterative approach leads to a re-formulation of (5.1), so that

ND|F = NPAR PD (5.31)

where PD (previously introduced as lethality) contains the inseparable contributions of escape
probability and conditional probability of death and is obtained as

PD =
smax⋃
s=1

[(1− PQ,s) · ks]

= (1− PQ,1) · k1 + (1− PQ,2) · k2 · PQ,1 + . . . + (1− PQ,s) · ks ·
s−1∏
α=1

[PQ,α] + . . .

= (1− PQ,1) · k1 +
smax∑
s=2

[
(1− PQ,s) · ks ·

s−1∏
α=1

[PQ,α]

]
(5.32)

If people at risk PAR are widely spread over an area, it is reasonable to create sub-groups
PARi and apply (5.32) separately to each of them. The last iteration interval smax is chosen
as such that the event has passed its peak level or that the event is completely over at t(smax).
For the iteration one should not use overly long intervals; several seconds up to a few minutes
appear reasonable, as e.g. in [95], where ∆t ≈ 30 s.

In this chapter, we have been considering two types of events requiring an iterative approach:
Slowly rising floodwaters due to failed dams or dykes and (non-explosive) fires. In the liter-
ature, several authors use iterative procedures, such as Hartford [46] in the flood case and
Persson [95] in the fire case.

5.5.2 Slow Flooding after Dam Failure

Persons Located Outdoors

For people located outdoors at the onset of a flooding, lethality follows from (5.18) and (5.32)
as

PD =
smax⋃
s=1

[(1− PQ,s) · zsu,s · k0,s] (5.33)

= (1− PQ,1) · zsu,1 · k0,1 +
smax∑
s=2

[
(1− PQ,s) · zsu,s · k0,s ·

s−1∏
α=1

[1− (1−PQ,α) · zsu,α]

]
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As an alternative to such a complex model it is possible to use frequentist approaches from
the literature, such as the so-called standard method [140], which regards the typical Dutch
application of dyke failure in a plain:

PD



= 0 . . . for {d < 3 ∪ v < 0.3}

= min
[
max

[
8.5 · e0.6·d−6 − 0.15, 0

]
, 1
]

·min
[
max

[
8.5 · e1.2·d′−4.3 − 0.15, 0

]
, 1
]

= 1 . . . for {d > 6.25 ∩ v > 2}

(5.34)

Here, d [m] denotes water depth and d′ = dd/dt [m/h] is the speed at which the water level
rises. The (horizontal) speed of the current is indicated as v [m/s].

Persons Located Indoors (Without Building Collapse)

Presumably, a slowly rising flood does not only fulfil the criterion of non-suddenness, but is
also associated with comparatively slow (horizontal) water currents. In this respect building
collapses due to dynamic water pressure are rather unlikely, although single-sided static water
preasure can destroy a house if water is kept from flowing inside. If collapse is excluded, two
possible causes of death remain: A person may drown within the building or else drown
outside after a successful escape from within the building. Whether a person can drown
inside depends on the depth of the water in comparison with the builing height. Altogether,
this type of combined analysis is very case-specific so that it appears sensible to refer to the
general model in (5.32) instead of proposing some detailed model.

Fire (Non-explosive)

It is virtually impossible to seperate the probability of successful escape PQ and the con-
ditional probability of death k in the case of non-explosive fire events. This is due to the
accumulative nature of the fractional incapacitating dose (FID): If someone manages to leave
the burning facility, the condition FID < 1 must be fulfilled (which automatically implies
FLD < 1). If an individual absorbes an excessive dose of any of of the harmful impacts (gases
or heat), he or she is incapacited, i.e. unable to flee and inevtiably faces death (unless res-
cue forces are available in order to evacuate those who have lost consciousness). Therefore,
one central question needs to be answered: What is attained first—the critical incapacitating
dose or the safe end of the escape path? In mathematical terms, this leads to the following
expression, based on (5.30) and (5.32):
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PD =
smax⋃
s=1

P

{
max

q

(
s∑

α=1

FIDq,α

)
≥ 1

}

= P

{
max

q
(FIDq,1) ≥ 1

}
(5.35)

+
smax∑
s=2

 P

{
max

q

(
s∑

α=1

FIDq,α

)
≥ 1

}
·

s−1∏
α=1

1− P

max
q

 α∑
β=1

FIDq,β

 ≥ 1


 

The escape aspect does not show up in the formulation, but is implied in the FID criterion:
While escaping, people change their location at each time interval s and so do zones of equal
gas concentrations or temperatures (isotherms). Escaping speeds are given in Section 5.3.
For the time-dependend evolution of a fire and the corresponding gas concentrations and
temperatures xq, it is common to use specialised simulation software as proposed in [95,
113, 121, 122]. In tunnels, the situation can be reduced from a three-dimensional to a one-
dimensional problem, as shown e.g. in [113].

5.6 Additional Remarks

At the beginning of the chapter, it was postulated that probability of failure PF and con-
ditional number of lives lost ND|F are two independent phenomena. The basic relationship
in (5.1) and the following methodological considerations are written under this assumption,
which is deemed to produce sufficient accuracy in most practical cases. The following reason-
ing seeks to widen the scope of the methodology by demonstrating how to deal with problems
in which the independence assumption does not hold.

The methodological considerations in Section 5.4.1 showed that the conditional probability
of death k and its condition—i.e. failure—both depend upon the extent A of some triggering
event. The probability of successful escape PQ frequently depends upon A as well. The trig-
gering event is usually exogenous to the facility and is expressed in the form of magnitudes
or intensities. Inserting (5.13) in (5.2) leads to

ND(A) = λ P{A > Acr} ·NPAR · (1− PQ(A)) · k(A) (5.36)

and further

ND =
∫ Amax

0
λ P{A > Acr} ·NPAR · (1− PQ(A)) · k(A) · fΞ(A) dA (5.37)

where Ξ = {A1, A2, . . .} denotes the set of all possible extent levels and fΞ(A) is the corre-
sponding probability density function.
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5.7 Discussion

The present chapter seeks to develop a methodology for the quantitative assessment of loss
of life in case of failure. A methodology intends to provide a practicable general procedure
for a given issue. In this respect, the above pages might serve as a useful tool.

It was less easy to provide numbers for all of the introduced quantities and sub-quantities.
In those cases where precise information is not available, the respective order of magnitude
has to serve as a substitute. There are two main reasons for these unsatisfactory cases: On
one hand, the literature on many of the respective sub-quantities does not provide sufficiently
detailed numerical information. Here, additional surveys and experiments could principally
help. On the other hand, many parameters do not permit any general numerical statement at
all, since some quantities depend heavily upon the specific situation (consider the probability
of drowning given loss of firm ground contact in a flood, Section 5.4.3). In such cases, only a
case-specific analysis dealing with the local conditions can help.

The analysis limits itself to three of the most important failure types in civil engineering.
Nevertheless, it is principally possible to adapt the proposed methodology to other cases
as well. The number of people at risk NPAR and the probability of successful escape PQ are
universal quantities, as stated in the very beginning. Only the conditional probability of death
requires a separate model for each event type.



Chapter 6

Human Consequences of
Continuous Toxic Impacts

6.1 General Framework

Both consequences of acute failure and consequences of long-term impacts are conditional
events and subject to uncertainty. Therefore, their occurrence is described by conditional
probabilities. In the case of acute failure (Chapter 5), the event of loss of life is conditioned
by the event of technical failure. The occurrence of this initial event is uncertain in itself
and quantified as a probability. With impacts originating from long-term toxic exposure, the
situation is different. Apart from chemical accidents (which are not in the realm of civil engi-
neering), emissions occur permanently over a known period of time. As far as their occurrence
is concerned, we are dealing with a certain event. There are of course uncertainties with re-
spect to magnitude and transport process, but basically there is one degree of uncertainty
less as compared to the acute case.

Yet, at the same time a degree of uncertainty is added with respect to the conditional event,
i.e. the health consequences of long-term toxic exposure. With acute failure, it was possible
to state that casualties occur on the spot1 or not at all. This however, does not hold true in
the present case. Health consequences will follow exposure with a certain delay (latency) and
equally, health-saving effects will lag behind an eventual reduction of exposure levels. This
requires some extra modelling.

Furthermore, the previous chapter assumed that non-fatal casualties are insignificant in com-
parison to fatal ones (p. 72). In fact non-fatal consequences of acute failure events are mostly
made up by injuries; in the long run, most, except some permanently disabling injuries can
be expected to heal. This assumption again is not realistic in the case of long-term toxic
exposure. Here chronic sickness during years and decades, restraining the enjoyment of life,
is a typical outcome. Death is practically always anteceded by comparatively long periods of
sickness.

There are several sources of chronic intoxication inside and from buildings. Building materials
1As previously stated (Chapter 5): ‘Immediate’ consequences may well include follow-ups within the first

weeks (due to diseases etc.)—a short period in comparison to a lifespan.
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Figure 6.1: Causal chain

may contain noxious substances harmfull to humans, but also to animals and plants within a
building or structure and in its surroundings (e.g. heavy metals). Then, parts of the building
equipment including furniture etc., may release toxic substances (e.g. components of flame
retardants). Finally, a building can also have the effect of concentrating a toxic from an
external source. Here, natural radon seeping in from the underground can serve as a classical
example.

The chain linking toxic emissions to health effects in Figure 6.1 can be separated into a few
main parts. The first part departs from the emission source and deals with the fate of a
substance which determines the exposure medium concentrations (i.e. local exposure levels)
occurring at some remote place. This part is referred to as transport model or exposure model
and is dealt with in Section 6.2. The second part ties in with the exposure level, determining
the corresponding individual exposure and from there on the daily dose and body burden
(Section 6.3). The modelling of the final consequences does not necessarily depart from the
body burden (i.e. concentration on tissue level), but can also start from any other point in the
causal chain. The corresponding model which can be referred to as exposure-response model,
is the subject of Section 6.4.

6.2 Exposure Modelling

The present section deals with determining exposure medium concentrations of toxic sub-
stances. Exposure media include all entities with which a person has direct physical contact
and which can serve as carriers for toxic substances. Apart from air, water and soil, this
applies especially to food.

As long as the task is merely to link exposure to dose (and dose to response), no exposure
modelling in a causal sense is needed. Rather, simple exposure measurements will do. However,
in the given context, consequence modelling is not an end to itself, but stands in the larger
context of acceptability modeling, which puts health-saving measures and their respective
costs into relation. If measures are taken in order to reduce exposure levels, this usually
means changing something about the source of emission, typically by making an additional
investment (air filters etc.). Natural emissions form an exception: Here, exposure has to be
reduced by local protective measures (e.g. air-tight foundations to keep off natural radon
seeping in from the underground).
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The difficulty in relating emissions to exposure lies in the fact that transport and transfor-
mation processes are involved. In many cases, a toxic substance is emitted at one specific
location, such as a chemical plant and then it spreads over a whole region and further until
it reaches an exposed person at some other location. This type of physical modelling involv-
ing transport and transformation processes in air, water and soil is rather demanding and
a research field of its own. Therefore, the present section limits itself to providing a brief
introduction with references for further reading.

6.2.1 Exposure next to Emissions Sources

This comparatively simple case concerns those situations in which the exposed person is close
or very close to the emittent, as it is the case along a road with heavy traffic or inside a room,
where toxic substances are released. Exposure here is very direct and does not take any detours
through the ecosystem and the food chain. Therefore, exposure is basically determined as a
function of release rates and the distribution processes outdoors and indoors.

6.2.2 Transportation through the Ecosystem

Once a substance is released into one ecological compartment (i.e. air, water or soil), it soon
starts to propagate geographically, to migrate to the other compartments and to change
its nature due to chemical reactions. All these transportation and transformation processes
together are referred to as ecological fate. Within the ecological matrix, migration between
the compartments is not a one-way phenomenon, so that multiple feedback processes can be
observed. Humans are subsequently exposed to the emitted substance either directly, through
contact with one of the ecological compartments, or indirectly, via the food chain. In the
indirect case, plants or animals are subject to direct exposure prior to consumption.

Toxic substances—as well as any other substance—can enter the human body in three ways:
ingestion, inhalation and dermal contact. This last step however is already closely intertwined
with the determination and application of the effect model (dose-response relationship) and
is therefore treated in Section 6.4.

In accordance with Greensense [33], transport of toxic substances is treated by two separate
models. The first describes transport through the air, the second treats water and soil as parts
of an integrated system. The Greensense framework assumes that substances can move from
the air compartment into the soil and water compartment, but not backwards, a simplification,
which is shown to be admissible for many substances in [33]. Both models also include some
aspects on the question of chemical transformation of substances.

Air Transport Modelling

A European Commission research project on the externalities of energy (ExternE) [30,
31, 32] follows and quantifies the whole chain of events from stack emissions of power and
heating plants to their ecological effects and costs. The report proposes a two-tier approach
for modelling the transport of noxious matter in the air.
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The first tier deals with transportation and exposure in the vicinity of the emittent, i.e.
at distances of up to 50 km from the stack. A comparatively simple Gaussian plume model
describes local concentrations depending on emission rate, stack height and wind speed. Ac-
cording to the model, the plume widens because of turbulent diffusion and vertical mixing.
The approach implies two assumptions: One is the absence of vertical shear winds disturbing
the horizontal plume structure much more strongly than the two phenomena described by
the Gaussian model. The other one consists in assuming that no chemical reactions occur,
which is reasonable for distances from 10 to 50 km.

For distances above 50 km, the second tier becomes relevant. It assumes that the pollutants
have now been vertically mixed throughout the height of the considered atmosphere layer.
The corresponding approach, named Windrose Trajectory Model (WTM, see [31] for ref-
erences), describes the movement of an air parcel with constant height at a representative
wind speed by means of a trajectory model. The exposure at an individual receptor point
is estimated by accounting for the arrival of 24 trajectories, each weighted by the frequency
of wind in the corresponding 15° sector. This second tier considers the occurrence of chem-
ical reactions. In the ExternE case, this concerns the atmospheric reactions of NOx, SO2

and NH3 leading to dry and wet deposition. The air pollution and toxic substance chapters
of Greensense [33], display Europe-wide values both for emissions and local exposure lev-
els and for different substances (NOx, SO2, particulate matter, Cd, Pb, Ni, Cr) in separate
50×50 km grids. Additionally, the report validates the reliability of the WTM by comparing
measured to calculated values.

For general applications, including those related to civil engineering, the first tier of the
approach may prove little help in some cases, considering the fact that many emissions are
not bound to high-rising smokestacks. The second tier however, can be seen as generally
applicable to all substances with significant airborne transport.

Multimedial Transport Modelling for Soil and Water

As described in the introductory part, the reasoning in the Greensense approach followed
here is based on the assumption that substances may migrate from air into all other compart-
ments, but not backwards. Therefore, the air transport model is only an input to the reduced
multimedial model, which considers the remaining two compartments, i.e. water and soil, as
well as the concentrations in the food chain. This however, still brings along a complex set of
cross-related migration paths between these residual domains. Therefore, the Greensense
approach takes a further simplifying step and limits itself to describing how an airborne sub-
stance migrates into soil, ground water and surface water and from there on into the human
food chain (or directly from the air into the food chain). Herein, transformation processes are
included in the form of degradation and decay. When emissions cannot be modelled as being
constant over a very long period of time—which can be in the order of decades and centuries
depending on the pollutant—human intake rates are a function of the time having passed
since some pulse emission.

Another, slightly earlier European Commission release called EUSES (European Union Sys-
tem for the Evaluation of Substances [29]) provides a framework including application software
for the modelling of both fate and health impact of toxic substances.
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6.3 Modelling of Dose and Body Burden

After determining the ambient concentration of a toxic substance in the everyday environment
and the food of a person (so-called exposure media), the next step consists in determining the
corresponding dose. The definition of dose is relatively clear, either as the intake of a substance
per time unit by an organism or as the fraction of the intake that is actually resorbed into
the body tissue. However, the notion of dose-response functions is used for different kinds of
concepts. In some cases it refers to relationships linking exposure medium concentrations or
individual exposure directly to response while omitting all intermediate steps. In other cases,
the term relates to more elaborate models calculating the body burden of a substance before
moving on to its actual health effects. The following paragraphs seek to outline the linkage
between exposure, dose and body burden together with the corresponding approaches in the
literature.

From Exposure Medium Concentration to Daily Dose

Calculating the individual dose from exposure medium concentrations involves two steps.
First, the daily individual exposure is determined by multiplying it with the contact rate.
For exposure via drinking water and the food chain, the contact rate equals the amount
of a product consumed every day. Standard food baskets serve as a source of information
for these data [29]. For inhalation, the contact rate is obtained by multiplying it with daily
exposure time and respiration rate (∼ 20 m3/day for adults [143]) of an individual. In the
case of occupational exposure, for instance, the daily exposure time is easily determined as
the time spent at work. This type of reasoning is analogous to the considerations on presence
modelling regarding acute structural failure. The modelling and data in Section 5.2 can be
directly transferred to the present context. In the case of dermal contact with toxic substances,
the exposure duration is multiplied with the exposed skin surface. All these approaches require
realistic data and scenarios. In order to avoid lengthy investigations and calculations, this need
can be covered by software packages such as the above mentioned EUSES [29]. It is based on
the physical properties and behaviour of a standardised and representative person.

Once that individual exposure has been calculated in terms of daily amounts, dose follows in
a second step as the product of the individual exposure with a resorption factor. This factor
expresses the fraction of the ingested, inhaled or dermally encountered amount of a substance
actually absorbed into the body tissue. Depending on the substance, resorption factors can
be very high and close to 1, as in the case of brominated flame retardants [44]. The dose, i.e.
the resorbed intake, can be expressed in absolute terms, but is usually indicated as amount
per body mass unit.

From Daily Dose to Body Burden

Ultimately, it is not the daily amount of a substance added to the body tissue which ultimately
determines the toxic consequences, but the actual tissue concentration. This value, called
body burden, is equal to the daily resorbed intake plus the amount that has remained from
the intakes on previous days. In order to determine the body burden, one needs to know the
rate at which a specific substance is metabolised and excreted by the organism. Typically,
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the accumulation effect arising whenever intake occurs at a higher rate than metabolism is
expressed in terms of a substance’s half life. Many substances exerting chronic toxicity (heavy
metals, persistent organic pollutants etc.) accumulate in lipid tissue, lungs or other slowly
renewing parts of the body and can have half lives of several years.

6.4 Effect Modelling

Relationships linking a toxic input to the corresponding health consequences—i.e. changes in
morbidity and mortality—are commonly referred to as dose-response relationships. However,
many of the models found in the literature establish a direct link between exposure and
health response. Other more biologically orientated models bridge only the last step, i.e. the
one between body burden and response while some others again, can in fact be termed dose-
response relationships in the strict sense. How many steps of the causal chain in Figure 6.1
are taken at once depends on the method as well as on the depth of the investigation.

6.4.1 Methods for the Establishment of Effect Models

Principally, there are two ways of establishing toxic effect models: animal tests and epidemi-
ological studies. Both can be interpreted as a substitute to something that would bring the
most accurate results but cannot even be thought of because of apparent ethic reasons: direct
tests on humans. From this point of view however, it is easy to outlay the strengths and
shortcomings of the two approaches: Epidemiological studies are based on the ‘right’ species
(i.e. humans), but do not permit direct control over exposure or dose. This is the case, be-
cause humans must not be exposed to toxic substances on purpose. Therefore, researchers
have to content themselves with the exposure values that are part of people’s everyday lives
and over which they do not have any control. Animal tests, on the other hand, allow direct
testing including exposure scenarios ranging from very low to very high doses and intrusive
measurements on living animals. Furthermore, animals may be killed for the sake of measure-
ments on body tissue level. However, animal tests investigate the ‘wrong’ species which leads
to significant conversion uncertainties when transferring the test results to humans.

Animal Tests

The major strength of animal tests as a toxicological investigation method lies in their ability
to cover each step of the causal chain from ambient exposure to final health effects sepa-
rately (compare Figure 6.1). Unlike with epidemiological analyses, this permits establishing
an actual biological model instead of investigating a ‘black box’ from the outside. Toxic
inputs can be directly controlled and disturbing influences can be easily eliminated under
laboratory conditions. As mentioned above, the problem with animal test results lies in the
transferability upon other species, specifically upon human beings. A commonly applied in-
terspecies uncertainty factor is 10, where toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic uncertainties2 each
contribute a factor of

√
10 = 3.2. This factor is usually calculated by dividing the 95th by the

2Toxicokinetics describes the resorption and distribution processes of a substance in the body (see Sec-
tion 6.3), while toxicodynamics treats its effects on tissue level.
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50th percentile [93]. Some studies [15] argue in favour of a higher value in the order of 65 for
comparisons between mammals, e.g. between mice or rats and humans.

Another effect is intraspecies uncertainty. Here, a factor of 3.2 · 3.2 = 10 is equally common,
as in the interspecies case. Pelekis et al. [93] show that a toxicokinetic model describing the
properties of the main organs and the blood flow between them by means of distributed
quantities can help to reduce the toxicokinetic uncertainty significantly.

Epidemiological Analysis

Epidemiological investigations take advantage of the fact that people are exposed to many
harmful substances in their everyday lives. When it is the goal to establish generic exposure-
response or dose-response relationships for humans without the uncertainties of interspecies
conversion, comparing populations that live with different exposure levels is the only ethi-
cally possible approach. Certain population groups are exposed more strongly to a substance
because of their job (e.g. at industrial facilities), in other cases it is the population of a whole
city which has to endure higher air pollution levels than the population of some other city.
Generally, such comparisons cut the causal chain short and treat the sum of the biologi-
cal processes lying in between as a black box. Other than under laboratory conditions, it is
impossible to eliminate distorting influences (so-called confounders) from people’s everyday
environment. This problem is solved by taking population samples that are sufficiently large
to compare 30-year old persons with 30-year old persons, women with women, smokers with
smokers and so forth. Including data not only from many people, but also from as many
different populated areas as possible helps to eliminate errors caused by confounders, e.g.
when the emission of one substance is strongly correlated to with that of some other similar
substance. This approach is followed e.g. by Pope et al. [96] for exposure with particulate
matter.

Another more easily implemented approach in epidemiology consists in regarding one single
population and analysing how far temporal changes in mortality correlate with temporal
changes in exposure levels. Yet, it has to be seen that this type of investigation yields values
for acute mortality only while chronic mortality effects are inevitably omitted. Acuteness
does not refer to the severity of disease, but to the immediate effect of a heightened exposure
level for which reason many authors refer to it as daily mortality (e.g. [116]). Acute cases
mostly involve persons of weak physical constitution, whose remaining live expectancy is a few
months or years. However, for many substances, especially those accumulating in the body
(particulate matter, persistent organic pollutants (POPs), heavy metals) it is the chronic
effects which account for the greatest loss of life years in a population. Besides, chronic
mortality always includes acute mortality, whereas acute mortality values do not contain any
information on chronic mortality. Information on acute morbidity and mortality may be of
help to public health authorities having to allocate extra health care resources on days with
heightened general exposure. Yet, for purposes of risk valuation, the limitation to acute effects
is not appropriate.

Because the concentration of a substance in the body and not that in the ecosystem ultimately
causes the undesirable effects, the modelling of accumulative effects based on epidemiological
data is a delicate task. Some studies (e.g. [96]) do not account for any sort of accumulation.
This can mean that there is actually no accumulative effect. However, it could also be under-
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stood as the tacit assumption that all exposed persons have been permanently exposed from
birth up to the present moment at some present concentration level. Although this assump-
tion can give realistic figures on the quantitative effect of some pollutant on public health, it
provides little help in assessing the effect of a countermeasure. In a strict sense, the assess-
ment of a change in pollution levels would only be correct for a complete turn-over of the
population, which is estimated to take 110 years (see Chapter 2). This is the period of time,
in which every living person will have been born after the exposure step, while everybody
living today will have deceased. Admittedly, results will be close to reality much sooner, i.e.
after a few decades. This however, is still too long when investigating the immediate effects
of a measure.

As an alternative, one may analyse the correlation between frequency of health effects and
‘accumulated exposure’, i.e. exposure level times accumulated exposure time. Although this
is only rudimentary substitute for the accumulation effect as is described in the previous
section (‘From Dose to Body Burden’), it certainly provides additional accuracy (compare
Section 6.4.2). Weighting exposure years in the distant past less then more recent ones is a
further refinement and complies with the metabolisation effect reducing the body burden.
Equally, a latency effect can be included by not counting the exposure years acquired during
the latency period. Both the simple and the more advanced approach to epidemiological
accumulation modelling are demonstrated in the BEIR IV commission report [89] for the
case of radon gas.

6.4.2 Mathematical Representation of Effects Models

A change in concentration dxq of some substance q leads to a change in the number of
people who fall ill dNill Hereby, the concentration xq could be measured at exposure medium,
individual exposure, daily dose or tissue level. Morbidity νb (or its incremental change dνb)
is the rate or probability of falling ill with some disease b and is defined as νb = Nill, b/Npop .
Apparently, its value depends on the choice of the reference population Npop . In the case of
general threats such as air pollution, everybody in a certain area is at risk, i.e. Npop = NPAR.
Other risks, e.g. those from occupational exposure concern only a certain section of the general
population. In this case, health statistics may refer either to the respective population group
or to population as a whole.

As mentioned before, an incremental concentration change dxq will not lead to an immediate
change in morbidity rates for several reasons. For one, there are delays due to the transport
process through the ecosystem (Section 6.2). Then, the combined effect of intake rate and
metabolism rate determining the accumulation of a substance in the body causes another delay
termed latency (Section 6.3 and present section). Once a person has fallen ill with disease
b, there is a chance that she or he may die, if b is life-threatening. This can be expressed
by a conditional probability P{D|illb} together with the expected time lying in between the
outbreak of the disease and death. Another more direct and more common possibility is to
indicate the yearly probability of death due to disease b, i.e. mortality µb, directly as a function
of concentration xq, i.e. without taking any detour via the precondition of falling sick. Here,
delay and latency effects have to be considered analogously.
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Representation of Effects upon Mortality

There is a number of models going to different levels of precision. The most simple cases seem
to imply the following assumptions:

� The toxic input (for which the mortality effect is calculated) is represented by the
exposure medium concentration.

� Accumulative effects are neglected or exposure is assumed to be permanent (lifelong)
and constant (which can be equivalent in terms of mathematical modelling, see Sec-
tion 6.4.1).

� The input-response relationship is linear (Note that, in cases where the input-response
relationship is relative, linearity is a necessity. Relativity here, means that a change in
concentration ∆x is linked to a change in mortality ∆µ, instead of linking an absolute
x to an absolute µ.)

This type of model has the mathematical form

µb(a, dxq) = µb(a)(1 + η dxq)

= µb(a)RR(dxq) (6.1)

Here, µb(a) denotes the age-dependent background mortality due to disease b and η is the slope
factor linking a change in xq to a proportional change in µb(a). Actually, age a is not the only
demographic parameter µb depends on. Other parameters such as sex, education, body mass
index and various behaviour parameters (smoking, dangerous job or leisure activities) play an
important role as well. The multiplier expressing the augmentation of µb(a) is also referred
to as risk ratio RR. When regarding the effect of dxq on all-cause background mortality, the
following relation holds:

µ(a, dxq) = µ(a) + µb(a) η dxq

= µ(a) + µb(a)(RR(dxq)− 1) (6.2)

In (6.2), it is necessary to subtract µb(a) once, because the latter has already been considered
in the all-cause mortality rate µ(a). When comparing this model with the mortality schemes
in (2.52) and (2.54), it can be seen as a special case of the proportional scheme.

More sophisticated models leave out one or several of the simplifying assumptions listed above.
Introducing ‘accumulated exposure time’ Tcum is a simple way of accounting for accumulative
effects of many toxic substances. At the same time this extension also means moving from
exposure media concentration to individual exposure level because Tcum is corrected for time
fractions in daily life spent out of contact with the toxic substance (contact model):

µ(a, dxq) = µ(a) + µb(a)Tcum η dxq

= µ(a) + µb(a)(RR(dxq)− 1) (6.3)or
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Table 6.1: Some exposure-response functions for changes in mortality rates dµb

substance q death cause b risk model slope factor η unit of slope factor
arsenic [142] lung cancer RR = 1 + ηxT 3 · 10−4 per 1 µg/m3 & 1 work yr
arsenic [142] leukemia RR = exp[ηx] 3 · 10−5 per 1 µg/m3

radon [89] lung cancer RR = 1 + ηxT 0.013 per 1 WLM
PM2.5

a [96] cardiopulm. disease RR = 1 + ηx 0.009 per 1 µg/m3

PM2.5 [96] lung cancer RR = 1 + ηx 0.014 per 1 µg/m3

PM2.5 [96] all causes RR = 1 + ηx 0.006 per 1 µg/m3

aparticulate matter < 2.5µm

µ(a, dxq) = µ(a) + µb(a)(exp[Tcum η dxq]− 1)

= µ(a) + µb(a)(RR(dxq)− 1) (6.4)

An exponential input-response relationship with η dxq < 1 as in (6.4) is a common alternative
to the linear relation in (6.3). Table 6.1 includes some exposure-response values for different
models and substances. Further mortality information can be derived from the morbidity
indications in Table 6.1, if this information is combined with the probability of death given
sickness (lung cancer: 90%, leukemia: 70% [33]).

Further refinement is achieved by calculating the actual body burden, i.e. the concentration
at body level as a function of daily dose and the half time of the substance taken in. Here,
the elimination of a substance from the body can be modelled by counting exposure years
from far back in the past by only half as it is done by the BEIR IV committee study [89] on
radon gas.

In order to calculate the effect of the described mortality changes upon life expectancy, it is
possible to linearise for small changes, as previously demonstrated in Sections 2.5.2 and 4.3.
For (6.2), the linearisation coefficient Jω(Tµ) is obtained in analogy to (4.19) from

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
≈
∫ au

0

− d
dω ed(a, ω)

∣∣
ω=0

· ω
ed(a)

h(a, n)da

= −
au−Tµ∫

0

∫ au

a+Tµ
exp

[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
·
∫ t
a+Tµ

µb(τ)η dτ dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da · ω

= Jω(Tµ) ω (6.5)

with ω = dxq. The linearisation coefficient for (6.3) follows from
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Table 6.2: Average durations per case of different types of disabilities

source disability outcome b duration Db [yrs]
ischaemic heart disease hospital admission (HA) 0.038 (14 days)

Hofstetter/ respiratory hospital admission (HA) 0.038 (14 days)
Hammitt [49] respiratory emergency room visit (ERV) 0.033a (12 days)

neurocognitive development deficits ≡ e(0)

aObviously, this number refers to the whole period of disability and not just to the short time spent in the
emergency room.
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= −
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0
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]
·
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µb(τ) η · (τ−a−Tµ) dτ dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗)dτ

]
dt

h(a, n)da · ω

= Jω(Tµ) ω (6.6)

where Tcum enters as (τ − a− Tµ).

Another concept frequently encountered in toxicology (e.g. [142]) is the so-called unit risk
(UR). It expresses the additional probability of dying, if the exposure medium concentration
of a given substance is increased by one unit (e.g. per 1 µg/m3). However, it is important
to notice that the unit risk is not a change in the yearly probability of dying (i.e. mortality
rates), but relates to the lifetime risk instead. Therefore, it can be a useful measure of the
danger posed by an immission for illustrative purposes, but not for calculating changes in life
expectancy as in Chapter 2.

Representation of Effects upon Morbidity

As outlined in Chapter 3, there are different ways of expressing non-fatal health consequences
(disabilities), when the aim is to describe their impact upon lifetime utility. One way is to
express the occurrence rate, i.e. (age-dependent) morbidity νb(a). This number alone is of
little use as long as it is not combined with the typical duration Db of a case of disease b.
Therefore, this number equally needs to be investigated. An alternative consists of expressing
morbidity impacts by their prevalence, i.e. the proportion of lifetime lost due to disability b per
inhabitant and year. Actually, these two ways of proceeding are just two ways of expressing
one phenomenon, since (age-dependent) prevalence Pb(a) can be seen as the product of νb(a)
and Db see (3.1)).

In contrast to mortality changes, morbidity values and their impact upon (disability-adjusted)
life-expectancy are much easier to model. This is mainly due to the fact that falling sick
with disease b at age a is not conditional on not having fallen sick at all previous ages.
Therefore, a morbidity model does not need to include all-cause background morbidity rates3.

3Note, that the absence of a disease-specific background mortality term νb can lead to nominally lower
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Table 6.3: Some exposure-response functions for acute changes in νb and Pb

substance q disability outcome b risk model slope factor unit of s.f.
ERVsa for COPDb 7.2 · 10−6

ERVs for asthma 12.9 · 10−6

PM10
c [30] Hospital admissions for COPD dνb = η dxq 2.27 · 10−6 per 1 µg/m3

Hosp. adm. for respir. infections 1.87 · 10−6

Hosp. adm. for childhood croup 29.1 · 10−6

PM10 [30] RADsd dPb = η′ dxq 0.137 · 10−3 per 1 µg/m3

Symptom dayse (SDs) 1.27 · 10−3

aEmergency room visits
bChronic obstructive pulmonary disease
cPM10 concentrations can be estimated from PM2.5 concentrations by multiplying the latter with 1.67 [32].
dRestricted activity days converted into prevalence values according to (3.2)
esame as d

Table 6.4: Some exposure-response functions for chronic changes in νb and Pb

substance q disability outcome b risk model slope factor unit of s.f.
chronic bronchitis / adults 0.70 · 10−3

PM10 [30] respiratory illness / adults dPb = η′ dxq 0.95 · 10−3 per 1 µg/m3

chronic bronchitis / children 1.61 · 10−3

chronic cough / children 2.07 · 10−3

arsenic [33] lung cancer 1.5 · 10−3

cadmium [33] lung cancer 1.8 · 10−3

chromium [33] lung cancer dνb = η dxq 0.012 per 1 µg/m3

lead [33] neurodevelopmental deficits 1 IQ point
benzene [33] leukemia 2.2 · 10−6

In mathematical terms, this approach can be expressed simply as

dνb = η dxq (6.7)and

dPb = η dxq Db

= η′ dxq (6.8)

Slope factors are denoted by η and η′, respectively. As outlined in Section 6.4.1, the absence of
an accumulative term basically means that concentration values are understood as constant
throughout the lifetime of an exposed individual with all the shortcomings associated with
such a model. A comparison between Tables 6.3 and 6.4 shows that chronic impacts are more
important than acute ones.

values of η in Table 6.3 than in Table 6.1, although, in absolute terms, morbidity effects are more frequent
than mortality outcomes, of course.



Chapter 7

Examples

The Examples chapter is meant to illustrate as many of the concepts from the previous
chapters as possible. Table 7.1 shows which of the concepts are covered by which example.

7.1 Debris Flood Protection

The official website of Whatcom County presents an analysis on the debris flood hazards
posed by Canyon Creek [52]. Whatcom County is located in Washington State, USA, at the
Canadian border next to Vancouver. The study investigates the annual probabilities of debris
flood events of different magnitudes, as well as their economic consequences and the effec-
tiveness of defensive measures and property buy-outs. Debris floods consist of water carrying
15 to 35% of stones and organic debris and should not be confused with debris flows or mud
flows carrying a much higher amount of sediment. The study does not contain a quantitative
analysis of expected loss of life and therefore does not address the question of acceptable
decision-making with respect to such consequences. The present example seeks to perform
these two steps. However, it is emphasised that the example is solely based on information
that can be derived from [52]. It is exclusively meant to illustrate the methodology from the
previous chapters of the thesis. The intention is definitively not to give any recommendations
whatsoever to the decision makers in charge.

Table 7.1: Coverage of concepts in the Examples chapter (§ = section number)

concept §7.1 §7.2 §7.3 §7.4 §7.5
WTP for mortality X X X X X
WTP for morbidity X
acute failure X X
chronic impacts X X X
latency (X) X X
cost-benefit optimisation X
differentiable WTP X

117
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Figure 7.1: Hazard zoning at the alluvial fan of Canyon Creek, from Jakob et al. [52]

Figure 7.1 depicts the basic situation at the Canyon Creek alluvial fan. In Zone 1 (dark area),
velocity reaches 4.5 m/s and flow depth reaches 2.5 m in case of a 500-year event. Maximum
boulder diameters are estimated at 0.6 m. In the hatched area, velocities of 7.5 m/s and
depths of 4 m can be expected. Loss of life is expected only under the conditions predicted
for Zone 1, including the hatched area. There are six private cabins in the zone (two of which
are in the hatched area) and six rental cabins in a separate resort.

Presence model. In methodological accordance with Chapter 5, the first step consists in
establishing the presence model. It is assumed that people principally make year-round use
of the cabins, skiing in the nearby Mt Baker resort in winter and hiking or fishing during
the warmer half of the year. For the private cabins, presence is difficult to model, since these
buildings serve as secondary residences. It is assumed that families use their cabin every fourth
weekend plus an additional two months of permanent residence and/or rental to other persons.
Multiplying with the average U.S. household size of 2.6 leads to 2.6·(2/7·13/52+2/12) = 0.62
persons expected to use the cabin on an average day. 12 out of 24 hours a day are spent for
sleeping, eating and indoor activities, leading to an expected presence of NPAR = 0.62/2 =
0.31 persons per private cabin at any given moment.

Occupancy is expected to be higher in the separate rental cabins, which are expected to be
in use no less than half of the time during the year. Tendentially, groups will be larger in
order to cover the high rental rates per cabin. Therefore, average occupancy is expected to be
three persons in the small cabins (4 units) and eight in the larger cabins which are designed
to accommodate 8–10 persons (2 units). Again, indoor time is assumed to be 12 hours, which
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Table 7.2: Estimation of loss-of-life in case of a 500-year event (current situation)

group NPAR PQ (awake) PQ (asleep) k ND|F

private/hatched 0.6 0.84 0.23 0.8 0.3
private/Zone 1 1.2 0.84 0.23 0.5 0.3
rental/Zone 1 7.0 0.45 0.05 0.5 2.9
total 8.8 - - - 3.5

leads to an expected presence of NPAR = 3 · 1/2 · 1/2 = 0.75 persons per small rental cabin
and NPAR = 2.0 persons per large cabin. Multiplying with the number of cabins (private and
rental), 8.8 persons are expected to be present in Zone 1 at any given time, as illustrated by
Table 7.2.

Probability of successful escape. Because of the high flow velocities, a potential debris
flood is classified as ‘sudden’ in the sense of Section 5.3.1, i.e. it is impossible to outrun the
flood waters after having been reached by them. Pre-warning (direct warning) is excluded
since there are no monitoring devices or nearby residents at the point of debris flood initiation
upstream in the canyon. In accordance with [74] as well as the sources in Table 5.11, average
reaction time Trea is estimated as 30 s during wake time and 120 s during sleeping time. It is
modelled by a triangular distribution as T(15, 30, 45) and T(90, 120, 150), respectively. Of the
12 hours spent indoors, four are spent awake and eight asleep. Escape paths are in the order of
50 m from the private cabins, but they range between 100 and 200 m from the separate rental
cabin resort. Escape speed is modelled by a uniform (rectangular) distribution U(1.0, 1.5) in
[m/s] units. Required escape time TQ is obtained by inserting these values in (5.9). Available
escape time TW is hard to estimate, because it depends not only on the water speed, but
also on the audibility (and visibility) of the approaching flood; for flash floods in narrow
valleys—which corresponds well with the present case—McClelland & Bowles [74] propose a
value between one and four minutes. Therefore, a uniform distribution TW = U(60, 240) [s]
will be used.

The probability P (Q|W ) of successful escape given warning follows from inserting the above
values in (5.5). The results are displayed in Table 7.2. The probability P (Wprc) of perceiving
the approaching flood is assumed to equal 0.9 at times awake and 0.5 at night. The probability
P (Wdc) of deciding to flee given perception is set to 1. Inserting this information in (5.4) and
(5.3) yields the probability of successful escape PQ.

Conditional probability of death. The probability of being killed in case of unattempted
or unsuccessful warning is the most difficult to estimate, because very little quantitative
research has been undertaken in this direction. For people caught by the flood after having
left their cabin, inserting in (5.19) shows that it is practically impossible not to be carried
away under the expected flow conditions: in fact, the water is carrying a high percentage of
debris which further exacerbates the situation. The Dutch Standard Method [140] provides
critical flow velocities for the collapse of houses: The resistance of log walls is possibly higher
than that of brick walls (1-2 m/s) but lower than that of concrete walls (6-8 m/s). Therefore,
cabins in Zone 1 have a certain likelihood of withstanding the pressure, whereas those in the
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‘hatched area’ are unlikely to remain intact. Wooden houses are prone to buoyancy and are
likely to be swept along. Because of the lack of more detailed models, the probability of dying
inside a collapsed building or outside during escape is roughly estimated to equal 0.8 in the
‘hatched area’ and 0.5 in the remaining part of Zone 1.

Finally, the expected number of lives lost in case of a debris flood under current circumstances
(no mitigation measures) follows as

ND|F = NPAR ·
[

1
3

(1− PQ(awake)) +
2
3

(1− PQ(asleep))
]
· k (7.1)

As a result, 3.5 lives are expected to be lost in case of an event, as displayed in Table 7.2.

Acceptability analysis. The present analysis deals exclusively with 500-year events be-
cause Jakob et al. [52] limit the detailed part of their study on this particular recurrence
period. They base this choice on a simple qualitative estimate stating that risk—in terms
of probability times consequences—is highest in this case, as compared to shorter or longer
recurrence periods. In their report, they operate with a planning horizon of ts = 50 years.

For the United States, the socio-economic key data from Table 2.5 are G∆ = 2.42 · 106

PPP US$, ζ = 1.8% and γ = ρ + εζ = 4.5. For a complete elimination of the 3.5 annually
expected fatalities and the above-mentioned planning horizon, the willingness to pay criterion
(4.16) limits the maximum investment to 530,000 PPP US$.

The report recommends a a property buy-out in the danger zone and quantifies the total cost
as 1 million US$. This cost exceeds the calculated WTP by almost 100%. on the other hand,
it needs to be stated that there is a lot of uncertainty in the present analysis; changes in
the planning horizon or in the fatality estimation would significantly reduce the discrepancy.
WTP and buy-out costs are in the same order of magnitude, so that it is probably not justified
to call a buy-out an unreasonable decision.

Protective berms are an alternative measure. They cost approximately the same amount, but
need permanent maintenance. Besides, their effectivity is not garantueed.

7.2 Structural Collapse due to Earthquake Action

The present example is rather academic and cannot be considered as an actual case study.
However, it helps to illustrate some concepts from Chapter 4, most notably the case of a dif-
ferentiable WTP criterion and its interaction with reliability-based cost-benefit optimisation.
This type of analysis has been performed on previous occasions by Rackwitz, Streicher and
other authors [112, 126, 127].

The example considers the general case of a single occupancy house in an earthquake-prone
region. According to Sánchez-Silva & Rackwitz [112], the cost of protecting a residential
building against major earthquakes accounts for 20 or 30% of the total building cost. The
objective function for economic optimisation follows from (B.9) as
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Z(p) =
b

γ
− C(p)− CX(p)

λPX(p)
γ + λPX(p)

− CF (p)
λPF (p)

γ + λPF (p)
(7.2)

Here, p is the design parameter and λ denotes the rate of disturbances. PX is the probability
of major damage in case of a disturbance, i.e. an earthquake and CX(p) is the corresponding
damage cost. PF and CF are the probability and cost of total collapse. The yearly benefit b of
owning a house can be derived from average rental prices. If the home owner uses the house
him- or herself, the market rental price can be interpreted as the amount he or she saves due
to home-ownership.

Earthquake loads can be expressed in different ways, in terms of ground acceleration, ground
velocity or ground deplacement. For the present example, peak ground velocity (PGV) is
chosen as e.g. in Kanda & Nishijima [59]. From the data in [59], a possible distribution of
PGV in a strongly earthquake-prone area is estimated as fV (v) ≈ 20000 · (v + 25)−4, with
v in [cm/s]. The response spectral velocity S is assumed to have the same mean value as
PGV and a coefficient of variation of 0.8, see [112]. Earthquake resistance R is assumed to
have a mean of p (which is the design parameter) and a coefficient of variation of 0.2. For
a log-normal model, the same simple approach as in Sánchez-Silva & Rackwitz [112] can be
used in order to determine the probability of failure as
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v

√
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and further
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 fV (v) dv (7.4)

Here, p is the design parameter. If PF is an annual probability (as in the present case), then
λ = 1. According to [59], the critical velocity for major damage (repair costs 30% of building
costs) can be estimated as 50 cm/s lower than that for collapse. Therefore

PX(p|v) = Φ
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√
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S
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]
√

ln
[
(1 + V 2

S )(1 + V 2
R)
]
 (7.5)

In case of major damage, repair is assumed to take three months during which the building
does not yield any benefit. In case of collapse and reconstruction, the outage is assumed to
last a whole year (see Table 7.3).

The recompensation HD for a fatality—or simply the loss human capital—depends on the
socio-economic situation of the country. Since the present example is very general, it is pro-
posed to use some typical values for industrialised countries instead of choosing one specific
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Table 7.3: Calculation of costs (in [PPP US$])

cost item calculation
construction cost C(p) C0 + C1(p)
basic construction cost C0 150,000
earthquake protection cost C1(p) 150 · p1.3

cost of major damage CX 0.25 · b + 0.3 · C(p)
cost of collapse CF b + C(p) + ND|F HD

cost of lost human capital HD 975,000
yearly benefit b 18,000

country from Table 2.5. The following values will be used for the determination of HD as
well as for the WTP criterion: g = 25,000 PPP US$, q = 0.14, ζ = 0.015, γ = 0.045, e0 = 78
years, J∆ = 14.5, G∆ = 2.6 · 106 PPP US$. From (4.28), the loss of human capital ensues as
HD ≈ 1

2 · 78 · 25, 000 = 975,000 PPP US$.

The expected number of fatalities in case of failure ND|F is estimated as follows: The average
household size in Europe, North America and Japan is Npop = 2.6. The household size and its
effect upon the final result are studied in Figure 7.2. As in Example 7.4, the average inhabitant
is expected to be present 15.4 out of 24 hours so that NPAR = 2.6 · 15.4/24 = 1.7. In a two-
storey building, the probability of escape is PQ = 0.25, because people have a 50% chance
of escaping from the ground floor, whereas successful escape from the first floor is highly
unlikely [18]. The probability of death (conditional on not having escaped successfully) is
k ≈ 0.2 for low buildings of masonry of wood. Therefore, the expected number of fatalities in
case of failure is expected to be

ND|F = 1.7 · (1− 0.25) · 0.2 = 0.26 (7.6)

With this information, it is possible to optimise the cost-benefit relation (7.2) with respect
to p. Maximal profit Zmax is obtained for a resistance of p∗ = 176 cm/s.

From a socio-economic point of view, the acceptability limit can be determined by inserting
in (4.16) and deriving after p:

dC(p)
dp

≥ −1− exp[−γts]
exp[γ]− 1

ζ

exp[ζts]− 1
G∆ ND|F

d(λPF (p))
dp

(7.7)

Resolving (7.7) yields a lower acceptable limit of plim = 41 cm/s. Apparently, the economically
optimal solution p∗ leads to much safer values than this, so that the WTP criterion does not
become a limiting factor. This phenomenon has been remarked by Rackwitz on previous
occasions, e.g. in [104]. Figure 7.2 illustrates the interplay of cost-benefit analysis and WTP
limit (left part) and the effect of different household sizes Npop upon acceptable and optimal
safety levels (right part).
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Figure 7.2: Effect of design parameter p upon profitability Z(p) (left) and parameter study
for the effect of household size Npop (right)

7.3 Particulate Matter

Although exposure to airborne particulate matter is not an issue of civil engineering, it is
a very suitable application for risk acceptance criteria such as the WTP criterion and has
previously been discussed by Pandey & Nathwani [91]. Particulate matter has a major impact
both upon morbidity and mortality, which is well investigated in quantitative terms [96, 117].
The dose-response relationships are documented in Tables 6.1 and 6.4.

Combustion processes, as they occur in transportation, industry and heating, set free small
pieces of soot, which can cause chronic bronchitis, cardio-pulmonary disease and lung cancer.
Exposure is expressed in µg/m3 of particles with less than 2.5 or 10 µm diameter. In the
United States, most polluted cities face PM2.5 concentrations of about 30 µg/m3, whereas
those in the least polluted ones range at approximately 10 µg/m3 [96]. This corresponds to a
gap of 20 µg/m3 that can presumably be bridged by adequate mitigation measures.

For the present example, we regard a PM2.5 reduction of just 1 µg/m3 (instead of 20) in
order to assess the amount of money that may be invested into the corresponding measure
without violating the affordability criterion. The society under consideration is that of the
United States, with ēd = 21.6, ēDA,d = 19.4, µ̄ = 0.0087, g = 30,000 US$ and q = 0.19. The
linearisation constant for age-proportional changes in mortality is determined as Jδ(0) = 15.5
for no latency and Jδ(15) = 7.43 for a latency period of 15 years.

The all-cause effect upon mortality corresponds to δ = −0.006 for a 1 µg/m3 change [96],
which leads to a loss of life of 0.010 years (3.7 days). Inserting into criterion (2.56) leads to

Cµ = −dg ≤ −30000
0.19

· 7.43 · 0.0087 · (−0.006) = 61 US$ (7.8)

as the maximum affordable investment per inhabitant and year for the proposed exposure
reduction. Without latency, the value would rise to 128 US$.

In a next step, the morbidity effects of changes in particulate matter exposure need to be
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considered. Assuming that children are affected in the same way as adults is an underesti-
mation of the actual impact and leads to overly conservative WTP limits. Under such an
assumption, one can use dPb = (0.70 + 0.95) · 10−3 = 1.65 · 10−3 as the all-cause effect1 of a
1 µg/m3 concentration change of PM10. The effects upon chronic bronchitis and respiratory
illness prevalences are added [30].

A 1 µg/m3 change of PM2.5 corresponds to a PM10 change of 1.67 [32], so that dPb = 1.67 ·
1.65 · 10−3 = 2.76 · 10−3. The severity weight sb of chronic bronchitis is given as 0.14 in
Table 3.1. For this age-independent model, the change in damage-adjusted, age-averaged and
discounted life expectancy is obtained as dēDA,d = dPb ·sb·ēDA,d = 2.76·10−3·0.14·19.4 = 0.075
years or 2.7 days. Treatment costs are estimated as 600 US$/year. By inserting dPb into the
morbidity criterion, Eq. (3.20), one obtains:

Cν = −dg ≤ 2.76 · 10−3 ·
[

30000 · 0.14
0.19 · 0.88

+ 600
]

= 71 US$ (7.9)

The overall amount per inhabitant and year that can reasonably be invested into a PM2.5

reduction by 1 µg/m3 is now obtained as

C = Cµ + Cν ≤ 61 + 71 = 132 US$ (7.10)

The results show that morbidity has a significant impact upon disability-adjusted life ex-
pectancy and thus upon the maximum affordable investment for air pollution mitigation
measures.

7.4 Indoor Radon

The present example is a slightly adapted version of an example previously presented by
Lentz & Rackwitz [64]. Radon (Rn) is a radioactive inert gas seeping from the underground
as a natural process. According to Wahrendorf [142] it is one of the carcinogenics with the most
detailed epidemiological evidence. Concentrations of the energy potential from alpha decay
are usually given in so-called work levels (WL). Under radioactive equilibrium conditions
typical for indoor situations the concentration in pico-Curie per litre is estimated as 1WL ≈
200 pCi/l [28]. Accumulated exposure is commonly expressed in work level months, which is
the exposure to 1WL during 170 hours, i.e., 1 WLM = 170 WLh = 3.5 · 10−3 Jh/m3.

Radon tends to accumulate in houses, leading to a rise in lung cancer rates. There are dif-
ferent countermeasures such as the installation of a ventilation system or the sealing of the
foundation and other entry points. For a single occupancy house, the U.S. EPA [28] estimates
the average cost of measures reducing concentrations to an unproblematic value of 2 pCi/l
or lower as 1200 US$, with a typical range of values between 800 and 2500 US$. The EPA
advocates action for indoor exposure levels of 4 pCi/l or higher and recommends considering
measures for a level of 2 to 4 pCi/l. The average outdoor level in the U.S. is 0.4 pCi/l, while
the average indoor level amounts to 1.3 pCi/l.

1Values from Table 6.4, prevalence of chronic bronchitis and respiratory illness prevalences added.
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Presence time in a residential building is estimated as follows: At night time including break-
fast time (9.5h/d) 100% of the residents are present, during working time including commuting
(9.5h/d) 20% and, finally, 80% are at home during evening leisure time (5h/d). On weekends,
(indoor) presence may be higher or lower depending on the season, but is comparable to that
on week days on average (compare Section 5.2). Therefore, the time spent at home by an
average citizen amounts to 15.4 h/d = 5621 h/yr so that a concentration of 1 WL leads to an
exposure dose of 5621/170 ≈ 33 WLM/yr. Correspondingly, 1 pCi/l leads to 33/200 ≈ 0.17
WLM/yr. The BEIR IV committee (Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation) of the U.S.
National Research Council investigates the quantitative effect of radon on lung cancer mor-
tality [89]. From the different approaches followed in [89], we choose one simple analysis using
the model in (6.3) so that

µRn(a) = µ(a) + µLC(a) xRn η Tcum (7.11)

The slope factor is given as η = 0.0134 per WLM, corresponding to 0.0134 ·0.17 = 0.0023 per
pCi/l and years of exposure. Latency time Tµ amounts to 5 years. Age-dependent lung cancer
background mortality µLC(a) for the U.S. is given in [89] and overall background mortality
µ(a) in [144]. xRn is radon concentration. Inserting (7.11) in (6.6) yields the demographic
constant JRn linking concentration changes to changes in life expectancy:

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
≈ JRn(Tµ) dxRn = 4.64 · 10−4 · dxRn (7.12)

Regardless of the present value for xRn, the reduction measures proposed by the EPA above
lead to a rest concentration of xRn, rest = 2 pCi/l (or less) in a building. When inserting the
results into the risk acceptance criterion (2.56), the safety investment is given as a constant
(= 1200 US$) but has to be corrected by the average U.S. household size of 2.6 persons,
i.e. 460 US$/person. Criterion (2.56) operates with yearly payments, so that the investment
has to be annualised. For a planning horizon ts = 10 yrs (existence of building or of radon
reduction system e.g., ventilation) and a real discount rate γ = 4.8%, a one time investment of
460 US$ corresponds to 460 · (exp[0.048]− 1)/(1− exp[−0.048 · 10]) = 59 US$/yr = −dg. The
values for q and g are the same as in the preceding example. After a simple rearrangement of
(2.56), the criterion yields the minimum concentration for which radon reduction is indicated
in terms of loss of lifetime utility:

xRn, cr ≥
dg q

JRn g
+ xRn, rest (7.13)

In the U.S. (where the protection measure is suggested), socio-economic parameters are g =
30,000 PPP US$and q = 0.19. xRn, rest is the radiation level, under which no action is sug-
gested, i.e. xRn, rest = 2.8 pCi/l, for the above-mentioned case of C = 1200 US$ per repair
and Npop = 2.6 persons per household. Figure 7.3 displays a study for other parameters, in-
cluding the upper and lower values for protection measures suggested by EPA. Expressed in
(undiscounted) life expectancies, a change from 2.8 to 2.0 pCi/l corresponds to approximately
three extra life weeks. Given that the considerable variations of as a function of xRn, cr with
household size, actual investment cost for a specific house and time horizon, it can be argued
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Figure 7.3: Parameter study of the critical radon level xRn, cr for which protection measures
are recommendable

that the 4 pCi/l limit recommended by the EPA is a reasonable value. This is surprising
because this recommendation does not appear to be based on any utility-based risk accept-
ability criterion. For a given building, introducing the actual parameters into criterion (7.13)
derived from the WTP criterion will yield case-specific acceptable limit value.

7.5 Brominated Flame Retardants

Due to their chemical properties resembling ‘solid fuel’, synthetic materials play an important
role in the formation process of full-scale apartment or building fires. These materials can
be found in structural components or in household equipment, such as upholstered furniture,
mattresses, electronic equipment or the padding underneath carpets. There are different types
of flame retarding agents on the market, but in the case of synthetic materials only brominated
flame retardants (BFRs) are applicable.

Wade et al. [141] show that upholstered items including mattresses are the first items ignited
in 8% of all New Zealand residential fires. However, these 8% lead to 26% of all residential
fire victims. In an average year, 22 persons lose their lives due to residential fires. For a total
population of 4 million, this corresponds to a yearly death risk of 5.5 · 10−6. Wade et al. show
that changing the fire safety regulation and making flame retardant treatment mandatory
for upholstered furniture leads to a drop to 15 fatalities, i.e. 7 victims less per year. This
corresponds to a drop in raw mortality by dµ = ∆ = 1.75 · 10−6. By assuming that people
replace their furniture once in 15 years , they calculate yearly costs of 30 NZ$ ≈ 22 PPP US$
per household. Their estimate of approximately 1.2 million households for the whole of New
Zealand leads to an average household size of 3.3 persons, which appears comparatively high
for an industrialised country (typical values around 2.5 persons/household).

At this point, it is interesting to take the basic numbers and assumptions from [141] and apply
the WTP criterion (2.48) to them. GDP per capita equals 21,800 PPP US$. Personal income
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disposable for consumption is given as g =16,700 PPP US$. Using life tables from the Human
Mortality Database [144] and a discount rate of ζ = 1.2%, the age-averaged discounted life
expectancy for New Zealanders amounts to ēd = 21.0 years. The work time fraction w is equal
to 0.114, so that q = 0.19.

Although changing fire proofing regulations leads to an immediate change in safety costs, it
takes some time until untreated furniture is replaced by items containing flame retardants.
The 15 year cycles estimated above correspond to a replacement rate of k = 6.7% per year.
Using the exponential penetration growth model given in [141], the fraction of flame retarded
furniture items after t years is calculated as R(t) = 1−exp[−kt]. Correspondingly, the change
in mortality has the form

dµ(t) = −∆ (1− exp[−kt]) (7.14)

In the present case, only two options will be considered: The mentioned regulation on flame
protection is either prescribed or not. Therefore, it appears reasonable to calculate the result in
a direct way as in (2.51) instead of establishing a general demographical constant as in (2.53).
A relative change in life age-averaged discounted life expectancy ēd follows as

EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
=
∫ au

0

ed(a, dµ(t))
ed(a)

h(a, n) da− 1

=
∫ au

0

∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ)−∆ (1− exp[−kτ∗]) + γ(τ∗) dt

]
dt∫ au

a exp
[
−
∫ t
a µ(τ) + γ(τ∗) dt

]
dt

h(a, n) da− 1

= 1.70 · 10−5 (7.15)

Then, inserting into the WTP criterion (2.48) yields

−dg ≤ g

q
EA

[
ded(a)
ed(a)

]
= 1.5 PPP US$ (7.16)

When dividing the 22 PPP US$ yearly safety investment by the average household size, we
obtain −dg = 6.7 > 1.5 PPP US$, which violates the WTP criterion.

This result is in good accordance with that of Wade et al. [141] themselves, who use 2.6
mill. NZ$ as an estimate for the value of a human life as opposed to the 9.8 mill. NZ$ paid
per life saved in the course of the proposed regulation. However, [141] considers not only the
negative effect upon dg (due to fire safety expenditures), but also the positive effect (due
to a reduction in destroyed homes and fire brigade actions). This effect equals 0.82 NZ$ or
0.57 PPP US$ per person and year once all furniture has been replaced and proportionally less
at earlier points in time, following the same scheme as in (7.14) for the mortality reduction
effect. The concept in criterion (7.16) does not consider time dependent dg values. However, it
is obvious that even if the full final positive effect were taken into account from the beginning,
−dg = 6.7− 0.57= 6.13 PPP US$ would still exceed the acceptable value of 1.5 PPP US$ by
far.
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BFRs are also known for their toxicity causing neurodevelopmental deficits as well as hy-
pothyroidism [79]. Among the group of of polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), partially
brominated ones such as penta- and octa-BDEs are more harmful than fully brominated deka-
BDEs. In the above-mentioned case of furniture upholstering, toxicity did not require closer
attention after the cost of applying BFRs turned out violate the WTP criterion. However,
the situation can be very different when considering electronic devices used in households
and offices. First, the plastic enclosure of TV sets or personal computers (being the most
inflammable part) have a much lower mass than that of a typical furniture item. Moreover,
BFRs amount only to a few percentage points of the plastic enclosure mass, as opposed to
upholstery, where they contribute up to 30% of total mass. Therefore, the amount of flame re-
tardants required and the associated costs are considerably smaller. Second, electronic devices
can ignite spontaneously due to faults in their electric components or due to overheating.

In the United States, the use of BFRs is much more common than in the Europe due to
stricter fire safety regulations in the U.S. as well as to enduring toxicological concerns in the
EU, leading to a recent ban of some BFR types. It is difficult to estimate the overall number
of lives saved by using BFRs in the U.S. In 2002, building fires are estimated to have caused
2980 deaths [135]. According to Muir & Alaee [79], manufacturers claim that BFRs prevented
2600 additional deaths in 1994, which is probably an exaggeration. At the current state of
toxicological knowledge it is hard to quantify the consequences of BFRs to humans. Muir &
Alaee performed an analysis comparing the cost of purchasing BFRs as well as the socio-
economic costs of IQ losses with its life saving effects. By assuming a relatively high WTP of
2 to 5 mill. US$ they found out that costs exceed benefits by far, even if the life-saving effect
of BFRs were as high as indicated by the manufacturers.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Results

The thesis presents an approach for acceptability analysis and the corresponding human
consequence models as an integrated unit.

The central concept and criterion is the implied willingness to pay (WTP) in order to avert
potential fatalities. It allows to assess the acceptability of risk and the affordability of risk
mitigation measures. The WTP is derived from the personal utility individuals obtain from
consuming (disposable income) and being alive (life expectancy) and from the relative weight
of the two factors. This derivation is undertaken in three different ways: by means of classical
socio-economic utility theory as applied in health-policy analysis, by means of the so-called
life quality method and by means of direct empirical evidence.

However, the life quality method provides the only rational derivation for quantifying the
elasticity of marginal consumption, which is a key parameter in the WTP concept. In order
to implement the WTP approach, it was necessary to deal with a number of preliminary ques-
tions, including population statistics and various questions from economics such as production
theory and discounting. The choice of the discount rate directly influences intergenerational
equality and sustainability in general. Therefore, generation-adjusted discounting is proposed
in the context of acceptable decision making.

Apart from potential fatalities (mortality), engineering decisions equally influence the preva-
lence of non-fatal human consequences (morbidity). These consequences include all types of
disabilities, i.e. disease and injury. The WTP criterion is extended by adapting its main com-
ponents, i.e. disposable income and life expectancy. Income is affected by therapy costs as well
as loss of work time. Life expectancy can be replaced by the concept of disability-adjusted life
expectancy (DALE). This concept is commonly used in social medicine and weights future
life years by the severity of potential disabilities. In the WTP criterion, the influence of mor-
bidity is frequently outweighed by mortality. However, the morbidity influence can become
comparable or even dominating in case of chronic or permanent disabilities.

For practical applications the routine application of the WTP criterion is significantly facil-
itated by linearising the higher-order relation between changes in mortality and changes in
life expectancy. In case of morbidity and its effect upon DALE, matters proved less com-
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plex. Changes in mortality and morbidity themselves depend upon changes in the failure
rate (structures) or emission rate (toxic impacts). This link is established by human conse-
quence models. In the case of acute failure of civil engineering facilities (e.g. collapse, dam
failure, tunnel fire), a generalised methodology provides numerous advantages. The expected
number of fatalities is determined by multiplying the expected number of people at risk (a
sub-quantity of the total population at a given location) the probability of successful escape
and the conditional probability of death (if escape has not been successful).

Apart from accelerating the analysis by introducing a standard procedure, it also improves the
(often sparse) data situation. In the case of people at risk (presence model) and probability
of successful escape, the approach allows to transfer data from one event type (e.g. collapse)
to another (e.g. flood). Only the task of estimating the conditional probability of death
is untransferrable due to the unique mechanisms involved. This type of synthesis was not
necessary in the case of continuous toxic impacts and their consequences due to the greater
amount of previous research. Here, the main task consisted in surveying and systematising
some of the vast existing knowledge from environmental sciences and toxicology in order to
make it more easily accessible for engineering decision problems.

The examples at the end of the thesis comprise two kinds of investigations: On one hand,
it assesses existing safety recommendations from different countries with respect to their
affordability. On the other hand, there are more academic examples aiming to illustrate those
points which are not sufficiently covered in the chosen real-world examples.

One of the main achievements of the thesis certainly consists in the joint treatment of accept-
ability criteria and human consequence modelling. The discussion and extension of the WTP
concept alone is of little help in practical applications as long as the corresponding human
consequence models are not developed parallelly. Both aspects and their numerous points of
contact were dealt with extensively. In fact, the whole of Chapter 4 (Application of the WTP
Criterion) is dedicated to illustrating this interplay.

With respect to originality of work, it can be said that the innovative contributions of the
thesis are mostly concentrated in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. This includes the extension of the
WTP from mortality to morbidity (Chapter 3) which has had some vague predecessors but
without a similar formulation, as well as the establishment of a generalised methodology
for estimating loss-of-life (Chapter 5) or the consideration of latency in the WTP criterion
(Chapter 4). Chapter 6 prepares toxicological information in order to make it accessible for
engineering decision making.

8.2 Outlook

Open questions persist mostly at those points where the thesis deals with other fields of
research such as economics or environmental sciences. One of the most prominent points is
the discrepancy between utility-theoretic and empirical values for the WTP in order to avert
one fatality (‘value of a statistical life’ or VSL). Presumably, empirical values are higher
because they implicitly consider the human aversions linked to risk perception. The question
whether to consider this effect or not is basically a philosophical and political choice. However,
it can be said that accounting for disaster aversion may lead to decisions that do not meet
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the criterion of affordability.

It has not been possible to find a second analytical or empirical approach in order to verify the
value for the elasticity of marginal consumption brought forward by the life quality method.
This issue is central to the WTP criterion, yet it is far beyond the realm of engineering
decision-making. With respect to consumption, it would be of equal interest to investigate
the age-dependent consumption path of average individuals.

As for human consequence modelling, data are still sparse, especially in the case of acute
failure of civil engineering facilities. These gaps can only be filled by continuing analysis of
actual disasters. In the case of toxicological consequence models—which are beyond the civil
engineering scope—it was equally observed that surprisingly few exposure-response relations
have been developed to a point that permits their usage in quantitative decision analysis.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Latin Characters

a . . . age
au . . . assumed maximum attainable age (upper bound in lifetable calculations)
A . . . set of all possible ages a

. . . severity (extent) of an event (on a magnitude, intensity or damage scale)

. . . technology factor in Cobb-Douglas production function
b . . . one of several types of disability (disease or injury)
B . . . benefit
c . . . consumption
C . . . cost
d . . . index: discounting

. . . number: water depth
D . . . index: loss of life, death (event)

. . . number: damage
Db . . . average duration of disability b

e(0), e0 . . . life expectancy at birth
e(a) . . . (remaining) life expectancy at age a
E . . . expected value
ēd . . . age-averaged life expectancy
ēd . . . age-averaged discounted life expectancy
F . . . failure (event)
g . . . average yearly income
G . . . WTP in order to avert one fatality (also referred to as so-called ‘value of a

statistical life’ or VSL)
h(a, n) . . . age distribution of a population
H . . . damage cost
HD . . . compensation payment in case of a fatality
i . . . one of several sub-areas
i(a) . . . age-dependent payments and reseceipts to and from a life insurance
I(a) . . . probability of surviving up to age a, adjusted for disabilities
j . . . one of several individuals
J . . . linearisation coefficient in LQI criterion
k . . . condtional probability of being killed (i.e. given no successful escape)

. . . wealth
K . . . capital
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l . . . leisure time (total amount of life not spent in paid work)
L . . . life time utility
Lw, Lq . . . life quality index (LQI)
n . . . population growth rate
N . . . number of persons
NPAR . . . number of persons at risk
ND . . . expected yearly number of fatalities
ND|F . . . expected number of fatalities given failure
p . . . safety-relevant design parameter of a facility

. . . labour productivity

. . . pressure (in explosions)
P{index}(.) . . . probability of {index}, depending on (.)
P (.) . . . probability of (.)
Pb, Pι . . . prevalence of disability b / of disability belonging to severity class ι

q . . . index: one of several death or disability causes (toxic substance, heat etc.)
. . . exponent: exponent of utility function

Q . . . successful escape (event)
r . . . failure rate (of a facility), also written as r

. . . auxiliary exponent in the LQI derivation
R . . . resistance
s . . . severity weight of a disability;

. . . auxiliary exponent in the LQI derivation;

. . . number of time interval in iterative approach
S . . . load
S(a) . . . probability of surviving up to age a
Sd(a) . . . discounted probability of surviving up to age a
t . . . time
ts . . . planned service life (of a facility)
T . . . time span, period
Tcum . . . accumulation time
Trea . . . reaction time
Tν , Tµ . . . latency period (for morbidity and mortality effetcs, respectively)
TQ . . . required escape time
TW . . . available escape time
u . . . speed of an escaping person
u(.) . . . utility of (.)
v . . . speed of a flood wave
V . . . volume (of a building)
w . . . average fraction of lifetime spent at (paid) work
W . . . auxiliary quantity for solving a vectorial WTP equation
W0 . . . existence of a warning (event)
Wdc,WDC . . . perception of a warning (conditional/uncond.), given its existence (event)
Wdc,WDC . . . decision to escape (conditional/uncond.), given warning and perception

(event)
W0 . . . existence of a warning (event)
x . . . distance
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xq . . . concentration of toxic substance q
y . . . index: yearly, per year

. . . number: distance (in escape modelling)
Y . . . output of an economy
z . . . mortality scheme
z{index} . . . sub-factor of k

Z . . . profit (objective function)

Greek Characters

α . . . exponent in Cobb-Douglas prodution function;
. . . exponent in disaster aversion function

β . . . exponent in Cobb-Douglas prodution function
χ . . . calendar year (period)
δ . . . constant in proportional mortality scheme
∆ . . . constant in additive mortality scheme
η . . . slope factor in exposure-response relationships
ε . . . elasticity of marginal consumption
γ(t) . . . discount rate (continuous discounting)
γ′(t) . . . discount rate (yearly discounting)
φ(.) . . . density of standard normal distribution function
Φ(.) . . . standard normal distribution function
ι . . . severity class of a disability
κ . . . cost per time unit
Λ . . . labour
λ . . . Poissonian rate
µ . . . raw (background) mortality

. . . mean value
µ(a) . . . age-dependent (background) mortality
ν(a) . . . age-dependent morbidity
ϑ . . . birth year
ρ . . . pure time preference rate
τ . . . substitute for t in integrals
τ∗ . . . = τ − a, see footnote 2 (p. 11)
ζ . . . economic growth rate

Abbreviations

CBA . . . cost-benefit analysis
DALE . . . disability-adjusted life expectancy
FID . . . fractional incapacitating dose
LOL . . . loss of life
LQI . . . life quality index
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PAR . . . persons at risk
VSL . . . so-called ‘value of a statistical life’ (preferred terminology: ‘WTP in order

to avert one fatality’ → see symbol G)
WTP . . . willingness to pay
WTA . . . willingness to accept a payment
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Appendix A

Selected Conventional Acceptability
Criteria

Most of the acceptability criteria currently at use do not take economic considerations or
utility theory into account. In Section 1.2, these criteria have been summarised ‘conventional’
criteria. The present appendix provides a few example for this type of criterion.

Eurocode 1990:2002 [25] prescribes minimum values for the reliability of a building, depending
on the potential number of people at risk. In Table A.1, reliability during a one-year period
is indicated through a reliability index β. The corresponding yearly failure probability is
obtained as r = Φ(−β).

The British Health & Safety Executive (HSE) provides regulations on maximum risks for
general applications (industry etc.) [11]. Decisions that lead to one additional death in one
million potentially affected persons per year are deemed ‘broadly acceptable’. This corre-
sponds to a mortality change of dµ = 10−6, which is very low compared to a typical (raw)
background mortality of µ ≈ 10−2. Apart from broadly acceptable risk levels, HSE defines a
limit for ‘tolerable’ risks. In case of potential industrial accidents, the tolerability limit is set
to dµ = 10−3 for workers at the respective facility. For the general population, it is lower by
one order of magnitude, i.e. dµ = 10−4. Note that these numbers cannot be directly compared
to the Eurocode numbers in Table A.1, which indicates failure rates instead of fatality rates.
The relationship between the two is described in Section 4.2.

Another approach consists in constructing so-called FN diagrams. Here, the maximum tolera-
ble frequency is plotted against the number of fatalities involved. In a recent publication, Tr-
bojevic [129] compiled tolerability limits from different European standards (see Figure A.1).

Table A.1: Minimum reliabilities from Eurocode 1990:2002 [25] (yearly values)

reliability class example min. reliability index β max. failure rate r

high (RC 3) concert halls etc. 5.2 1.0 · 10−9

medium (RC 2) residential or office bld. 4.7 1.3 · 10−6

low (RC 1) agricultural buildings 4.2 1.3 · 10−5
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Figure A.1: FN curves derived from different regulations, after Trbojevic [129]

In many cases, a factor for disaster aversion is included in the regulations. According to this
phenomenon, one accident with ten fatalities is less preferable than ten accidents causing one
fatality each. Section 2.4 provides a brief introduction and discussion of the issue. Disaster
aversion is usually quantified by raising the number of fatalities ND to the mentioned factor,
i.e. (ND)α. When plotting the FN function on a double logarithmic scale as in Figure A.1,
−α can be interpreted as the slope factor. FN criteria do not differentiate whether an accident
with ND fatalities occurs within a small or a large reference population. In this respect, the
approach is not consistent with individual tolerability levels as those by HSE quoted above.
Trbojevic presumes that the inconsistencies ‘might perhaps be the reason why FN criteria
are not officially used’ [129].



Appendix B

Cost-benefit Analysis under
Reliability Conditions

B.1 Overview

Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is applied in order to assess the profitability of a project. For
the case of civil engineering structures, Rosenblueth & Mendoza’s [110] objective function has
been introduced in (1.1) as

Z(p) = B(p)− C(p)−D(p) (B.1)

where Z(p) stands for profit, B(p) for benefit (i.e. revenues), C(p) for building costs and D(p)
for expected damage costs due to possible failure events. The design parameter p corresponds
to some physical quantity such as the cross section of the reinforcement steel in a concrete
structure. It decreases expected damage costs D(p), but increases building costs C(p). This
effect is depicted in Figure B.1. Here, B(p) = B is used as an assumption. This is permissible
if down-times after a failure are short in relation to the time between failure events. If there is
more than just one safety-relevant design parameter, this can be expressed by a design vector
p = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}T.

The objective function (B.1) can be used for two purposes,

1. to determine the parameter values p for which the structure is profitable or at least
cost-neutral, i.e. Z(p) ≥ 0.

2. to determine the optimal parameter value p∗ yielding maximum profit Z(p∗) (cost-benefit
optimisation).

There are a number of different scenarios governing the application of the objective function.
Rackwitz et al. [105] name the following ones:

� The facility is given up after service or failure.

� The facility is systematically replaced after failure.
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Figure B.1: Profitability as a function of reliability, after [16]

� The facility is repaired after deterioration.

� The facility is renewed because of obsolescence.

With respect to the scope of this thesis, the case of systematic replacement after failure is
the most relevant one because it potentially involves consequences for life and limb. In this
respect, deterioration and obsolescence are of secondary interest in the present context. The
solutions for these cases are given in [105, 127, 126], but will not be reproduced here. The same
applies to the strategy of giving up facilities after failure which is excluded at the beginning
of Section 4.2.2.

Furthermore, [105] distinguishes between the case in which a facility fails during the construc-
tion phase or never (time-invariant reliability problem) and the case where failure can occur
at a random point in time during service life (time-variant reliability problem. The following
derivations focus on the latter case.

B.2 CBA for Systematic Replacement after Failure

If a structure fails, the economic damage includes the costs of reconstruction C(p) as well
as external damages H. The latter includes lost property of third parties and compensation
costs for fatalities. The probability of such a failure event is expressed by a probability density
function fn(t, p) describing the time until the nth failure. The timespans between the succes-
sive failure events are assumed to be independent of each other. Theoretically, the number
of possible events is infinite. In order to assess the cost of all future failure events in present
values, it is necessary to discount each of them by a discount rate γ. In consequence, the
expected damage is obtained as
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Table B.1: Laplace transforms of some common probability density functions, from [100]

name density function f(t) Laplace transform f∗(γ)
deterministic δ(a) exp[−aγ]

uniform 1
b−a

exp[−aγ]−exp[−bγ]
γ(b−a)

exponential λ exp[−λt] λ
γ+λ

gamma λk

Γ(k) t
k−1 exp[−λt]

(
λ

γ+λ

)k

normal 1
σ
√

2π
exp

[
− 1

2

(
t−m

σ

)2] exp
[
1
2γ(γσ2 − 2m)

]
a

atwo-sided Laplace transform

D(p) = (C(p) + H)
∞∑

n=1

∫ ∞

0
exp[−γt]fn(t, p) dt (B.2)

The integral in (B.2) can be read as the Laplace transform of another function, i.e.

f∗n(γ, p) =
∫ ∞

0
exp[−γt]fn(t, p) dt (B.3)

Given the fact that ordinary renewal process can be written as the following convolution

fn(t, p) =
∫ t

0
fn−1(t− τ, p)f(τ, p) dτ (B.4)

it is possible to apply the rules describing Laplace transforms of convolutions:

f∗n(γ, p) = f∗n−1(γ, p)f∗(γ, p) = f∗n−2(γ, p)(f∗(γ, p))2 = . . .

= (f∗(γ, p))n (B.5)

Inserting in (B.2) leads to

D(p) = (C(p) + H)
∞∑

n=1

(f∗(γ, p))n

= (C(p) + H)
f∗(γ, p)

1− f∗(γ, p)
(B.6)

= (C(p) + H)h∗(γ, p)

where h∗(γ, p) is the Laplace transform of the renewal density. Table B.1 contains the Laplace
transforms for some common distribution functions.

Construction costs can be separated into two components, basic costs C0 that need to be
afforded regardless of the safety level and safety-dependent costs C1(p):
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C(p) = C0 + C1(p) (B.7)

After the facility has been commissioned, the owner receives a permanent flow of revenues.
As a simplifying assumption, benefits per time unit are modelled as time-independent, i.e.
b(t) = b. Theoretically, the strategy of systematical reconstruction involves infinite service
lives ts →∞. This leads to a total benefit of

B =
∫ ∞

0
b exp[−γt] dt =

b

γ
(B.8)

The objective function in (B.1) can now be recomposed as

Z(p) =
b

γ
− C(p)− (C(p) + H)h∗(γ, p) (B.9)

Hasofer and Rackwitz [47] remarked that a project can only be profitable, if

γ < β − h∗(γ, p)
(

1 +
H

C(p)

)
(B.10)

with β = b/C(p) is fulfilled. If the facility is built by a private owner, γ is dictated by the
capital market (market rate). If the facility is publicly owned, γ is subject to the considerations
in Section 2.3. It is obvious that the choice of a high discount rate will prevent many public
projects from being realised.

Another constraint on discount rates is imposed by the mathematics in (B.2) to (B.10): The
formulations are only defined for γ > 0 and do not converge otherwise.



Appendix C

Selected Models for Loss-of-Life
Estimation

C.1 The HAZUS Presence Model

In the technical manual of FEMA’s Hazus programme [134], chapter 13 deals extensively
with the question of presence modelling (apart from a less in-depth estimation on death
probabilities in building collapse). Similarly to the models of Reiter [108] and Hartford et
al. [46] described in Section 5.2, the day is subdivided into three time blocks. However,
Hazus uses commuting (i.e. 5 p.m.) instead of leisure time at home as the third block apart
from working time and sleeping time. Table C.1 is a reproduction of the original table in the
manual and forms the quintessence of the Hazus presence model. The model is generally
adapted to a typical U.S. situations. Therefore, specific values should be carefully reviewed
before transferring them to other countries with different settlement structures. Nevertheless,
the methodology as such appears very elaborate and can be applies to almost any situation.

The model is based upon three different quantities which need to be multiplied in order to
obtain the number of people present at a given location and a given time:

1. The size of the respective population group. Most people belong to several groups
(residential population, working population, commuters etc.), so that all groups taken
together include more than 100% of the total population. The total population in an area
is obtained from census data. From there, the size of the different groups is estimated;
indicated as text in brackets in Table C.1.

2. The proportion of the population located within a building (as opposed to those outside,
i.e. in front of the building); indicated as numbers in brackets in Table C.1.

3. The proportion of the population realising their affiliation to a population group at a
given time. People permanently belong to several groups, but can only realise these
affiliations one at a time (e.g. either residential affiliation or commercial affiliation or
affiliation to commuting etc.); indicated as numbers without brackets in Table C.1.

153
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Table C.1: Distribution of people in census tract, from Hazus [134]
occupancy 2:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.

indoors

residential (0.999)0.99(NRES) (0.70)0.75(DRES) (0.70)0.5(NRES)
commercial (0.999)0.02(COMW) (0.99)0.98(COMW) +

(0.80)0.20(DRES) +
0.80(HOTEL) +

(0.80)VISIT

0.98[0.50(COMW) +
0.10(NRES) +
0.70(HOTEL)]

educational (0.90)0.80(AGE 16) +
0.80(COLLEGE)

(0.80)0.50(COLLEGE)

industrial (0.999)0.10(INDW) (0.90)0.80(INDW) (0.90)0.50(INDW)
hotels 0.999(HOTEL) 0.19(HOTEL) 0.299(HOTEL)

outdoors

residential (0.001)0.99(NRES) (0.30)0.75(DRES) (0.30)0.5(NRES)
commercial (0.001)0.02(COMW) (0.01)0.98(COMW) +

(0.20)0.20(DRES) +
(0.20)VISIT +
0.50(1–PRFIL)

0.05(POP)

0.02[0.50(COMW) +
0.10(NRES) +

0.70(HOTEL)] +
0.50(1–PRFIL)
[0.05(POP) +
1.0(COMM)]

educational (0.10)0.80(AGE 16) +
0.20(COLLEGE)

(0.20)0.50(COLLEGE)

industrial (0.001)0.10(INDW) (0.10)0.80(INDW) (0.10)0.50(INDW)
hotels 0.001(HOTEL) 0.01(HOTEL) 0.001(HOTEL)

commuting

commuting in cars 0.005(POP) (PRFIL)0.05(POP) (PRFIL)0.05[(POP)
+ 1.0(COMM)]

commuting using
other modes

0.50(PRFIL)0.05(POP) 0.50(PRFIL)
[0.05(POP) +
1.0(COMM)]

The abbreviations in Table C.1 are defined in [134] as follows:

POP . . . census tract population taken from census data
DRES . . . daytime residential population inferred from census data
NRES . . . nighttime residential population inferred from census data
COMM . . . people commuting inferred from census data
COMW . . . people employed in the commercial sector
INDW . . . people employed in the industrial sector
AGE 16 . . . number of people of 16 years of age and under, inferred from

census data (used as a proxy for the portion of the population
located in schools)

COLLEGE . . . number of students on college and university campuses in the
census tract inferred from square footage for default values
(1 student per 130 ft2 [12 m2] of occupancy EDU2)

HOTEL . . . number of people staying in hotels in the census tract inferred
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from square footage for default values (1 person per 400 ft2

[37 m2] of occupancy RES4)
PRFIL . . . factor representing the proportion of commuters using auto-

mobiles, inferred from profile of the community (0.60 for dense
urban, 0.80 for less dense urban or suburban, and 0.85 for rural).
The default is 0.80.

VISIT . . . number of regional students who do not live in the study area,
visiting the census tract for shopping and entertainment. Default
is set to zero.

C.2 Graham’s Model for Dam Failure

Graham’s approach [45] is characterised by a certain reluctance to establish mathematical
relationships in human consequence estimation. This reluctance is founded on his bad experi-
ences with empirically derived and overly generalising equations. In this respect, he refers to
two models that are briefly described in [45] and in [57]. One of these models was authored
by Brown and himself [14], the other by DeKay & G. McClelland1 [24]. Both models directly
calculate the fatality rate or lethality PD from the available warning time TW and the number
of people at risk NPAR. In both cases, PD decreases with increasing NPAR values. This is a
statistical effect that occurrs if a large area is not subdivided into sufficiently small sub-areas:
The larger the affected area the more it becomes likely to find sub-areas which are more or
less unaffected, especially in wide flood plains. Major events such as the landslide into the
Vajont reservoir in Italy causing around 1300 deaths were not included in the analysis of
either [14] or [24] and would be systematically underestimated in consequence.

In order to circumvent these and other inconsistencies, Graham introduces a table instead of
one or several mathematical relationships (Table C.2). In the table, the respective influencing
parameters do not enter directly, but by means of different categories. They display the
combined effect of a certain flood magnitude with a certain warning time and a certain
flood severity understanding in the population: In this way, the effect of each parameter
is considered in the result, although the final effect of each variable taken alone remains
unknown. It can be said that the quantitative effect of each parameter is considered implicitly
only. The values in Table C.2 are derived from a number of historical events, which can be
subsumed under the respective categories.

In order to assess the category of the flood severity in Table C.2 (low, medium and high),
Graham does not restrict himself to one single criterion. As a basis, he uses a damage-scale
comparable to the intensity measure in earthquake assessment. The subdivision into medium
and low severity relies on two further criteria: One is related to the water depth, the other puts
the momentary water discharge and the momentary flood width in relation to the average
yearly discharge. With respect to warning time T ′

W , Graham proceeds in a similar way (see
Table C.3 for the specific case of earthfill dams).

1Not to be mistaken for D. McClelland, the author of [74] who is also cited in this thesis, equally with
respect to dam failure consequences.
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Table C.2: Recommended estimation of fatality rate PD, from Graham [45]
flood severity warning time flood severity fatality rate PD

T ′
W understanding suggested sugg. range

no warning not applicable 0.75 0.30–1.00
15 to vague Use the values shown above and

high 60 minutes precise apply to the number of people who
more than vague remaina in the the dam failure flood-
60 minutes precise plain after warnings are issued.

no warning not applicable 0.15 0.03–0.35
15 to vague 0.04 0.01–0.08

medium 60 minutes precise 0.02 0.005–0.04
more than vague 0.03 0.005–0.06
60 minutes precise 0.01 0.002–0.02

no warning not applicable 0.01 0.0–0.02
15 to vague 0.007 0.0–0.015

low 60 minutes precise 0.002 0.0–0.004
more than vague 0.0003 0.0–0.0006
60 minutes precise 0.0002 0.0–0.0004

aNo guidance is provided on how many people will remain in the floodplain.

Table C.3: Recommended estimation of time of warning for earthfill dams, from Graham [45]
cause of special time of When would dam failure warning be initiated?
failure considerations failure observers at dama no observers at damb

drainage area day 0.25 h before dam fails 0.25 h after fw reaches PAR
overtopping < 260 km2 night 0.25 h after dam fails 1 h after fwc reaches PARd

drainage area day 2 h before dam fails 1 h before dam failure
> 260 km2 night 1–2 h before dam fails 0–1 h before dam failure

piping full reservoir, day 1 h before dam fails 0.25 h after fw reaches PAR
normal weather night 0.5 h before dam fails 1 h after fw reaches PAR

immediate day 0.25 h after dam fails 0.25 h after fw reaches PAR
seismic failure night 0.5 h after dam fails 1 h after fw reaches PAR

delayed day 2 h before dam fails 0.5 h before fw reaches PAR
failure night 2 h before dam fails 0.5 h before fw reaches PAR

a‘Observers at dam’ means that a dam tender lives on high ground and within sight of the dam or the dam
is visible from the homes of many people or the dam crest serves as a heavily used roadway. These dams are
typically in urban areas.

b‘No Observers at dam’ means that there is no dam tender at, the dam is out of sight of nearly all homes
and there is no roadway on the dam crest. These dams are usually in remote areas.

cFloodwater.
dPeople at risk.
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C.3 Coburn & Spence’s Model for Earthquake-induced Col-
lapse

For a given class of buildings b, Coburn & Spence [18, 19] express the number of lives lost
due to collapse as

Ksb = D5b[M1b M2b M3b(M4b + M5b)] (C.1)

However, the rationale given in [19] seems to indicate that Coburn and Spence must have
actually had the following relationship in mind2:

Ksb = D5b[M1b M2b M3b(M4b + M5b(1−M4b))] (C.2)

The symbols are defined as

D5 . . . total number of collapsed buildings (i.e. damage level 5 according
to the ‘Cambridge Definition’: ‘More than one wall collapsed or
more than half of the roof dislodged or failure of structural
members to allow fall of roof or slab.’)

M1 . . . inhabitants per building
M2 . . . occupancy at the time of the earthquake [%]
M3 . . . proportion of people entrapped [%]
M4 . . . proportion of people killed in the collapse [%]
M5 . . . post-collapse mortality [%]

When comparing this methodology to the one introduced in Chapter 5, the quantities corre-
sponds to D5 ·M1 ·M2 = NPAR and M3 · (M4 + M5) = (1− PQ) · k = PD.

2see p. 5994, table for M5: ‘M5 (as % of M3 − M4)’)


